


SUPERIOR’S BEST COMPILATION YET
for the BBC Micro and Acorn Electron

Sam, an ardent fan of Superior Software's games, has been

:

absolutely delighted by the success of his first selection of

- chart-topping Superior Software games. Now here’s four more

games that will keep you enthralled day after day— on that you

can rely!

Rcpton 3 is probably the best-loved of all of Superior’s games.

Our endearing lizard, Repton, is trapped in a netherworld

amidst falling rocks, fearsome monsters and haunting spirits.

A superb strategic game which includes character and screen

designers enabling you to create your own scenarios. A& B
Computing reported: “This is top quality: arcade action at its

very best!’

BBC Micro Dual Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Dual Cassette £9.95

BBC Micro 5Vi" Disc 1H95 BBC Master Compact 3V>" Dtsc.M4.9S

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).

Crazec Rider, a fascinating motorcycle-racing game, features

seven international racetracks. “It’s fast, challenging and there’s

plenty to keep you entertained. Thoroughly recommended”

remarked The Micro User.

Gaiaforce is the thinking-man’s alien-zapping game; fast and

furious, yet full of strategy. Oracle enthused: “You haven't lived

until you’ve played this game. Buy it!— it's the ultimate in

shoot-em-up. RATING: 20 (out of 20)!’

Codename: Droid is a challenging arcade-adventure.

The quality of the graphics and animation must be seen to be

appreciated. Electron User summed the game up by saying

“CODENAME: DROID is brilliant . . . it’s worth every penny!’

“Play It Again, Sam”
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ACORN
IN ACTION

A totally new experience for show visitors

at the

Royal Horticultural Hall,

Westminster, London SWI

I0am-6pm Friday May 13

10om-6pm Saturday May 14

10am-4pm Sunday May 15

You'll find the very latest software and peripherals for the

complete Acorn range at the Electron & BBC Micro User Show.
But this time there'll be so much more to enjoy.

Acorn In Action will demonstrate some of the truly

amazing projects currently involving the machines . .

qft * A spectacular laser light show
controlled by a BBC Micro.

(Saturday only)

* The research work on the BBC Micro
that has helped to bring new hope

to sufferers of the eye disease

glaucoma. (Friday and Sunday)

A program developed by an

amateur astronomer to locate

distant galaxies (Saturday and Sunday)

The Beeb system being used by
doctors at Guy's Hospital to provide

a breakthrough in the treatment of

arterial disease. (Saturday and Sunday)

P0 Vwatch your own heartbeats

displayed, measure your manual
dexterity and hear your own voice

backwards - all courtesy of a BBC
Micro.

Take your toot in the Archimedes Demonstration fafltSStlC
Theatre run by Acorn s own experts (Jp tO 3 .. «

Thirty mmute special introductory courses to the /t fll* aww ^ .arhnle fiMIIWF 1

new machine will be held on the hour, every hour . . fQf ttlO
throughout the three days Price lust £ I OOf UU

Avoid the queues! Get your ticket in advance - and SAVE £1 A HEAD!

Poucodo



Testimony to Acorn popularity waiting for the show to open

New products give

Electron a boost

Top
people
read
their
monitor...
THE world's leading financial

newspaper - America's
famous Wall Street Journal -

is now available daily on the
Electron.

This latest service from
MicroLink provides an
authoritative, up-to-date
source of financial and busi-

ness news. There is also a
facility to search through
issues dating back to 1986.

It is just one of a package of

four new online databases
for MicroLink subscribers.

Also on offer are selected

English language summaries
of articles taken from more
than 500 business news-
papers and journals covering
UK and overseas markets.
The full text of Marketing

Week - the leading UK maga-
zine covering the marketing
and media world - and Peat
Marwick McLintock Grants -a
comprehensive guide to pri-

vate and public sector grants
and initiatives in the UK - are
also now available on-line.

A FREE booklet which takes a
lighthearted look at floppy
discs arid data storage has
been published by Fuji Photo
Film.

Called The Floppy Disc
story, it explains how to

protect discs and get the best
from them.
Richard Ferrand, Fuji's

THE wealth of exciting

accessories and upgrades
pouring on to the Electron
market continues unabated.

This was never more evi-

dent than at the Electron &
BBC Micro User Show in

Manchester where, for

example, Pres - which has
taken over where ACP left off
- launched no less than nine
Electron products and gave a

promise of more to come.
One of the debutant

upgrades - the Advanced
Plus 2 Rom - contains no less

sales and marketing manager
said; "Although floppy discs

are now a familiar part of
computing, people still need
to be educated on how and
why they should be cared
for”.

The booklet can be
obtained from Fuji Photo Film

UK (01-586 5900).

than 21 helpful utilities for

owners of Electron add-ons.
Also just off the Pres
assembly line are a new
power switch, user port,

1MHz bus, advanced printer

buffer, enhanced ABR soft-

ware and - as a change of

pace - three volumes of

games on disc.

The company has also
brought out ADFS Version 1.1

and ADFS E00 for Plus 3 and
AP4 users. Coming soon are
internal battery-backed ram
upgrade Advanced Plus 7 and
Advanced Basic Editor-*-.

"Most users tell us how
delighted they are with their

Electron, but ask if it is still

worthwhile upgrading or
should they change to a
second-hand BBC Micro or

Master 128". a Pres spokes-
man told Electron User.

"We try to remove any
doubts by designing, where
possible, products that Elec-

tron owners can use with
other Acorn computers".
Meanwhile, sources close

to Slogger say the firm is

developing for release in the

autumn a souped up rom box
that will give the Electron
"everything the BBC Micro
has got including rom car-

tridge sockets, RS423, user
port, 1MHz bus and printer

sockets"

And hopes are high that

Slogger will take over
production of Pace Micro
Technology's RS423 interface

for the Electron.

The Manchester show
proved once again that there

is still plenty of computing
left in the Electron. Despite
unpleasant weather, crowds
exceeded expectations with
queues stretching right round
UMIST and the doors having
to be closed several times.

Visitors praised the high
quality of the re-introduced
seminars and enjoyed the
Treasure Hunt with its more
than 150 prizes.

The next Electron & BBC
Micro User Show takes place

at the New Horticultural Hall,

Westminster, London, from
May 13 to 15. Ticket details

are on Page 4.

Flip look at floppies
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Winner
collects
his prize
WINNER of Tynesoft's mas-
sive Winter Olympiad
competition which attracted

thousands of entries from all

over Europe was young Elec-

tron owner James Yerkess.

The competition, which ran

concurrently in the UK and
Europe, was open to all users
of Winter Olympiad 88,

regardless of machine.
James successfully listed

the attributes that go to make
a perfect skier, winning
through a tiebreaker in the
face of stiff opposition.

His reward was an all-

expenses paid trip for two to

the winter Olympics in

Calgary.

In his seven days there he-

managed to take in most of

Winner James in Calgary

the major events, as well as
finding time to see the sights.

Back home, 16-year-old
James spends a lot of time
with his Electron - despite the

fact that his computer studies

teacher swears by the BBC
Micro.

'After my success,
however, he might just

change his opinion that you
can't do much on an Elec-
tron", said James.

Electron’s a hit
THE Electron is a big hit with
physically handicapped
members of the Newbridge
Resource Centre in Stockport.
The centre was among

many groups from schools
and organisations which vis-

ited the Electron & BBC Micro
User Show in Manchester.
One of the members, Heidi

Kinseler - who suffers from
spina bifida - was particularly

impressed by the Fun School
program which features 10
games to help the learning

process.

"I was surprised to see how
easy the Electron is to use",

said Heidi. "We have a com-
puter at the resource centre

but there are so many people
who want to use it that it was
a nice change to be able to

K Ft FCTROM I ISFI) M.iv roflfl

have a machine to myself”
she added.
The Newbridge centre was

founded two years ago to

help the physically handicap-
ped achieve their full learning

potential.

Courses in typing and com-
puter programming are all

carried out on a single
machine which is causing a

bit of a backlog for enthusi-

astic students who want to

use it.

Currently the centre is

trying to provide more com-
puters for its members to use,

but cost is a major problem.
"We were persuaded to go

along to the show by one of

our members, Gavin Key,
who is just crazy about the

Electron", said Gail Godfrey.
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COMBAT LYNX
Alternative 1.99

STAR FIGHT
Alternative 1.99

SOCCER BOSS
Alternative 1.99

PRO GOLF
Atlantis 2.99

PAPERBOY
Elite 9.95

FOUR GREAT GAMES
Micro Value 3.99

THAI BOXING
Anco 5.95

AROUND THE WORLD

IN 40 SCREENS
Superior

6.95

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 2
Superior

9.95

SUPERIOR COLLECTION VOL 3

Superior 9.95

Compiled by Gallup/Microscope

The chart is quite static this month which is expected at this

time of the year. However, there are three new entries —
Thai Boxing is an old title from Anco and enters at number
seven, while Superior's Play it Again Sam 2 enters in ninth

position. Highest entry is the budget priced Pro-Golf from
Atlantis. Yet the budget label with the first three spots is

Alternative. Superior Software hold the bottom of the chart

with its full-priced compilations.



| FREE MYSTERY GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER!

VIEW ROM
(Word Processor)

VIEW SHEET ROM
(Spreadsheet)

ACORN PLUS 1

(limited Stock)

£29*3 scoor rwcHAsi

£14 95 ELECTRON
£29*3 computers in

£14 95 STOCK NOW

ACORN ELECTRON POWER SUPPLY ONLY £9 95

Lloytron (jg)

DATA
RECORDERS
Suitable for the

Electron

only £19.95

HOME INTEREST BUSINESS

£4*9 MnauGomti
S4*9 Desk Diary

S499 Graph* & Chart*

£4*9 Theatre Cub
£4*9 Watch Your Weight
£6*9 The Complete Cockta* Makers**

sa**
66*9
£14*3

Any Five for Only £7.95

for use with Plus

One or BBC
Normally

Now Only £17.95

ffSiS?opoWEgOf»^i£]
Felix in the Factor/
Croaker
Bumble Bee
Gauntlet
KSIer Gorlla
Rubble Trouble
Electron Invader*
Feitx Fruit Moniter*
Che*»
Danger UXB
Frenzy
Felix meets the
Evil Weevils
Classic Adventures

S**5
£**3
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5

Stock Car
Swoop
Jetpower Jock
CybertTon Mission

Galoctlc Commander
Moonralder
Bandits at 3 O'Clock
Adventure
Swag
Escape from Moon Base
Ghouls
The Mine
Gyroscope

£4*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
£4*5
0*5
£4*5
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*5

Micropower Moglc

Compilations 1 & 2

Only

£5.95 each!

Electron Joystick Interface

and Software

£14 95

Qulckshot II Turbo Joystick

£1395

Buy Both for only

Beou Jolty Five Star Games
II or III

Computer Hits 1,2. or 3
Acornsoft Hits I or II

Superior Collection Vol III

Cass
Codename Droid*

StTykers Run
Crazee Rtder*

Palace of Moglc*
Spitfire

Play It Again Sam*

Bonecruncher
Quest

Play It Again Sam II

Winter Olympiad

Kourtyard
Cassette £9*4 £7.501

3.5* Disc 6U*4 £11.501

*Avalat4e on 35* disc

The Life of Repton
Cassette £4*4 £5.591

Bione for details of very latest

EDUCATION SPECIALS BBC PUBLICATIONS
Unkword Spanish £14*5 Maths O Laval II £12-05

llnkwofd ItoSon £14*5 Where t £495
Talkback >495 Biology £12*5
Workshop £499 Engtah £1»05

BBC a ELECTRON AVAILABLE
ANY TWO FOR £3.95

Maths wNh o Story 1 II (4-8 yean)
BBC/ElE Com U*3 9 95 eachl

A3K SOFTWARE (7-1
1 yean)

The best 4 language programs (set)

The best 4 malhs programs (set)

BBC/ELECass 2*43 I795persett

ELECTRON
REPAIR
SERVICE

Phone for details

Fantastic Offer

Brand New
Ferguson 12" Green

Screen Monitors (MM02)

Only £69.95
ELECTRON or BBC lead supplied FREE!

logo cartrirtgo 669 96

lap cartridge 629 96
lisp Cassette 69 96
tix r»e Graphics Cassette 69 96
LMe 6M 96
Plus 3 Games Disc 61*96
Superior Collection Vol ill

(plus 3 disc) 61496
Moryc Mushrooms 612*4
Me and My Micro 62 96

Advanced User Guide 69 96

^Nome_

SOFTWARE BARGAINS A division of The Mlcropower Group
Dept EU5. 8.8A Regent Street. Chapel Allerton. Leeds IS7 4PE
Tel 0632-687735
Ansophone out of hours

.
I Claim my Mystery Gift

V JUS/
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It's routine
work
Get to grips with operating system
routines in Part 3 of PETE BIBBY's
beginner's machine code tutorial

LOTS to do this month, so
straight down to work with
Program I. Before you say
"Oh no, not more of that
beeping code”, take
another look at it - it's

changed:

The difference lies in the
comments attached to each
mnemonic. These com-
ments come after the
backslash which is the
assembler equivalent of
Basic's REM.
Take my advice and use

comments liberally. If you
don't, assembly language
programs rapidly become
unintelligible.

Notice that the comments
also appear in the assembly
listing produced Figure I

shows what each field in the
listing contains.

Not that I'm obsessed
with beeps, or afraid that

you might fall asleep
reading this, but Program II

produces another beep. And
while the code produced is

the same, the techniques
used to produce it are very
different and well worth
getting into the habit of
using:

10 REA Proper II

20 MODE &

23 codeStarMt20§0
25 nueber'7

27 csurch*tFFEE

31 PX=codeStart

48 t \ tnter the assembler
45 .start

50 Ulh anuaber 3 put 7 in th

e eccuaulttor

60 JSR oswrth

70 RTS \ go beck to basic
80 3 REA leave the assembler
90 CALL codes t art

For a start, three new lines

are squeezed in between
lines 20 and 30. The first -

line 23 - sets up a variable

codeStart which holds the

address of the first location

you want the code to be
assembled at. Later on P% is

set to this address.
The next variable,

number, holds seven, the
bell code. Finally, the
address of our tame
operating system - or os -

routine is held in the
strangely named variable
oswrch.
Actually there's good

reason for calling it oswrch,
as the routine at &FFEE is

known as oswrch
Operating System call to
WRite a CHaracter.
These variables are then

used with our familiar
assembly language mne-
monics. Line 50 now LDAs
number rather than 7, while
line 60 JSRs to oswrch. And
once we leave the
assembler we find that the
CALL is to codeStart.
Using these variables

makes the mnemonics more
intelligible and flexible. To
see what I mean try

changing where the code
starts. You could have
codeStart as &2100 or
&2200 or whatever.
Just be wary that you

don't go into areas of
memory used by the
operating system or Basic.

You'll soon know if you dol
Still ringing the changes,

try using other values for

number such as 65 or 66.

You'll see that what oswrch
does depends on the value
in the accumulator.
Experiment with these,

but avoid the values below

32; these are control codes
and can cause odd things to

happen if you don't know
what you're doing.

One other technique is

introduced in Program II.

This is labelling assembly
code. Line 45 introduces our
label, start, using a dot to

tell the assembler that this is

a label.

When the assembler
comes across this it makes a
note of the location it’s up to

and whenever it comes
across start again it knows
that it refers to this address.

In this case the label is at

the beginning of the code
and we've told the
assembler (via codeStart
and P%) to start the code at

location &2000.
Hence start takes the

value &2000 and you could,

if you wanted, use the line:

|

90 CALL it«rt
|

to get the routine working.
Notice that you don't need

the leading dot, that's just

there when it's initially used.
The rules for labels are the
same as for variable names,
and it is good advice to use
meaningful ones.

One last thing about
labels: The assembler uses
them but they don't appear
in the opcodes produced.
They're just notes used at

the time of assembly to help
the assembler keep track of
the locations involved in a
routine. Look at Program ll’s

assembly listing if you don't
believe me.
Also note that number

and codeStart don't appear

Locations (assembler's
equivalent to line

numbers I Mnemonics and comments

I

2000 \ enter the assembler
2000 (9 07 LOA #7 \ put 7 in the accueulitor
2002 20 EE fF JSR IFFEE \ invoke a subroutine
2005 60 RTS \ go beck to basu

f \
Held in location Opcodes (translation of
counter (P%) mnemonics

)

Figure I: Output from running
Program I. What each bit means

a ELECTRON USER May 1S68



Programming

In the opcodes, the
assembler substitutes 7 and
&FFEE (in the annoying
about-face style that the
6502 uses for addresses).

Because of this, the actual

code produced by Programs
I and II is exactly the same,

Memories are
made of this ...

A quick way of seeing
what's in location &2000
and its successors is to set

up a function key to do the

job. Just enter:

• KEY 1 X*42800:FOR 1*8 TO 8

: PRINT 'X*1, *X?I:NEXT liNit

Now whenever you press

function key 1, the contents
of locations &2000 to &2008
are displayed, along with
the seemingly obligatory
beep.

despite the obvious dif-

ferences in appearance of

the two.

I leave it to you to decide

which is the more intel-

ligible program.
Program III shouldn't

detain you for too long. It's

as easy as ABC. However,
there's a lot to learn from it

if you're willing to spend
some time messing about
with the code:

18 REN Prograi HI
28 ItORE 6

38 cod»St»rt=42080

48 nv*b«r*65

58 omrch-tFFEE

68 PX*codeStart

78 C \ enter the sssesbler

88 .A

98 LtR Pnueber \ put 65 in t

be eccuauUtor
188 JSR osvrch \ displays X

118 .8

128 LbA enueber+1 \ put 66 I

n the accusutator

138 JSR oserch \ displays B

H0 .C

158 ISA #nuaber>2 \ put 67 i

n the accuaulator

160 JSR oserch \ displays C

170 RTS \ go back to basic

180 ] REN leave esseabler

198 CALL codeStart

For a start, lines 120 and
150 show that you can use

expressions inside the
assembler, which is quite

clever enough to calculate

number -H and substitute

that value in the code
produced.

You can even use Basic

functions, as you'll see if

you make line 90:

|

lda eASC(T)
|

Observant readers will

see that I've used three
labels, A, B and C. What do
you think will happen if you
use CALL C or CALL B or

CALL A in line 190? Try it

and see.

Program IV uses assem-

bly language to look at the

keyboard, and echo the key

you press to the screen. To
do this it employs three os
routines:

10 REN Progrts IV

28 NODE 6

38 cod*Stjri=l2B80

40 PX«code$t*rt

50 otrdch*lFFE8

60 osurch’4FFEE

78 osnevl»|FFE7

88 C \ enter the essesbler

90 JSR sirdch \ get keyboard

character

180 JSR osureh \ display thi

s character

110 JSR osneul

120 RTS \ go back to basic

130 3 REN leave assembler

140 CALL 12000

The first is osrdch - ReaD
CHaracter. Found at address
&FFE0, this routine exam-
ines the keyboard and
places the Ascii value of the

key pressed into the
accumulator.
Oswrch we've met before.

The third routine is osnewl,
which you can contact via

&FFE7. This provides a car-

riage return and a line feed

giving, in effect, a new line.

Leave out line 110 and see
what happens.
Readers of an ingenious

and inquiring mind with a

knowledge of some of those
control codes may wonder

Turn to Page 10
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Programming
< From Pago 9

why they can't use the
following routine to get a
new line :

.null n«

lOA *11 \«>d« for («

J SR osureli

IDA #13 Uode for IF

JSR osurch

The trouble is that this is

long-winded. What's really

needed is osasci. which can
be found at &FFE3. This
routine does the same as
oswrch and in addition,
adds a line feed to any car-

riage return.

I leave it to you to knock

Routine Address

Oswrch

Osrdch

Osnewl

Osasci

&FFEE

&FFEO

&FFE7

&FFE3

Table I: Soma routine addresses

up the required routine as
an exercise. Otherwise stick

to osnewl when you want a

new line. Table I shows the

routines and their

addresses.

Our final program this

month. Program V, shows
how we can use assembly
language to produce

10 REN Progrj* V

20 code$tart=*2000

30 Pl*code$tirt

(0 omrcMtFFEE
50 C

60 .aodethange

70 10* #22 \ select vdu

80 JSR osurcti \ tell the ope
riting lyitei

90 10* *5 \ select the *ode
180 JSR osurch V fnfori the

os

110 .driM

120 ID* #25 \ vdu choice - P

LOT

130 JSR osureli

H# ID* #6 \ pic* OR*# optio

150 JSR osirreh

168 .coordinates

170 10* #255 \ « coordinate,
to# byte

180 JSR osvrch

191 L0* #0 \ x coordinate, h

igh byte

200 JSR os#rch

210 ID* #255 \ y lo#

220 JSR osurch

230 ID* *0 \ y high

2*0 JSR otarch

250 RTS

260 ]

270 (*ll codeStart

graphics. In effect we use
the VDU codes

|

YOU 22,5
|

to select Mode 5 followed
by:

I

»U 25,6,255,8,255,0
|

to draw a line from 0,0 to
255,255.

This is done by success-
ively loading the accumu-
lator with the VDU code
numbers and their par-
ameters. passing the data
over to the Electrons
operating system using the
versatile oswrch routine:
Try altering Program V,

giving the parameters dif-

ferent values and see what
happens.

• That should keep you
busy until next month, when
we'll be learning about
other registers and the
mnemonics that go with
them.

Before Assembler After

Mnemonics become Opcodes
Variables became Values
Functions become Values
Labels become Addresses

How the assembler interprets your program

NEW LOW PRICES!
555* BULK PACKED-TOPOUAUTY 10 25 50 100
Single Sided *6T Pi

Single Susna 961 Pi

Double SdedeOTPi
Double S«Md96T.Pt
Double SuJed Coloured 96T.P.I.

Double SnJed Reversible 96T pi

Colomed 6 Reveniole «1 P.i

Coloured* Reversible 96 T PI
PacWono 5 25‘ l>sw oome Free Plasoc uonry Case i«om £1 #9')

Coloured Dswoome n We oohmiRed. Blue. Whde, Ve«o*. Green)

^^wniWe dWs Have Mmonhoes and hw notches'

M Caniec Mis are sacked «rti a prowcM lactt (envelope) am come wti a Ui umt set.

ndudingalabelandaMiMproetcttab The daks are man#jaumd a mn inumananii
standards and new a hub ring «or added protector M dsks ib nng Sar added pottcaon All dsks carry oi# no qufcbto leptacemen

»jaramee and are cerMed 100% error tree

Storage Boxes
3 00* Lockable - Holds 25 £7.49

3.00* Lockable - Holds 60 £8.49

3.50* Lockable - Holds *0 £749
3.50* Lockable - Holds 80 £8.49

5.25* Lockable - Holds 50 £7 49

5 25* Lockable - Holds 100 £8 49

5 25* Lockable -Holds 120 £10 95

3 5* Cleaning Disc £4.99
5-25* Cleaning Disc £3.99
Disk Notcher £3.49
Archimedes BBC Printer

Cable £8 49

PROFESSIONAL
PRINTER STAND

This new printer stand is very space
efficient as it takes hardly any more
room than your pnnter Due to the
unique positioning ot me paper
gtede mechanism and refold com
partmerits that is one above me
other, me desk space is effectively

halved The space saving design
allows easy access to the paper
* ****11 sides, me special dial

COPY HOLDERS

YU-H32 Copy Holder with Adpistable Arm
Size 9.5" * 1 1 .5* with smooth shoe kne guide - £19.95

YU-H32 Copy Holder with Adiustable Arm
Size 19* x 12* (A3) - C29.95

BRANDED 3.5" COMPUTER DISKS
Sony MF2 0D £29 95 Sony MFI OD .£1995
Goldstar MF2-00 £24.95 Maiei MFl-00 £1995
3M MF2 DO £29.95 3M MF1 -OD £24 95
verbatim MF2 HD £49 95 Verbatim MF2-00 £29 95
Veibabm MFl-00 £19.95 JVC MF2 DO £24 95

VERBATIM OR 3M BRANDED 5.25"-PRICE FOR 20 DISKS
SS DO 48TPI £24.99 DS DO 48TP1 £28 99
DS00 96TPI £35.99 DSHD £48 99

SPECIAL OFFER BOXES
100 5.25* DS DO Disks plus 100 Capacity Locking Ouk Box £38.99

75 3.5* 0S-00 Disks plus 80 Capacity Locking Disk Box £86 99

25 Coloured 3.5* DS DO Disks plus 40 Capacty Locking Disk Box £41.99

3.5” TOP QUALITY BULK PACKED DISKS
10 25 SO 100 ISO 200

Single Sided 135TJU £12.49 £2395 C4695 £9195 £12995 £189.96

Double SUM 135T.P.L £14 49 £26.95 £5295 £9895 £145 95 £189.96

Rainbow Pack of five colours - New product!
Snips Sided 135T.PJ. £1795 £35.95 £82 95 £11995 £188 95 £21995
Double Sided 135T.P.I £1995 £39 95 £75 95 £14595 £21495 £279.96

Packs Olio 3.5* Disks come wdti Free Piastc Library Case (worm £1 49f)

All discs are suppaed with labels and are certiUsd 100% error ires

CENTEC DISK SUPPLIES
UMT 3, THE METRO CENTRE, BRIDGE ROAD, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 2BE

TEL: (0689) 35353 (6 Lines) (24 Hours) Fax: 0689 77737
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COMPUTING IN

ACT/
O
N

The plume of my tante
OK — it's not perfect,
but PIERRE DUPONT'S
DIY translator is a step
in the right direction

Foreign Language Text Translato

Oiation.ru

<a> Eloatri

Morals :

(iElTMifliTTI

1> Trans lot * tout tail
2> Mdaf to dlotlonara
3> Load dlotionaru

Save dictionary
9> List dlotionaru

FOREIGN languages are the

bain of most peoples' lives.

But now you can translate

any word processed file

from one language to any
other, with the help of a

pocket dictionary

Text Translator - for disc

users only - uses a simple,

brute-force method for con-

verting a file from one lan-

guage to another.

It must first be fed some
words, together with their

best approximate trans-

lations, before you can set it

to work.

It then scans through any
named text file on disc,

printing the translations of

any words it recognises.

The only drawback is that

you won't end up with a

grammatical result. Things
like past and present tenses

will be ignored, and word
order may be back to front -

la chaise verte will end up as

the chair green - but the

program will still give you
the gist of what the text is

about.

To set up Text Translator,

select option two from the

main menu - Add to the dic-

tionary. This is where you
supply the words to the pro-

gram's internal store.

Up to 150 words and their

translations can be stored -
a relatively small number,
but surprisingly meaningful
results can be obtained if

the words are chosen with

care.

You will be asked to enter

a word, followed by the

Return key. Next, type in the

closest translation in the

target language for that

word.
Pocket dictionaries, like

those in the Collins series,

are perfect for this part of

the proceedings.

When you think you have

entered enough translations

press Return in place of the

next expected word, and
you will be taken back to the

main menu.
It would be wise to save

the dictionary at this point,

and option four will do this

for you.

You will be prompted for

a filename - any pathname
may be entered if you have
the ADFS - and warned if

there is already a file of the

same name present on disc.

Option three will load a

previously created diction-

ary back from disc, wiping
over any currently stored
words.
Option five lists the cur-

rent dictionary, pausing at

the foot of every screenful

until Shift is pressed, while

option six will completely
wipe the internal dictionary.

If you select this by mis-

take, either press the Escape
key, or press the N key at the

warning prompt.

Figure I: The main menu

Now we finally move on
to option one - Translate a

text file. When you select

this option, you will be
asked for the name of the

file in question, and the pro-

gram will verify its existence

for you.
Then you will be asked

whether a hard copy - a

printout - is required - to

which you answer yes or no
by pressing the Y or N keys.

Finally, Transistor will ask

you whether you would like

the result of the translation

spooled to disc.

This is a very valuable

part of the program,
because it enables you -
after translation - to load in

a dictionary which contains

translations going the oppo-

site way, and re-translate

the spooled file back to its

original state.

This way you can see
quickly If the choice of

Turn to Page 12

Translating - ESC to quit

HT tap H QUQT
min h homm£ nrndn mthem mrisoh
ijargHaiw m i iim \ n m i i in

Figure II: The French translation of a short

Wordwise file - but it's rather fractured

I

Translating - ESC to quit

NTHEN CUT ,
NT HE II MHH ttRHDM NTHEN HOUSE

Figure III: The re-translation back into English

tests the accuracy of your dictionary
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COMPUTING IN

From Page 1

1

words in your dictionaries

are the best. It the re-

translation reads nothing like

the original text, you have
made some bad choices
somewhere, because hope-
fully you should end up with
a sort of a pidgin version of

the source file - strange-
sounding, but readable.

It can also be great fun
translating something from,
say, English to French and
back again. Many a laugh
will be heard from passers
by, intrigued at this
apparent compulsion to
write like Inspector Cluseau.
Any words which Text

Translator cannot find in its

dictionary will be printed in

the original, surrounded by

a hash symbol on either
side.

This way you can see just

what the program is making
of your precious text, while
invariably producing some-
thing hilariously similar to

Miles Kington's Franglaise
column in Punch magazine.
Language teachers might

cringe at this program, but
there is no denying its

usefulness - especially
when going on holiday, or if

Latin comprehension home-
work is involved.

Text Translator will

understand View. Word-
wise, Mini Office and just

about any other possible
formats for storing text that

you can think of and will

function quite happily in

Slogger 64k or Turbo
modes.

LISTING dictionary

h :

? = house

|: f8U
OOL

li

{(hot
6

Hffi
LLttR0

Figure IV: Listing the dictionary

18 HE* Text Transistor

28 REN By Pierre Dupont

38 REN (c) Electron User
48 REN

38 0NERR0RG0TO628

68 N0DE4:PR0Csetup

78 CLOSE*8:PR0Cmnu:fiOrO7

8

88 BEFPR0Csetup:DINdicS(1

58,1)

88 di c$*
,

Unnaied':aaxX*0:

•an t eat = 1 38 : puncS*'. ,1 !

;

puncX*f ALSE
• 88 F ND PRO

C

118 DEFPR0Caenu:PR0CtUle<
•foreign Language Teit Trans
let or*): PRINT TAB (2, 5 )*By Pie
rre Dupont (c) Electron User

': COLOURS :C0L0UR129:PR1NTTAB

(1S,12);:PR0CbigCNain Menu'

): PRINT : COLOUR 1: COLOUR 12

8

128 PRINTSPCi't) Translate
soae teat"

138 PRINTSPCi'2) Add to di

ctionary"

148 PRIN'SPC4’3) Load diet
ionary*

158 PRINTSPC6'4) Save diet
ionary'

168 PRINTSPC6'$) Lilt diet
ienary‘

178 PR1NTSPC6'6) Nipe rest

dent dictionary"

180 PRlNTTAB(3,8)*t1ctiona

ry: COLOURS: COLOUR 1 29 : PB

I

NTdicS:C0L0UR1 : COLOUR 128: PRI

NTTAB(26,8)Kords:
-

;:C0L0UR
0 : COLOUR 1 29 : PR I NT aax X

190 PRINTTA8(9,31)’$tlect

Option (1-6) : COLOUR 1 : COL
OUR 1 28 : REPEAT :(X*SET>4S:UNT1
L(I>8 AND GX<7:ON«X6OTO200,2

18,220,238,248,258

288 PROC translate .‘ENDPROC

210 PROCaddtENOPROC

228 PROCloadrENDPROC
230 PROCsave:ENDPROC
240 PR0Ctist:EN0PR0C

258 PROCuipe.-ENDPROC

260 STOP

270 DEFPROCbig(BS) : fORPS=

1

TOLEN8S:XX s0:YX=89: 1 8900=ASC

(NIDS(BS,NX,1)):AX«10:CALLlf

fF1:LX«1

280 FORXX»224T0225:VDU23,X

X:fORYX»0TO3:VOUT(*900HX):V
DU?U9B0»LL) : LX=LX-» 1 : NEXT :NE

XT :VDU224,8, 10,225, 11:NE XT :E

NOPROC

290 »EFPROCtitle(BS):VDU28

, 0, 31,39,0: CL$:VDU23,1, 8; 0;0

;0; : COLOURS : COLOUR 129: FORT t-

8T03:PRINTSTR1NSS(39, ):N£

XT:PRINTTAB<2B-L£NB*/2,1);:P
ROCbig(BS) : COLOUR 1 : COLOUR 1 28

:VDU23,1,1;0;8;0; : ENDPROC

380 0EFPR0Cload:PR0Cti tle(

‘LOAD dictionary') : INPUT

“Fi lenaae -,dic$:inX=0PENlN

dic»:IFinX»0 PROC title (‘Wo

suck file • SPACE for Nain M

enu:‘) : REPEAT :UNTU6ET S 32:EN
DPROC

310 PR0Ctitle('L0ADIN6 *0

ic**‘ - Please yeir>:aaxX=1
: REPEAT :INPUT#inX,dicS(aaxX,

0):INPUW1nX,dicJ(aasX,1):aa
iI»«a»I»1:0NTIL E0FPinX:CL0S
E#8:aaxX*aaxX-1 :ENDPR0C

320 DEFPROCsave:IFaa*X«0 E

NDPROC ELSE PROCti tleC'SAVE

dictionary*)! INPUT Fi le

naae ,dicS

330 inX*OPENIN dicl:IFinX>

0 PROCtit leldul*' exists -

Replace (Y/N>?*):tEPEAT:(X:t

ET AND 223:UNTU 6X=ASCT 0

R 6X*ASCT:1F 6X*ASCT VDU

7:CLOSE*0:ENDPROC
348 PROCti tleCSAVlNG 'di

cS»' - Please uait
-

) :CLOS£e0
:outX*0P£N0UT dlc$:FORlXe1TO

•nX:PRlNT*outX,dic$(LX,8):P
RINTaoutX,dicl(LX,1):NEXT:CL

OSE#0:ENDPROC

358 DEFPROCuipe:lFaexX=0 f

NDPROC ELSE PROCtitleCUIPE
dictionary l Y/N)?‘) :REP£AT:S

X*6ET AND 223:UNTILCHR$6X*'T
' OR CHASEfmif CHR$GX=*N
' VDL'7: ENDPROC

360 dicl=’Unna*ed ':aaxX*8:
ENDPROC

370 DEFPRDCadd:IFaaxXvian
teaX VDU7: ENDPROC ELSE PROCt
ItleCADD to the dictionary

-

) : V0U28, 8, 31,39,5
380 REPEAT :aaiX*aaxX'*1:PR2

NT'Nord
-

;»nX;‘ (or RETURN

to quit) •;:INPUTM$:IFn$*~

aaxX*aaxX-1:UNTILNS*':ENDPR
OC

390 dicS(aa«X,0)*NS:!NPUr
Trans Lation',TS:dicS(aa«X,1)
=TS: PRINT tUNTlLaaxX^aaxi teaX

488 DEFPROC translate: I Fan
X«0 VDU7:ENDPR0C ELSE PROCti
tleCTRANSLATE text')

418 INPUT Fi lenaae ',(

S:mX=OPENIN FS:1F inX*0 PRO

CtitleCNo such file * SPACE
for Rain Nenu:‘):R£P£AT:UNT

1L6ET=32:ENDPR0C

420 PROCtitleCHard copy (

Y/N)?') :REPEAT :(X*(ETAND223:
UNTlLtX*ASCT OR GX*ASCN

-

:

If GX=ASC
-

Y‘ printXsTRUE ELS
E printXsFALSE

430 PROCtitlefTpool outpu
t (Y/N)?

-

) : REPEAT :GT*GETAND2
23 :until«x«asc-y- OR GX*ASC
N':If GZ»ASC*Y* spoolX*TRUE:
INPUT" 'Fitenaae for spool
Ing ’,soS ELSE spoolX«fALSE
440 PROCtitleCTranslating

- ESC to quifhlFspoolX T«

EN S8900i*SPOOL ipl:XX*0:T
X s9:CALLlf FF7

450 VDU28,0,31, 39,5 :CLS: IF

print: V0U2

460 REPEAT:eofX«FNfetch:PR

OCaatch;PROCoutput:UNTILeof

X

:YDU3:CLOSEe0:If spoolX THEN
•SPOOL

470 COLOURS : COLOUST29: PRIM
T "Press SPACE for Main Nen

U*; tCOLOURI : COLOUR 128: RE PEAT
:UNT1L GET*32:ENDPRCC
480 DEFFNf etch: REPEAT :BX-B

EETeinX:CX*INSTR(puncS,CHRSB
X):IFCX>0 UNTILCX>0:US>N1DS(
punc»,CX,1):*FALSE

498 UNTIL(BX>64 AND BX<91>
OR (8I>96 AND BX<123) OR EO
F#inX: IF EOFainX THEN =TRUE

500 B*:BXAND223:WS:CHRSBX:
REPEAT ;BX*BG£T#inX: IF EOFein
X THEN 530

510 CX*lNSTR(ponc$,CHRSBX)

:IFCX>0 PJ*NlDS(punc$,CX,1):
puncX*TRUE ELSE puncX«FALSE

520 IF (BX>64 AND BX<91) 0
R (BX>96 AND 8X<123) US’US’C
HRt(BXAND223)

530 UNTIL (BXAND223)<65 OR

(8XAND223)>98 OR EOFeinX.-IF

EOfeinX THEN *TRUE

540 =FALSE

550 DEFPROCaatch:CXMNSTR(
purcS,U$):!F CX>0 RS=NS:ENDP
ROC ELSE FXs0:FORLX«1TOaaxX:
IF FX*0 THENIF NS*dicJ(LX,0)
FX*l:NJ=dicS(LX,1)

560 NEXTilf Ft=0 NS=*r+0l

570 ENDPROC

500 DEFPROCout put: PR ININS;
:If puncX PRINTPS:ENDPROC EL
SE IFeofX ENDPROC

590 PRINT' '
; : ENDPROC

600 DEFPROClist:IFaaxX<0 V

DU7: ENDPROC ELSE PROCtitlel
LISTING dictionary'):VOU28,0

,31,39,5,14

610 FORLX'ITOaaxX.'PRINTLX;
': ';dicS(LX,0),dic$(LX,1):N

EXT:PRINT':COLOUR0:COLOUR129

:?RSNT
-

Press SPACE for Nain
Nenu'; : COLOUR 1: COLOUR 128: REP
EAT :UNTILS£Ts32: ENDPROC

620 IF ERR-T7 SOTO 70

630 PROCtitlel'ERROR - pre

ss SPACE for Nun Nenu'):PRI

NT" :REPORT

640 REPEAT : UNT I LGE

T

B32 :60T

070

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer See order
form on Page 53.
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Product: Boulderdash

Price: C9.9S

Supplier: Tynesoft. Unit 3.

Addison Industrial Estate,

Blaydon. Tyne & Wear
NE21 4TE

Tel: 091-414 4611

BEFORE you say wearily.

"Oh no, not another Repton-
type game", let me put the

record straight. Boulder-
dash has the enviable reput-

ation of being the game
which inspired Repton and
all its clones all those years

ago.

So why is it Finally being

released for the Electron/

BBC Micro market, which by
now must surely be
saturated to bursting point

with diamond-digging maze
games? The answer is, as

ever, that the original is

usually the best. Not always,

but in this case it is certainly

true.

I, like many others,

cracked my maze-digging
teeth on Repton long before

I ever heard of Boulderdash.
I first played Boulderdash
on an Amstrad CPC464
about a year ago, and
thought to myself that

Repton had better watch
out.

Little did I know that this

newcomer actually pre-

dated my favourite by quite

a stretch, albeit on a differ-

ent machine - the old 8 bit

Atari.

Well, here it is at last on
the Electron, and jolly good
it is too. You play the part of

Rockford, a cute little

character who is a right little

hoarder, and addicted to

those big glistening

diamonds scattered about
the place just waiting to be
scooped up.

Unfortunately, opposition

to Rockford's greed lies in

the form of hundreds of

lethal boulders, deadly but-

terflies and a rapidly-

growing, pulsating amoeba.
You won't meet the

amoeba until the later levels

other hazards are present
right from the start.

Most obviously danger-
ous are the boulders.
Although this doesn't need
explaining to Repton fans,

the boulders are imbedded
in earth and digging for

diamonds undermines their

support. If a boulder falls on
Rockford, it's curtains.

A large element of

strategy is involved in

turning things to your
advantage. Boulders may be
pushed either left or right,

and as they will topple off

the edge of a precipice -

which can be dug carefully

to suit your requirements -

traps can be laid for the

mutant butterflies.

Dropping a boulder on a

butterfly mutates it into nine

separate diamonds. As a set

quota has to be collected,

butterfly crushing is a

necessary pastime - especi-

ally on levels deliberately

low in their supplies of

diamonds.
Collecting the full quota

for a given screen causes a

door somewhere in the
maze to be activated. It

won't always be near you,

so when you hear the bang
which signifies its opening,

a quick dash is indicated,

especially if time is running

short - there is a time limit

for each level.

The green amoeba
encountered on later levels

is a real pain. It grows at a

phenomenal rate and after a

certain point it will turn into

hundreds of boulders,
which will then rain destruc-

tion on Rockford's head.
Another incentive to hurry

things up.

What surprised me the

most about Boulderdash
was the way the screens
have been copied faithfully

from the original version'on

the 8 bit Atari. The two
micros are worlds apart and
the programmer has done a

good job in converting the

game.
As far as I could tell, every

single diamond and boulder
is in the same location as In

the original version, and it

was with great excitement I

realised that I could
complete level after level

using exactly the same
techniques that I had spent

so long working out a year

ago on the Amstrad.
That is the mark of a truly

successful game conver-
sion. Even the sprites are

identical, except that the
Electron/B8C Micro version

runs in Mode 6, using just

four colours - but then so
does Repton.
My only niggle, oddly

enough, was in the key-

board control. Rockford
simply would not stop
smartly on the spot when I

released the keys.

Instead - during what
were usually tightly

calculated manoeuvres - he
would plough ahead for one
more move, totally mucking
up the strategy and
sometimes getting himself

crushed under a deadly
impromptu rockfall.

My verdict is that Boulder-

dash is the original diamond
digging game and it's still

the best ever. Buy it, even if

you are an unshakeable
Repton fan - you'll be
amazed at just how addic-

tive it can be.

There are many, many
more secrets further into the

game which I’m not going to

spoil by revealing here.

Chris Nixon

Sound.*. 7
Graphics 8
Playability 9
Value for money 10

Overall 9
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•PRICE BREAKTHROUGH*
THE ADVANCED PLUS 3

Now you can turn your Electron (fitted with +1 ) into a full disc
system - no more waiting for tape loading or 'bad block'/

'data?'

messages. A. P.3, gives you . .

.

1. A 17/0 interface

2. 80 track 3.5* disc drive (320k capacity)

3. Separate PSU (Conforms to BS)
4. Acorn ADFS
5. Welcome disc

6. Utilities

7. Full documentation

All the advantages of the original Plus 3 PLUS extra ROM
socket and possible upgrade to A.P.4. from ACP.

All this without dramatically increasing the required desk
space

I

•EXTRA BONUS*
3 games on disc - SNAPPER - DRAUGHTS - REVERSI

COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY
£99.00 excl VAT; £113.85 inc VAT

I ADVANCED PLUS 1 The plus 1 is the main expansion for the
I Electron It provides the Centronics parallel printer, printer port, foystick
I Interlace and 2 cartridge slots into which go ROM cartridges including

I V.ew. Viewsheet, Pascal, Logo and our own popular AP4 disc upgrade
1 £43.43 excl VAT; £49.95 Inc VAT

ADVANCED PLUS 6 a fully buffered 6 ROM expansion module for

the Electron user AP6 is fitted in side the advanced Plus 1 or a modified
Acom Plus 1 (when used with the Acorn Plus 3. 5 ROM sockets are
available). All sockets are designed to accept either ROWEPROMS or

RAM chips. A further feature is the optional AP7 upgrade
£33.00 excl VAT; £37.95 Inc VAT

UPGRADE SERVICE for the ongmai Acorn Plus 1 to Advanced
Plus 1 and AP6 This will provide all the benefits of AP6 and also I

includes the pnntor circuit modification lor some modem printers (AP6
can be fitted to original Plus 1 by users with soldenng experience) for

upgrade service add £7.00 + VAT to AP6 price ie

£40.00 excl VAT; £46.00 Inc VAT
This price includes modification, fitting AP6, testing and return post-

age Address for returning your Plus 1.

P.R.E.S. Service Department. PO Box 34. Bradford BD17 6DE

ADVANCED ROM ADAPTER 2
An Acorn approved cartridge containing a card with special 'zero' profile I

sockets that allow you to fit compatible 8k or 1 6k EPROMS/ROMS The
cartridge is fully enclosed providing complete protection for your
ROMS Simple to use - No switching - complies fully to the Acorn

|

(sideways) Rom filing system
“The best ROM cartridge is by far the ARA 2 ASB Dec 86

£13.00 excl VAT; £14.95 Inc VAT

ADVANCED BATTERY-BACKED RAM
A standard Acorn approved cartridge but containing 32k (2 x 16k) of

sideways RAM The added bonus is the battery-backed feature that

holds the RAM contents when the power is switched off I Different ROM
images can be loaded into either bank from ROM images previously

saved The banks can also be locked to imitate ROM use Now it is

possible to have View & ViewSheet in one cartridge every time you
switch on Other uses include &E0O ADFS. printer buffer. ROM
software development The use of ABR is simplified by the newly
wntlon PRES software utilities which include:- SaveROM, LoadROM,
Lock. Unlock. Printer Buffer. Zero and MakoROM a new utility to put
your own software from disc or tape into ABR 6 use the ROM Wing
system All software is supplied in ABR with a simple menu to transfer

the utilities to your own media No hardware switching - totally software
controlled Instructions for using supplied software and necessary
information for users developing their own applications

“It's a superb add-on and a must tor all senous Electron users'

Electron User
£34.77 exd VAT; £39.95 Incf VAT

I ADVANCED OtrMeg RAM
I A quarter megabyte is a whole 256k of extra sideways RAM AQR I

I provides this in a standard size, Acorn approved cartridge Although
I ROM images can be loaded (with the appropriate software) into the
I various 16 banks of 16k RAM; AQRs primary and best use is as a RAM
I DISC On an Electron this is achieved by using our ADFS 1 . 1 or ADFS
I &E00. both supplied with the necessary initialisation software to con-
I figure AQR as a 256k RAM DISC (the latter also regains 3.7Sk of main

“"jr memory on a Plus 3 system)
1

£69.52 exd VAT; £79.95 Inc VAT

*NEW PRODUCT*
NEW ** ADVANCED PLUS 2 ROM

We feel this is one of the best, low cost, additions wa have produced
tor the Electron & +1 user, especially for Plus 3, AP3 & ABR users

Now with this easy to fit upgrade you can add:
1 Fix tor Tape filing system in Hi res screen modes.
2 “ROMS - to display all ROMs/ROM images

present on the system.
3. ‘UNPLUG - disable ROM/RAM image.
4 ‘INSERT - enables or Inserts a previously

unplugged ROM
5. ‘KILL - to totally disable the Plus 1.

6 ‘LOCK - tstock^a sideways RAM bank in ABR,

7 ‘LROMS - to lock ail sideways RAM banks found.
8. ‘UNLOCK - to unlock a sideways RAM bank in

ABR. AOR. AP7
9 ‘UROMS - to unlock all sideways RAM banks

found.
10. ‘SAVEROM - saves a copy ol a ROM image to the

current fifing system
11. ‘LOADRUN - loads a ROM image from the current

FS into a RAM bank
12 ‘FORMAT - will format an ADFS disc tor Plus 3 or

AP3.
13. ‘VERIFY - reads and tests every sector on an

ADFS disc
14 ‘VFORM - formats and verifies an ADFS disc in

one command
15. ‘BUILD - creates a text file that can be used by

•EXEC (ie IBOOT)
16. ‘LIST - displays a numbered listing ol a text file.

17 ‘TYPE - displays a file on screen with no line

numbers
18. ‘DUMP - to view a file's contents on screen
19. ‘LANG - selects a default language to be booted on

<CTRL BREAK>
|
20 ‘HELP - provides a full 'help' fc&t on all the ROM's

commands
••STOP PRESS"

"AQRPAGE - selects the specified page in any AQR
present

Now there is no need to search for your utilities disc every time you want
to Format/Venfy a disc. Build a IBoot file or LockAinlock/Load a ROM
image into ABR PLUS much more the ideal companion from the

company that produces the Acorn Plus 1

£11.00 ex VAT; £12.65 Inc VAT

NEW " USER PORT -
A new low cost unit for those who just require a user port interface

Supplied in a standard size. Acorn approved cartridge, with the start- I

dard connector on top Inside is a spare ROM socket which can also be I

configured tor high priority use such as mouse software

£19.99 ex VAT; £22.95 Inc VAT

NEW " ADVANCED PRINTER BUFFER
I Newly written software from PRES that will use sideways RAM (ie ABR) I

I to take text on its way to a printer from the computer A then continue to I

I food
-

the printer on demand while the computer is freed as soon as it I

I has delivered up to 14k of text to the buffer As printers are much slower I

I than computers, this means you can carry on editing text in View while I

the printer takes text from the buffer at its own speed Included are I

commands to turn the buffer ON/OFF, purge the buffer, control the I

effect <ESCAPE> has on the buffer and produce a buffer status report.

Supplied on 3 5‘ ADFS or 5 25‘ DFS dTsc

£9.00 ex VAT; £10.35 Inc VAT



ADFS VERSION 1.1

Suitable lor existing Plus 3 or A P.4 users This new version has the
software fixes for Zysyshelp, write protect disable & compaction Also
Winchester code has been replaced with the necessary driving soft-

ware to handle AOR as a 2S& RAM DISC Please note - ADFS is

Acorns adopted standard filing system supplied on the Plus 3. Master
128, Master Compact & now the Archimedes Supplied on 16k ROM
with Wolcome disc, utilities & full documentation.

Cl 9.95 ex VAT; £22.55 Inc VAT
ADFS EOO
For ELectron users with either Plus 3 or A P 4 and 32k of S/W RAM i.e.

ABR. All the benefits of ADFS but without all the loss of RAM 1 Includes
all the software 'fixes' as in version i t as wel as the AQR/RAM DISC
code and an 'FX' call for managing the new & original ADFS. One of the
most frequent questions we are asked ‘How dol get back the memory
lost on my Plus 3 systemT Answer: PRES ADFS 4EOO regains 3.75k
leaving page @ 4E00 the same as Tape 1 Supplied on 3.5 disc

C19.95 ex VAT; C22.95 Inc VAT
5.25" Disc C17.35 ex VAT; C18.95 Inc VAT

ACCESSORIES
NEW ” ELECTRON POWER SWITCH
For those who are fed up with removing the power connector every time
when resetting the computer or for those whose jack-plug connector
has become unreliable by removing the power at random (This useful
accessory provides a double-pole in line switch with a new power jack-

plug already attached: just connect to the existing lead, having removed
the old jack plug

£3.44 ex VAT; £3.96 Inc VAT
AP3 2nd DRIVE LEAD
Replaces existing dove cable with one containing an extra connector for

adding a second drive configured as Drive 1

£4.95 ex VAT; £5.69 Inc VAT
PLUS 3 2nd DRIVE ADAPTOR
Converts the fitting at the back of the original Acorn Plus 3, to take a
standard disc drive connector when adding a second drive which has
been configured to Drive 1

£6.91 ex VAT; £7.95 Inc VAT



Phantom of the skies

rroduct: Phantom Combat
Price. C9.95

Supplier: Doctor Soft. P.O.

Box 66, Bast Preston, West
Sussex BN16 2TX.

THIS is the single computer

version of a program
demonstrated on BBC Tele-

vision's Micro Live. You
may have heard of Doctor

Soft's now famous Double-

Phantom flight simulator,

where two BBC Micros are

linked together via their

RS423 ports.

Each computer controls a

separate jet, but both

occupy the same air space

and each is visible out of the

cockpit window to the other

player.

Phantom Combat is the

single player version of the

same game - or should I

say, single computer ver-

sion, because Phantom
Combat does support a kind

of two-player option.

The instrument psnel at

the bottom of the screen is

superbly drawn in full

colour with analogue dials

and digital readouts. I have
never seen as good sn
instrument display on the

Electron. There is also a

black and white version of

Phantom Combat further on
the tape, in Mode 4 for extra

speed.
Flying is easier said than

done. Although the manual
lists all the keys, I kept

fumbling because of the

illogical and confusing
choice for pitch and roll

However, all the other keys

were sensible enough.
The handling characteris-

tics of the Phantom feel

good and Mach II flight can

be achieved very quickly

When in combat mode, your

adversary appears as a

delta-wing shape.
The enemy planes are

based on two real life jets -

the Soviet Mig 21 and Su 15

- and supposedly mimic
their big brothers' accu-

rately. I couldn't really tell,

but they are certainly deadly

enough and quite intel-

ligent.

The cassette inlay takes

great pains to stress the fact

that this is a proper simu-

lator and doesn't rely on
arcade sprites to depict the

objects. Everything, we are

assured, is calculated and
drawn on the screen at the

rate of 1 5 frames a second.

I must agree that I

wouldn't consider a game to

be a true simulator either if

the landscape and objects

were drawn as sprites. But

no flight simulator does this,

so I can’t see why Doctor

Soft makes such a big thing

of it.

And I must take issue with

the claim of 15 frames a

second animation. The
flicker is dreadful. The
techniques rather than the

Electron's slow speed are at

fault here - the display is

constantly being drawn and

wiped again, resulting in it

being blank for 50 per cent

of the time.

Phantom Combat is a

good simulator, marred
only by a flickering screen

display and a brief manual.

This is a program which
probably only comes into its

own as the dual computer
BBC Micro version, but as a

stand-alone Electron simu-

lator it is a good buy.

Chris Nixon

Sound 2
Graphics 8
Playability 6
Value for money 7

Overall 6

Battling buzzards

Product: Skirmish

Price: C9.9S

Supplier : Godax. 12 Chiltern

Enterprise Centre, Theale.

Berkshire RG7 4AA
Tel: 0734 302600

IMAGINE a world in which

you sit astride a giant

ostrich and engage in

medieval-style jousting con-

tests with opponents riding

giant buzzards. This is the

setting for Joust, Atari's

smash arcade hit.

It sets itself apart from
most other games by taking

the idea of a two player

game one stage further -

you play not only against

another human player, but

also against a number of

other computer opponents.

Thus half a dozen combat-

ants can be on the screen at

once.
Now we have Skirmish, a

superb conversion of this

arcade favourite. Once
loaded, three landing stages

are displayed and you are

invited to start the game.
I found that the player

sprites look rather messy
because of the crammed-in
detail. Aside from this minor
point. Skirmish faithfully

recreates all the addictive

qualities of the original.

The controls are simple:

Left, right and flap. The last

control causes your bird to

flap its wings once. Press it

repeatedly to hover and
faster still to gain height.

Skirmish features three

different types of computer
controlled rider - the

bounders, wearing armour,
are fairly easy to defeat, the

Hunters are more cunning
and the Shadow Lords are

almost impossible to dis-

mount.
To win a joust you must

fly into an opposing player

making sure your lance is

higher than his. A van
quished human opponent
loses a life and reappears

somewhere else on the

screen.

However, a computer
opponent falls off his mount
and turns into an egg, while

his riderless buzzard flies off

into the distance. You must
grab the egg quickly or it

will hatch, spawning a rider

of the next grade.

If your lance is lower than

your opponent’s, you will

die and your bird will fly

mournfully away. You soon
learn to fly to the top of the

screen as quickly as pos-

sible, but even this

commanding position is by
no means safe.

When all the computer
controlled riders have been
defeated the next wave
begins. Later stages add
even more nasties: The lava

troll that stalks along the

bottom of the screen ready

to grab any foolhardy con
testant who comes too
close. And the indestruc-

tible pterodactyl that flies

backwards and forwards
until the wave has ended.

The pterodactyl can appear

on earlier waves if you take

too long to dispose of your

opponents - give it lots of

air space.

Skirmish provides all the

useful features that make all

the difference to any good
game: Pause/restart, sound
on/off and quit game are all

included. I can recommend
it wholeheartedly - and it's

even better If you have a

Slogger Turbo board fitted.

It is one of the most play-

able games I have seen this

year and will certainly lead

to many late nights. To
quote the loading com-
mentary: Prepare to joust,

buzzard bait.

Martin Reed

r Minaf 7

Graphics 7
Pirn vnhihtv 9

Ovmrmll 8



Quality compendium
Product : Play it again Sam 2
Price: €9.95

Supplier: Superior Software.

Regent House. Skinner
Lane. Leeds LS7 1AX

Tel 0532-459453

THIS is Superior's follow-on

to Play it again Sam, and
once more we have four

classic hits packaged
together for the price of one.

First on the twin-cassette

pack is Repton 3, the sequel

of the sequel of the original

smash hit Repton, which
helped to make Superior
what it is today.

Repton is a great game
and probably needs little

introduction to Electron

owners other than to say

that it is based on the

original diamond digging

arcade adventure game
Boulderdash - also

reviewed this month.
Repton 3 features the now

famous little character who
loves digging for diamonds.

The object is to defuse a

time bomb present in each

of the 24 screens, but first

every diamond in the screen

has to be collected, as well

as a fabulous golden crown.

The puzzles are many and
varied, and there is also a

deadly fungus to avoid. This

grows and grows until you
are eventually swallowed up
and the only way to halt its

progress is to surround it

with rocks.

On the flip side of cassette

one is Codename: Droid -

Stryker's run part 2 - there's

a map to this in this month's
Arcade Corner. Stryker's

Run was one of my favourite

games, but until now I

hadn't played its sequel -

and I was impressed with

what I saw.
For a start. Commander

Stryker’s animated figure

moves even more realis-

tically, if that is possible,

and he can even crawl on
his belly to negotiate low
objects.

The plot behind Code-
name: Droid is, yet again, to

foil the evil Volgans in their

plot for world supremacy
This time your mission is to

secretly land on the planet

Volga and steal their revolu-

tionary new spacecraft -

Codename Z11 -from under
their green noses.

To aid you, jet packs are to

be found in various places

to enable you to fly over
obstacles and chasms. You
also have a very sophisti-

cated wrist term.nal from
which you can obtain lots of

information about your cur-

rent whereabouts.
To reach the enemy

spacecraft, 12 levels of the

complex must be de
scended. There are lifts, but

you must first collect a

security pass - which is only

valid for transport either

down or up one level.

Volgan guards abound
and will shoot as soon as

you approach them. To keep

you on your toes, the further

into the complex you

descend the tougher their

armour becomes, requiring

more blasts from your laser

to turn them into nicely

animated skeletons.

This game is much more
complex than its prede-
cessor and so much Is

involved that I can do no
more than recommend you
buy this compilation and
find out more.
The second cassette is

devoted to games by Kevin
Edwards, who first hit the

charts with his excellent
Galaforce, nearly two years

ago (doesn't time fly?), and
it is now doing the rounds
again on this compilation.

If you didn't buy Galaforce

the first time round, you
must not miss this oppor-

tunity to play what is, in my
opinion, the best shoot-'em-

up ever for the Electron and
BBC Micro.

This praise is unqualified

by any niggling moans. The
game is sheer excellent pro-

gramming, totally addictive

and graphically stunning -

you'll never see sprites this

big move so fast on your
Electron again.

Wave after wave of differ-

ent aliens sweep down upon

Galaforce

you in set patterns and the

art of playing Galaforce is to

memorise as many alien

formation types as possible
- if you don't, you won't last

more than a few seconds in

each /one.

I noticed that even the
soundtrack has been
faithfully copied from the

BBC Micro version. Even
though the Electron can't

support more than one
channel sound, the three-

Turn to Page 18
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^ From Page 17

part harmony has been
broken down, each part

played in succession so you
don’t miss out on the full

effect.

What surprised me was
the scrolling star backdrop. I

had assumed that its

inclusion In the Electron ver-

sion would slow things
down. Nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth.

The action, while not quite

as blindingly fast as on the

BBC Micro, still comes thick

and furious. I think the

compilation is worth the

cash for this game alone.

Moving on to the final

offering on the reverse of

cassette two, Crazee Rider, I

was slightly disappointed.

This is Kevin Edwards'
second game for Superior,

but it is - pardon the pun —
streets behind Galaforce.

Faced with a motorcycle
racing game, I was all

settled in for an exciting

session. The credits looked
promising, fading in and out

nicely and with mounting
anticipation I pressed Space
to start the race.

It says in the instructions

that you can knock other

riders off the track, and that

this is especially effective

during the crazy scramble at

the start of each race.

Well, try as I may I could
only hit one or two other
bikes, because my acceler-

ation was so lousy com-
pared to everyone else’s
that I couldn't match speeds
with any other riders until

the race was well under
way.

I dare say that devotees of

this game will just say hard
cheddar for being a useless
player, but as someone who
could consistently win the

race in Revs on the BBC

Micro with a lap time in the

top three best, I couldn't
help but feel that there was
something missing with
Crazee Rider.

Perhaps it Isn’t fair to
compare a full racing simu-
lation like Revs with what is

obviously a knock-'em-off
fun game, but It really

lacked that satisfying feeling
- for me, at any rate.

Chris Nixon

Sound „....„ 7
Graphics 8
Playability - 9
Value for money 10
Overall .-9

Spring into adventure
Product: Quest
Price: C9.9S

Supplier: Superior Software,
Regent House. Skinner
Lane. Leeds LS7 MX.

Tel: 0532-4S94S3

RELEASES from Superior's

stable are always to be
taken seriously, and the
latest game, Quest, is no
exception. It is an arcade
adventure - always one of

Superior's favourite themes
- in which you play the part

of Walter Cobra, a clever but

absent-minded young chap
who has two favourite hob-

bies - exploring and
inventing.

One day you stumble
across a faded old map
which shows the route to a

buried object marked as the

Golden Dragon. The starting

point is a wishing well

located a couple of miles
from your home.
The next day you amble

over to the well and climb

down it. Only after reaching

the bottom of the well do
you remember the map.

which is still at home.
However, having come this

far you decide to press on
regardless, and so -

according to the cassette

inlay - begins the greatest

adventure of your life.

The objective is to seek
and retrieve the legendary
Golden Dragon shown on
the original map. In the

process. 12 power crystals

must be collected and you
must destroy three reactors.

Destroying a reactor is

achieved by getting inside it

and firing a stun grenade -

one of Walter's little

Inventions.

You control Walter with

three keys: Left, right and
jump. He is equipped with

another of his little inven-

tions - a pair of jet boots
which will only function in

rooms containing large tri-

angular objects called
transmogrifiers.

A great deal of the game's
strategy derives from how
you use these boots. Some
rooms are so lethal it is safer

if you fly through them. But

no transmogrifier means
you have to build up enough
momentum from a neigh-

bouring location to literally

coast across in free fall.

Scattered throughout the

maze are eight computer
terminals, which can be
interrogated if you are car-

rying the right object and
know the password.

I played this game for a

long while without ever
encountering a terminal, let

alone a crystal. This goes to

show just how large the
adventure is. and it should
certainly keep the old grey
matter buzzing for a long
time.

Quest lacks the clean-cut

feel present in some of

Superior's other games.
While remaining an
extremely challenging and
very stimulating arcade
adventure, little things
niggled me. The screens are

very cluttered and
sometimes it's not too clear

just what is going on.

Some floors can look
solid, but you will fall

through them because the

screen seems to contain
some actual program data,

which lies across the bottom
of the picture.

Summing up, Quest is a

nice arcade adventure,
following in the footsteps of

Citadel and Palace of Magic.

The addition of gimmicks
like the jet boots and com-
puter terminals keep the
interest up and I can
certainly recommend it for

its addictiveness alone.

Barry Wood

Sound .

5

Graphics... 8
Playability 9
Value for money 9
Overall 8
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Game

Tackle
typing

terrors!
Improve your key
bashing skills with
ROLAND WADDILOVE's
devious typing tutor

THIS fast and furious

arcade shoot-'em-up is

actually a typing tutor, and
is designed to improve your

hand-eye coordination and
knowledge of the keyboard.

Unlike other tutors, this

one is intended to be both

fun and addictive, while
teaching you important
skills at the same time.

The game places you at

the controls of a strategic

defence missile silo and it is

your task to save the Earth

from hordes of marauding
alien invaders.

These bug-eyed monsters
appear out of hyper space

and drop down through the

upper stratosphere toward
the ground. Little do they

know what is in store for

them!
Underground are many

missile silos, built for just

such an invasion. Each has

its own control button and
pressing it sends a missile

to meet the oncoming extra-

terrestrials.

The keys to press are

printed at the bottom of the

screen and change with

every wave of invaders.

The first fleet of aliens

descend slowly, but later

ones move more quickly.

You shouldn't experience
any problems dispatching

the first lot, but the others

may prove a litle more diffi-

cult - it all depends on how
fast you can hit the appro-

priate letters.

If any aliens land they

explode leaving a large

crater and the blast will

reduce your energy -

indicated by a horizontal

energy meter just above the

control keys.

There is a great temp-
tation to cheat and simply

hit every key on the key-

board as fast as you can. To
prevent this, your energy is

reduced slightly every time

you hit a wrong key, so

accuracy is just as important

as speed.

The whole game - apart

from the instruction screen

- is written in assembly lan-

guage for speed.

Be careful when entering

the listing as a single typing

error could make the Elec-

tron hang up, or at least

print an obscure and mean-
ingless error message.
To be on the safe side,

save the program before

running it.

1* REN Typing Terrors

28 REM By R.A.Naddilove

58 REN (c) Electron User

IB NODE 4:»FX16

10 PROCasseeble

60 PROCmtruetions
70 WX*0:?landed*37

S3 REPEAT

90 PROCscreen

100 CAU code

110 UNTIL ?Unded*0

120 VDU28,2,15,17,10,12:CO

LOUR 3

130 PRINTTAB(1,t)*Tou‘re d

ead!~TAB(2,3)’Another geeef

U0 FOR '=0 TO 2000:NEXT:*

FX21

150 If INSTRl T/,G£T$> RU

N

160 NODE 6

170 END

180

190 DEf PROCmtruetions
200 90023/256,170,85,170,8

5,170,85, 170,85

210 0SCL1’FX21V:*FX4,1

220 PROCbig (’Typing Terror

s ,350,1100)

230 PRINT TAB<0,5)’Alien i

nvedert ere attacking the Ee

r th*

260 PRJNT:PRINTonce oore.

tour task is to save the’

250 PRINT : PRINT’planet fro

• destruction. You have 10'

260 PRINTjPRINT’eissi le Da

ses each controlled by a’

270 PRINT :PRlNr separate k

ty • printed at the bottoe’

280 PRINT : PRINT’of the scr

een. Press a key to lire a

290 PRINT:PRlNT’i' ssi le.‘

300 PRINT TAB(0,2B) Presi

SPACE to start...';

310 REPEAT UNTIL GET

320 VDU22,5,23,1;0;0;0;0.

330 ENDPROC

360

350 DEF PROUr-een

360 COLOUR ua-.CLi

370 COLOUR 2:PRINTTAB(3,10

I’Get Ready. ..’;TAB(A,12)Fo

r Wave

380 COLOUR 129:VDU28,0,31,

19,26, 12, 26:PRINT TAB(0,26)S

TRlN6t(40,CHR$254)

390 GCOL0,0:NOVE 16,116:DR

AW 16,6.0: DRAW 1266,40:DRAW 1

264,116:DRAW 16,116

680 NOVE 32,H8:DRAW 1250,

H8:N0YE 32,U4:DRAW 1250,

K

6

610 FOR U*1 TO ?lended+

1

620 T(l79C2*i:»8>=l#F:?U7

9C3*U*8)=80f
631 NEXT

660 GCOL0,3:NOVE 26,152:DR

AN 1256 , 1 52 : DR AU 1256,160:DR

AW 26,160:DR«W 26,152

650 M*WM:kS«-
660 PRINT TABU, 31 J’Wave:

;WX;TA0(9,31)’$core:0000 ;

670 FOR 1*0 TO 9

680 REPEAT aJ»CHR$(66*RND(

24)1 UNTIL INSTR(k$,al)*0:kS

*k$«a$

691 iTkeys'ASC(el)

508 PRDCbig(al,S2*i *128,10

6 )

510 NEXT

520 IF Wt<6 ?speed*6-WX EL

SE 7speed=8

530 COLOUR 128

568 PR INI TAB(8, 10) STRINGS!

60/ ')

550 COLOUR 129

560 ENDPROC

570

580 DEF PR0tbig(e$,XX,YI>

590 VDU5:N0VEXt,n

600 FOR IX*1 TO lENel

610 6X*lC000iUSC(NIDS(al,

IX) >-32)*8

620 VDu23,255,TRt,TAt,AX?1

,AX?1 ,AJ'*2,AX?2,AX?3,AX?5

630 VDU255,1I,8

660 V0U23,255,R*?6,AX?4,AX

?5,AX?5,AX?6,AX?6,AX?7,AX?7

650 VDU255,11

Turn to Page 21
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Starship Icarus is plummeting towards the sun. and the only

hope of averting the impending cataclysm is for you to

teleport on board, disable the master computer and regain

control

This spectacular fast-action game has a unique split-

screen which means that one player can complete the game
on his own - or play simultaneously with a friend - to fight

the trigger-happy droids which infest the ship. With 20
levels of nerve-racking excitement, forcefields, mines.

JlftltoARM
*SDFT\AARE»~

Europa House, Adllngton Park.

Adllngton, Macclesfield SKIO 4NP.

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 0625 879920 ENQUIRIES: 062S 879940

electronic doors, emergency lifts, movable walls, and oppor-

tunities to build up your armour, blaster and health ratings,

.this Is one game you won t complete in a few weeksl
There can be no doubt that Icarus, with Its incredible

one- or two-player action, is one of the most exciting games
ever created for the BBC Micro and Electron

£ Check it out for yourself -

and take up the challenge!

Available from all good stockists or
order direct by sending a cheque or
postal order made payable to Man-
darin, together with your name and
address Access or Visa owners Phone
our hotline or send your card number
with your order Price include P&P

which developed the top-selling

Duryunz A full three

months has oeen
spent play testing

and line-tuning to

produce an

addktive challenge j!
with a gameplay //

that 's really out ot

w



Game
4 From Page 19

640 NEXT

670 VDU4

680 ENOPROC

690

700 DE* PROCassenble

710 DIN code 1200

720 osbyte- 1&20A:oswrchs !t

20E

730 dti«8

740 neu**50:tei»p=&52

730 colu»n»=854:rovs=855

760 tenprout=856:speed=8S7

770 acount=858:Uount=859
760 tnkey=85A:v»ve*45B

790 delay=85D: landed'ISE

600 k ey s = 890

810 FOR pass*0 TO 2 STEP 2

820 PX*eode

830 COPT pits

840

830 .start

860 LOA ei:$TA vive:LDA #5

:STA ulve*1

870 LOT #9 :STT Icount \10

aliens

880 LOA *9*dis:STA icount

890 .loop

901 JSR IAF31:LDA 82A:0RA

*1

910 LOX icount

920 STA llitns+2,X:STA Hi
ens*4,X

930 IDT Icount : IDA key*,Y:

STA »l»tn**7>X

940 TTAcASL A : A S L A : STA it

lint,*

950 L6A *0:STA alien*+S,X

960 STA lliens*6,X \no si

lit le

970 SEC : LOA icount: SBC Adi

*f$TA icount

980 DEC Icount :BPL loop

990

100e .nun
1010 JSR dolly-loop

1020 IDA #9=dia:$TA icount

1030 JSR input

1040 IDA linded:BE8 nit
1050 .loop

1060 SEltJSR lov'-ill'MiCl

I

1070 LOA landed :BEQ exit

1080 JSR firt

1090 IDA #481:10Y #8fF:L0X

«88F : JSR osbyte

1100 TTAjBNE nit
1110 SEC: LOA icount:SBC *di

•:STA icount

1120 BPL loop

1130 DEC uave:8NE Min
1140 DEC uave*1:BNE Min
1150 .tilt

1160 RTS

1170

1180 .input

1190 LDA «I81:LDX *0: LOT 10

: JSR osbyte

1200 TYAtBEO keyp

1210 LDX 10: JNP end.input

1220 .teyp

1230 TXA

1240 LOT *9

1250 .loop

1260 CUP keys , Y :8E8 end tnp

ut

1270 0ET:BPL loop

1280 JSR pouer

1290 .end-input

1300 SIX inker

1310 RTS

1320

1330 .pouer

1340 STY te«p:STX teeptl

1350 LOA *7: JSR osurcl)

1360 i»X landed : 1NX:L0V #21

8: JSR convert

1370 IDA #0:TAT:STA <ne.),T

:1NY:STA ineu),Y

1360 DEC linded

1390 IPX »e*p*1:lDY teiip

1400 RTS

1410 .tcore

1420 LDA #7: JSR oturch

1430 IDA #31 : JSR osurcbtlDA

#15: JSR osurch :LDA #31:JSR

oturch

1440 LDX #2

1450 .loop

1460 INC digits,!

1470 LDA digits,!: CFIP #ASC

#*10: BRE sc.ok

1480 LDA #48:$TA digits,

X

1490 DEX:BPL loop

1500 .sc.ok

1510 LDX #0

1520 .loop

1530 LDA digi ts,X: JSR osurc

h

1540 [NX:CPX #3:BKE loop

1550 LDX icount

1560 RTS

1570 .digits CRUS 0000

1580 .deliy.loop

1590 LDA tpeed:BE« del.end:

STA deity

1608 .loop

1610 LDA #19: JSR oibyte

1620 DEC deliy:BPL loop

1630 .defend RTS

1640

1650 .fire

1660 LDX icount

1678 LDA alient*6,X:BE0 Me
.in
1680 LDA it1ens*2,X:8NE *ov

i.sist

1690 SEC : LDA itian*t5,X:S8C

aliens*1,X:CNP #20:BC$ no ve

.»itt

1700 LDA #2:STA aliens*3,X

1710 JSR tcore

1720 .lisi.off

1730 LOT ilteni4$,X:LDA ali

ens*6,X: TAX: JSR convert

1740 LDA #B:LDX icount:STA

aliens*6,X

1750 IDA ebltnk N0D256:$TA

pdatiO :LDA ebtank DtV256:ST

A pdata*2

1760 LDX #1 : LDT #12:JNP pr-

nt

1770 .sove-sits

1780 LDA 1 1 i «ns#S, X :BEfl ns
s_of 1 : SE C : SBC #4 :.m STA ali

ent«5,X

1790 TAT :L0A alieni*6,X:TAX

: JSR convert

1810 LDA Usitsditi N0D256:S

TA pdi t 1 : LB A luitsdili DIV

256:$TA pditi*2

1810 LDX #1:LDV #12: JNP pri

nt

1820 .neu-alss

1830 LIA ilien»»7,X:CNP ink

ey:BER out.iii ss:RTS

1840 .put,mss
1851 CLC : LDA aliens, X:A»C »

1 : ST A Hiens*6,X:iOA #196: JN

P M
1860

1870 .oovt.aliens

1880 LDX icount

1890 LDA aliens*2,X:BNE neu

-alien

1900 LDA iliens*3,X:8E9 ali

en.ok

1911 DEC Hsens‘3,X:BE« era

se

1920 \stirt exploding

1931 IDY a l i ens* 1 , X : L6A ili

ens,X:TAX: JSR convert

1941 LDA *exditi NOD256:STA

pda t a 1 : LDA eexditi DIV256:

STA pdata*2

1950 LDX #4 : LDV #17: JNP pri

nt

I960 .erase

1970 LDA etiens‘4,I:STA ili

ens»2,X

1980 LOT aliens+l,X:LDA Hi
ens,X:TAX:JSR convert

1990 LDA Iblink NOD256:STA

ooat ! 1 : LDA iblink DIV256:ST

A pdita«2

2000 LDX #4 : LDT #17: JNP pri

2(11 .tlien.ok

2020 INC iliens+1 ,X:LDY ali

eni»1,X

2030 CPY #197:BNE aok

2040 LDA #2 : ST A aliens«3,X

2031 JSR pouer

2060 .aok

2070 LDA aliens, X-.TAX: JSR c

onvert

2080 LDA esprdata R0D2S6:ST

A pdata*1:LDA esprdata DIV23

6:STA pdati*2

2090 LOX #4: LDT #17:JNP pri

nt

2108 .neu-ilien

2110 DEC iliens*2,X:BNE oh

2120 LDA #0:STA iltinit1,X:

TAT

2131 IDA aliens, X:TAX: JSR c

onvert

2140 IDA esprdata N0D2S6:ST

A pdatai 1 : LDA esprdata DIVI25

6 : S T A pdata*2

2150 LDX e*:LDY *17: JNP pri

nt

2160 .ai.eiit

2170 LDX #8:. loop DEX:BNE l

oop

2180 RTS

2190

2200 .aliens

2210 EQUS STRlNSK10*di»,CH

2230 .print

2240 STX colu*ns:STY rous

2250 LDX *0:LDT el

2260 LDA neu:STA tenp:LDA n

cm# 1 :STA te»p«1

2270 . loopl

2280 LDA rous:STA teuprous

2290 .loop2

2300 .pditi LDA 83000, X:STA

(neu),V

2310 1NX

2320 LDA nev:AND e?:CNP *7:

BE6 pb

2330 INC neu:BNE pnexttlNC
new*1:JNP pnext

2340 .pb

2350 LDA neuiADC **38:STA n

eu:LDA neu+1:A0C # 1 : STA neu*

1

2361 .pnext

2370 DEC te»prous:BNE loop2

2381 LDA teip:ADC #8:STA ne

u:STA teap:LDA te*p»1:ADC #1

:STA neu*1:STA te«p*1

2390 DEC colums:BNE loop)

2400 RTS

2410

2420 .convert

2430 LDA *0 : ST A neu«1:TXA:A

SL A:ASl A : ROL neu*1:ASL A :

R

01 neu*1:STA neu

2440 TYA:AND #7:ADC neu:$TA
neu: LDA neu*1 :ADt 10:STA ne

U*1

2430 TYA:ISR a : lSR A: LSR A:

ASl A: TAY

2460 LDA table, T: ADC neu:ST

A neu:LDA table*1,Y:ADC neu+

1 : ST A neu*!

2470 RTS

2480

2490 .table

2511 DPT FNtaole

2318

2520 .blank

2530 EQUS STR1N6S(17«4,CHRS

0 )

2540 OPT FNsprite.data

2558 .mssdati ESUU 41830 :1

ROD 803030383:E9UU !8303:EDU

D 8

2560 ]

2571 NEXT

2580 ENDPROC

2590

2600 DEF FNtable

2610 FOR i=0 TO 31

2620 [OPT pass:E«UU 85800><

•8140:1

2631 NEXT

2641 =pass

2650

2660 DEf FNsprite.data

2670 RESTORE

2681 sprdita*Pl:exd«ti=iprd

ata# 4*17

2690 FOR =1 TO 2*4*17-1 ST

EP 4

2711 READ at

2710 [OPT pass:E9UD EVALCI
• at) :

1

2720 NEXT

2730 =pass

2740

2750 REN SPRITE

2760 REN X*4/Y=17

2770 DATA 3010000,7343412,7

•60717, 3018303, 690F0086,C1C1

E1E1 ,F0F0F0F,F0F0844

2780 DATA F000000, 38787869,

FIF0F38,F(1220F,f,840C080(,E

0EC2C2,C0E060E ,60C080C

2790 REN EXPL

2800 REN X=4/Y=17

2810 DATA 100,2000100,10002

, 100, 20000, 30481801, 403IB1B1

,2010410,4008000

2820 DATA 20808200, C0D8D8C0

,28020,4,8,4040008,800,8



JOYSTICKS-THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
DELTA 38 SINGLE-8BC 8 Or ELECTRON PLUS 1 £ 1 2.95
A angle Joystick that In some ways con ocf os two The
custom mooo special ’low nose* potentiometers ore
wired so mat it win work as o left hand or right hand
Joystick It can even nx\ some programs wrttten tor two
Joysticks and has the tire Buttons of both

SPECIAL OFFERS
Webwors £1 99
Repton 2 £2 99
Both for £4 49

DELTA 38 TWIN-B8C 8 or ELECTRON PIUS I £19.95
A direct but improved alternative for me originalACORN
joysticks, with 2 joysticks wired to one plug. As wtm all our
Joysticks they have the fast octlon sprung to centre return

of the steel shafted nylon covered Joystick, The liQht

action mokes them Ideal to hold and the 3 fire buttons
alow left or right-handed use.

Ih o switched Joystick interface such as a First Byte
rural erif INTERFACE £19.95
PLUS 1 INTERFACE £49.95
SLOGGER JOYSTICK INTERFACE £19.95
To run a DellaSS switched Joystick on a Plus I which runs many of the new

£29.95„ £59.95
Buy a DELTA 3S ana SLOGGER JOYSTICK NTERfA&E together for £29.95
NEW lit DELTA 3S0 SINGLE-MASTER COMPACT or ELECTRON FIRST BYTE
INTERFACE £19.95
Optical Feed Bock The Joystick k fitted with 5 coloured k/ri to row you
exactly when a switch has operated so you neea only more the roystick o
minimum amount, and can be certdn the* you hove given o true dog
egnal to the computer

AvaHocxe from yot* oeoier

or Greet from US

Voltmace oner (046?) $944)0 -

QUAL-SOFT WORLD OF SOCCER simulations

ARE YOU A POTENTIAL 1st DIVISION MANAGER?
ARE YOU A POTENTIAL ENGLAND MANAGER?

Football management is not a mental arithmetic exercise. Deciding whether a skill level of 6 is a better choice than a skill level of 4 has

nothing to do with a knowledge of soccer. Football management is about judgement; YOURJUDGEMENTI Judgement about a players

skills. Judgement of how skills combine to make a successful team. And judgement of the performance of the team on the field of play.

Our"WORLD OF SOCCER" games are not so much computer games as computer SIMULATIONS of the world of the soccer manager.

DARE YOU TEST YOURSELF?

SOCCER SUPREMO MEXICO '86

A LEAGUE MANAGEMENT SIMULATION A WORLD CUP MANAGEMENT SIMULATION

TAPE 1

6 Seasons
League Division 1

The F.A. Cup

TAPE 2

European Cup
U.E.F.A. Cup

Cup Winners Cup

TAPE 1

Friendlies
World Cup
Qualifiers

TAPE 2

World Cup Finals
Phase 1 (groups of 4)

Phase 2 (last 16 knockout)

STILL THE ONLY ELECTRON SOCCER MANAGEMENT GAMES WITH GRAPHICS!

‘SPECIAL OFFER: Soccer Supremo & Mexico '86 (4 tapes and 2 manuals packaged as 2

games) £14.95
Both games are sent by return post, 1st class. Access authorisation accepted over the 'phone

QUAL-SOFT Tel: 0438 Please supply; Marne’

Dept. EU, 721936
18 Hazlemere Road ——

Soccer Supremo £9.95 AHHrocc
Mexico '86 £9.95

Stevenage SG2 8RX f\ 1 SS & M'86 £14.95 Access No. (if applicable)



Programming

HOPEFULLY some of you
have already been dabbling

a little, poking and peeking

your hidden ram using the

methods I explained in last

month's issue.

If there is still some doubt
about how to go about it

safely, read on as I’ll show
you how to use the lower

12k of bank zero as a huge
text storage area.

For those of you who
missed Part I of the series,

we are exploring ways of

using the unused memory
provided by Slogger's
Master Ram Board, and you
can still catch up with the

action this month because
the programs are fully self-

contained.
The short piece of

machine code from last

month's article is going to

stay with us for the duration

of the series, as it is the cen-

tral core of all the utilities I

will be presenting.

And to keep things

straightforward, I will be
resorting to using machine
code for other purposes
only where strictly

necessary.

Take a look at Program I. It

is a collection of three short

procedures, which when
used together provide a sort

of ram filing system.

Making sure that you are

in 64k mode, type in Pro-

gram I and save it. Don’t try

In Part II of his Master Ram Board
series CHRIS NIXON shows how to

handle large amounts of text

to run it in its present form,

as it is designed to be
merged on to the end of an

existing Basic program, and
so must first be spooled to

tape or disc.

Type ‘SPOOL ASCII and
press Return, making sure

you have a disc in the drive

or a tape in the recorder.

Now list the program, press-

ing Shift to scroll if necess-

ary. When the Basic prompt
re appears, type ‘SPOOL by
itself and press Return.

The program is now
stored in Ascii format, ready

for attaching to any Basic

program which is to work in

shadow ram and also needs

30000 DEFPROCisseo 30170 TX=ptrX DIV 256

31(10 BIN codet 100 3(180 AS=*SC(NI9J(SS,LI,1))

31(20 F0Rp»>lX*(T02STEP2 3(190 CALL put:ptrlaptr:*1

3(030 PX«codeX : COPT piss* 3(2(0 NEXT; AX»13

30090 .get 3(210 Xl'ptrX NOD 256

3(050 10* «0:PH»:PLP:JNP IFB 3(220 TXsptrt DIV 256

F( 30230 CALL puttENDPROC

3(060 .put 30240

30070 PHAtLDA »U(;PHA:PLP 3025( DEFPROCgetCPX)

30080 PLA: JNP &FBF9 30260 LOCAL AX,XX,VX,l*

30090 3 : NEX T : ENOPROC 3027( ptrX*slieX*PX

30100 : 30280 S$*' : REPEAT

30110 SEFPROCputlSt/PX) 3(290 XXsptrX NOD 256

30120 LOCAL a:,x:,yx,lx 30300 IX*ptrX DIV 256

30130 IF LEN(S*)>«iiit: VDU7 3(310 AX=USRCget)ANO IFF

; PN 1 NT'S t r i ng too long:*SI: 3(320 SS=$*»CHRS<AX)

STOP 3(330 ptrX*ptrX*1

3(140 ptrXssf zeX*PX 3(390 untila:*13:si*lefts(ss
30150 F0RLX*1T0L£N(S$) AENSS-1)
3(160 XX*ptrX NOD 256 30350 ENDPROC

extra text storage space.

Program II is just such a

program, so type NEW and
enter the listing. When you
have finished, rewind the

tape if using one, and type

•EXEC ASCII.

The recently spooled file

will be added line by line to

Program II in memory.
Ignore any syntax errors

which may appear.

You can list the program
and see that Programs I and

It are indeed merged. It

would be wise at this point

to save the complete pro-

gram to avoid having to

merge both programs again

if something unfortunate
should happen.
Program II is just a

demonstration of how to

use the procedures from
Program I, but before you
run the merged program an

explanation of what Pro-

gram I does is needed.

PROCassem assembles

II REN String store

20 REN By Chris Nixon

3D REN (c) Electron User

90 REN

SI NODE i:PR0C*sse*

61 swet s 5(:FORLl*0TO9

71 1 NPUT L INE'TEXT ‘,AS

SI PSOC cut < AS , LX) :NEXT

fl PRINT :FORLX*(T09

III PROCjet ( LX) :PRINTSS

111 NEXT : END

our shadow ram poke and

peek routines, and should

be called with PROCassem
at the start of any program
using these procedures.

PROCput stores any string

in ram bank zero, using a

similar method to the

example listing from last

month. The two parameters

are the string to be stored

and its ram file number.
The file number is very

important. In order to be

able to find your strings at a

later date, a file number is

needed to indicate where in

bank zero ram they are held.

It works by assuming that

a fixed record length is

being used, which means
the length of any strings

stored is dictated by the

variable size% - pre set to

50 by Program II.

PROCput places a string in

the hidden ram at locations

which are multiples of

whatever value is currently

in size%.

In this case the file

number tells it how many
chunks of 50 bytes must be

skipped over before placing

the string.

A carriage return charac-

ter - CHRSI13I - is added to

the end of all stored strings,

so PROCget knows when
each one ends. PROCget

Turn to Page 24
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Programming

1> Search for ent ,

2 » Add « new entry
3> »»lete an entry
4> S*w* «*at. bank
3> Load data bank
6> Mipe current data

Select opt, on

4 From Page 23

also needs you to specify a
file number, which again is

multiplied by the current
value of sue% to calculate

the address at which the
string is stored.

It then retrieves the string

and places it in S$ character

by character until it finds the
carriage return marker.
You can only change the

value of size% to allow
storage of strings up to 255
characters long, because
Basic cannot handle strings

bigger than this.

Remember that if the
record size is too long, after

40 or 50 strings you may
begin to corrupt the screen
memory, which is just

above our 12k storage space
in bank zero.

This won't affect your pro-

gram in the slightest, but it

will disturb the strings
stored in this area the next
time anything is printed on

screen. Note also that
changing the value of site%
mid-way through a program
is not recommended,
because unless you are very
sure of what you are doing
you could corrupt
previously stored strings.

Now you can run the
merged program, which will

ask you to type in five lines

of text. When you have fin-

ished, all five lines will be
printed again on the screen.
Not very inspiring, you
might think, and with good
reason.

Program II really illus-

trates the power of the
procedures in Program I,

because no variables were
used to store the five lines of
input - apart from A$ and
S$, which are just tem-
porary data carriers
between the main program
and the store/retrieve
procedures.

You could adapt the pro-

gram to store up to 245 dif-

ferent strings of 50 bytes

each - even in Modes 0, 1

and 2.

Moving on to Program III,

we have yet another way of

utilising the procedures
from Program I, in the form
of a mini database which

uses bank zero for its

storage space. Again, type
NEW, enter Program III,

rewind your tape and type
•EXEC ASCII.

What you now have is a

program which utilises the

unused 12k in bank zero as a

sort of ram disc. Although a

touch slow, you should
appreciate that it is entirely

written in Basic.

The database allows up to

120 entries, each 100 bytes

long. Use it for addresses,

telephone numbers, filing

your record collection or
anything you like.

When you add an entry to

the database, type it in as a

continuous string; full-stops

and commas are accepted,
because of Basic's INPUT
LINE command.
When you display an

entry it will be neatly
formatted, with no words
broken over the end of a

line.

Included in the database
is an option to save the
whole lower 12k of bank
zero which holds our data to

tape or disc.

To achieve this, the
program uses simple se-

quential file handling tech-

niques involving no more
commands than OPENIN,
OPENOUT, PRINT# and
INPUT#. The real nitty-gritty

is still performed by PROC-
put and PROCget.
• That little lot should keep
you going until next month,
when I’ll show you how to

have two 12k programs in

memory at the same time.

II RED Hint Database

21 REN By Chris Nixon

30 REN (c) Eltctron user

41 REN

39 ONERRORSOT044I

61 NODE 1:PR0Casse»

71 PROCsetup:REPEAT

81 PROC»enu:UNTJL0

91 DEfPR0Csetup:sireX*1ll

111 IFZX*69 ENDPROC ELSE I

X=69:AS*CHRS0:FORLX=0TO119:F

ROCput (AS, LX) :NEM : ENDPROC

til DEFPROC*enu:PROCti t let

‘Shadow Re* Nini-Detebese*)

:

PRINTTAB(3,5)'By Chris Nixen
- (c) Electron User‘:COLOUR

1 : COLOUR) 30: PRUT TAB( 16, II)'

Rein Nenv: C0L0UR3: COLOUR128

121 PIINT'"SPC10'1) Scare

h for an entry'

131 PRINT $PC10'2) Add e n

ev entry'

HI PRINT SPCt0‘3) Delete

en entry'

151 PRlNTSPCir*) Save da

ta bank"

168 PRINT SPCfl'S) Load da

ta bank'

171 PRINrSPCII‘6) Hip* cu

rrent data'

181 PRINT SPC10;:COLOUR2

:PRI<rs»iect option (1*6):

;:COLOUR3: REPEAT :GX-6ET-48:
UNT I LfiZ>8 AND SX<7

191 ONGXGOTO2IB,21I,220,23

I, 231,261

211 PROCsearch:ENDPROC

211 PROCadd : EN6PR0C

221 PROCdeLete: ENDPROC

231 PROCsave: ENDPROC

241 STOP

231 PROCloadrENDPROC

Program III

261 PROCwipe:ENDPRO(

271 DEFPROCt i t le(TS) : LOCAL
LX: CLS : CPL0UR2 : COLOUR 1 29 : FO

RlX»1T03:PRlNTTAB(19-lENTS/2
,LI)STR1N6 S(lENT$* 2,' > :NEX

T:PRINT7AB(2I-LENT$/2,2)T$:C

OLOUR): COLOUR 128: ENDPROC

281 DEFPROC justi fy(J$):prX
*1:ctX*1

290 «»lNSTR(j*,‘ ,ptl):l

FCX SI PRINT R IGHTS ( J$,LENJ$-p
t X» 1 ) : ENDPROC

300 saUCX-ptXHutlsctlM
rX:IFctX>40 PRINT : c t X = T : 60 T

0

290

310 PAlNTRlDSUS,ptX,stX);
:ptX=pt**szX:60T0 290

320 DEFPROCd*lete:PROCtitl

eCOELETE an entry*>:lX*0: IN

PUT String to search for

‘,sl:IFs$s- s»*CHRS13

330 PROCt it let 'SEARCH IN6 •

Pleas* wait REPEAT : PR

OCget<lX):fX*lNSTR(SS,si) :LX

*LX*1:UNTILIX*1?0 OR FX>0: IF

FX’I ENDPROC

341 PROCtitleCPress 0 to

delete, SPACE to search*) :PR

INTTAB(0,10) :PR0C justi fy(SS)

: REPEAT :£X*6ET UNT tLGX*32 OR

8X s ASC'D':lF £1*32 GOTO330
ELSE LX*lX-1 :AS=CHR$l:PROCpu

r<AS,LX): ENDPROC

350 DEFPROCsearchrPROCtUL
et'SEARCH tor an entry’) :LX=

0: INPUT String to search
for ',s$:lFsl*“ sl=CHRS1

3

361 PR0Ctitle(‘SEARCH!N6 -

Please wait ...'):REPEAT:PR

OCget (LX):FX=INSTR(SS,{$)

:

lX

*LX-*1:UNTILlX* 1 21 OR FX>0:IF
FX s0 ENDPROC

370 PROCtitleCPress SPACE

to search for *ore'):PRlNTT

AB(0,10) :PROCju*tif y(S$) :REP

EAT:UNTUGET«32:GOTO360
380 DEFPROCadd: PROCt 1

1

Let'

ADD an entry') :PR1NT":REP
EATrlNPUTHNE'Input entry ,

s$:UNTILLENsl<sueX:PROCti tl

efLooking for a free slot .

390 11*0: REPEAT: PROCget (LX

):LX*LX+1:UNTILLX«12I OR SS=

CHBS0 : 1 F SSoCHRSI PROCtitle
('No free slots - SPACE for

Nam Renu'):REPEAT:UNTll£ET*

32 : ENDPROC

400 LX*LX*1:PR0Cput(sS,lX)

: ENDPROC

410 DEFPROCsave:PROCtitle(

SAVE data bank') : INPUT

Eilenane ',F*:CHX*0PEN0UT f*

: FORLt°0TOl 19: PROCget (LX) :PR

UT#CHX,SI:NEXT:CLOS£*0:ENDP
ROC

420 D£fPROUoad:PROCtitle<
'LOAD data bank'): INPUT

’

Filena«e ',Fi:CHX=OPENlN FS:

FOfl LX*0TO1 19 : INPUT #CHX,SS: PR

OCput(SI,LX) : NE XT :C10SF*I:EN
DPROC

431 DEFPROCvf pe:PROCtitle(
'NIPE all entries - sure (1/

N>> ) :6S=6ETS:IF G*='T' PROC

tf tleCUiping - please wai

t

...'):AS=CMR$0:fORlX=0TO119:

PROCput(A*,LX):NEXT:ENDPROC

ELSE VDu7:ENDPR0C

440 IF ERR=17 RUN

450 PROCtitleCERROR - Pre

ss SPACE for Nain Nenu")

461 REPORT: REPEAT: UNT ILGET
*32 : RUN
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Feature

CHARTING
YOUR SUCCESS
Part 3 of CHRIS NIXON s series on
ViewSheet shows you how to
produce instant bar charts

I SHOWED you last month
how to use ViewSheet to

predict future profit and
loss in a small software
company.
Now we'll take a look at

how to keep the boss happy,
by producing encouraging
bar charts of the year's prof-

its to pin on his wall.

In the process we'll be
tackling two of ViewSheet's
other powerful functions -

windows and replication -

and afterwards, hopefully
dispel some of the mystery
associated with these fea-

tures.

First though, I want you to

load in last month's Clever
Soft profit calculator sheet,

and add to it the spread-
sheet description in Listing I,

using the method I descri-

bed last time.

If you are in Mode 0 or 3,

you should end up with a

display similar to Figure I.

This is a mock-up of Clever

Soft's monthly profits, from
January through to

December.
The value shown in slot

B30 is taken directly from
January's net profit column
in slot C18, and to simplify

things all the other monthly
results have been invented
just for our bar chart.

I mentioned that View-
Sheet deals with three types
of slot contents - labels.

Ufltt

Listing I

values and formulae - and if

a slot contains a formula
ViewSheet will always dis-

play its result, rather than

the actual slot contents.

What I didn't point out
was that there are actually

two ways of displaying a
value or a formula's result.

ViewSheet is, if directed,

capable of representing a

slot’s value by a row of
asterisks, the exact number
being determined by the
value or result of a formula
in the slot. This is. of course,
rounded to the nearest
whole number.

For instance, if slot A1
contains the value 32, or if it

contains a formula whose
result is 32, then a row of 32
asterisks could be displayed
instead, starting at the first

character of the slot and
extending toward the right

of the screen. It is this fea-

ture that enables us to

create bar charts from all

sorts of sheet layouts.

Imagine a column of 20
values, all represented
instead by a row of asterisks

and you can see how it

works.

However, this method of
displaying slot contents can

mess up the look of your
sheet if not used with care,

so there are certain conven-
tions to be followed when
setting up such a display.

The first involves the use
of windows. ViewSheet is

capable of partitioning the
screen to show up to 10 dif-

ferent areas of your sheet at

the same time. These par-

titions are known as win-
dows, and are similar to

Basic's text window facility.

Each one can only be as
big as there is available
room on screen, and usually

Turn to Page 27

Figure I . The sheet
after entering

Listing I
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< From Page 25

it is impractical to set up
more than four at once. We
are going to use just two
windows, one in which to
display our bar chart and the
other to provide a constant
display of the top of the
sheet.

The main reason for using
windows in this case is that
the bar chart display facility

can only operate on whole
windows, not individual
slots.

As ViewSheet by default
uses one window all the
time, everything else on the
sheet would appear as long
strings of asterisks as well
as our chart!

We neatly avoid the prob-
lem by partitioning our
screen half-way down, with
the lower half set to display
slots in bar chart format.
There are other advan-

tages to using windows -
each one is capable of
independent scrolling in any
direction, while all other
windows stay put.

This means you can be
occupied in the top window,
changing values and
moving around, while the
bottom bar chart display
remains stationary, but will

be updated in real time as
you fiddle about.
Now on to setting up our

bar chart. Before we start

Figure II: The sheet
after using the
replicate function

work on the window setup,
we must first use the profit

mock-up table - which you
have just entered - to create
another table which will

make up our bar chart.

The reason why we can't
directly use the table shown
in Figure I is that some of
the values would go way off

screen. What we need to do
is create a second table
where the results from the
first are divided down a little

before being displayed as a
bar chart.

Move the slot cursor
down the sheet to slot A50.
and enter the formula:
B30/3.5 You should
immediately see the result,

25.75, appear under the
cursor.

Dividing by 3.5 ensures
that the finished bar chart
will stay within the limits of
the screen, unless the prof-
its are made much larger.

In which case simply
increase the division con-
stant to four or more until

the values look OK. The
maximum displayable bar is

70 characters wide, so use
this as your yardstick.

Now we need to copy this
formula into A51-A61, using
the same division formula.
We could do this manually,
slot by slot, but this is an
ideal opportunity to
introduce one of View-
Sheet's most powerful fea-

tures, replication.

Replication is called in
whenever you need to copy
a block of slot entries to
another part of a sheet. It is

fast, very flexible, and once
mastered you can build
extremely powerful sheets
in a very short time.

Press Func+1, shown on
the keycard as Replicate.
You are prompted at the top
of the screen: "From - To?".
At this point we must exam-
ine the way replication will

interpret your answer.
You can replicate just one

slot at a time, in which case
you would reply with: slotl-
slot2, where slotl is the slot

you wish to copy and slot2
is the destination. However,
you can also copy a whole
row or column at a time, and
this needs a little more
thought.

A contiguous group of
slots is called a range and
may lie either horizontally or
vertically on the sheet. In

our case we are interested in

the vertical range A51-A61.
To copy slot A50 into all

the slots in this range, we
would reply to the "From -
To?" prompt with. A50-
A51A61, Look at this
carefully and you will see
how easy it is. We have
simply entered the sheet
reference for the slot we
want to copy, followed by a
dash, and the top and
bottom slot references of
our range.

Note the top and bottom
of the range is run together
with no space in between.
This is vital to ViewSheets
interpretation of what we
want to do, because replica-

tion can be applied in many
different ways, and we need
to be specific about what we
want.

ViewSheet will attempt to

copy the slot into the range
as soon as you press Return,
but will stop almost
immediately with the query:

Rletitive, IDo change?

B3B/3 .

5

The slot reference B30 is

inverted black on white, and
what ViewSheet is asking is
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whether you want the
reference to slot B30 to be

copied verbatim or be
adjusted relatively for each

slot it is copied into.

If this sounds confusing,

think about it like this. If you
pressed N at this point,

signifying that you want to

copy the formula verbatim,

then every slot in the range

A51-A61 would contain the

same formula. Not much
use for our purposes here.

Therefore press R and the

formula will be adjusted

relatively through all of the

slots into which it is being

copied. The result is that slot

A51 will contain B31/3.5,

A52 will contain B32/3.5,

and so on.

Viewsheet always high-

lights any slot reference

found during a replication

and asks you this question.

You must answer with care,

because in a complex
formula some slot referen-

ces may have to remain the

same throughout the repli-

cation process.

So in case you haven't

already done so, press R in

response to the replication

prompt, and after half a

second or so all the slots in

the specified range will be

filled with the formula from

A50, but adjusted properly

for their different vertical

positions.

Check Figure II. which

should be the same as your
screen display at this point.

As I mentioned earlier,

replication can take many
forms, and we will cover the

rest of them in later articles.

Now we want to move on
and create a twin-window
display.

Press Func+2, labelled

Edit Window on your key-

card, and you will be
greeted with the prompt
"Window?". We first want
to redefine the current

window - which is number
zero - so type 0 and press

Return.

The current window def-

inition will appear on the

editing line, consisting of

eight parameters printed

below eight headings. The
parameters control how
wide and tall the window is,

its position relative to others

and various other functions.

With the arrow keys,

move the cursor under the

heading TopL, which is the

slot reference of the current

top left of the screen.

Overtype the value shown
with A30 and move beneath

the heading BotR. the slot

reference for the current

bottom right of the screen.

Again overtype the value

shown, but this time with

141. This should ensure our

top window now only

shows the figures entered

previously from Listing I.

Now move to below the

heading Opt. This part con-

tains the various option set-

tings of the window, con-

cerning how it is displayed.

Type T, then S.

This means that we want
to disable both the Top and
Side margins for that

window, thereby tidying the

screen and at the same time

allowing more to be dis-

played. Press Return, and
the new definition will be
digested.

If there is anything wrong
with it, such as an illegal

parameter, ViewSheet will

beep and list the definition

again ready for editing, with

the cursor under the

offending parameter.

If the new window is

accepted, the screen will

change immediately to look

like Figure III. Notice that

there is indeed no top or

side margin any more.
This is the usual practice

with finished sheets, as it

looks much neater and
allows more of the window
to fit on screen.

Press Func+2 again, and
this time answer the prompt
with 1 and press Return.

Move under TopL and
overtype the value shown
with A50. Move under BotR

and type A61.

Now move under the

heading Cw, which stands

for column width and type

Figure III: The
finished sheet

70. This parameter controls

the width of all slots in that

window and can be used if

you noed to display more
text or bigger numbers. We
are using it to allow up to 70
asterisks to be displayed per
slot.

The window will be only

one column wide, but it will

fill the screen from left to

right.

Now move under the Opt
heading, which should read:

TSO. The 0 means that the

window is currently off,

which is the default state of

windows 1-9. Overtype this

character with a C, which
signifies that we want this

window to be displayed in

bar chart mode, and press

Return.

Immediately you should
have a screen that looks like

Figure IV. Now you can see

the year's profit as a much
more readable bar chart,

The exact figures are still

displayed above for

reference.

As you are inside window
one at the moment, press

Func+3 - Next Window - on
your keycard. This key
moves you from one
window to another in

sequence. As we only have
two windows at present, it

will act as a toggle between
them.
Once in the top window,

you can alter the values and
watch the bar chart change
as you experiment. You can,

of course, scroll this window
in any direction - even
down to the location of the

bar chart itself.

However, if you do this all

you will see are the numeric
values, because window
zero is not set for bar chart

mode.
Press Escape and save

your new sheet, bearing in

mind that not only will the

current window definitions

be saved along with the
sheet, but also your current

cursor position and the

number of the window you
were last in.

• Next month we'll replace

the dummy profit figures

with full monthly break-

downs. and see our sheet
really come to life.
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Game
THIS puzzle was first put
forward by the French
mathematician Lucas around
100 years ago and presents
an intriguing problem to the
logically minded.
The game was originally

played on a white wooden
board using red and blue
counters. Marked on the
board were nine squares in

a line

The first four are occupied
by four blue counters and
the last four squares by red
ones. Your objective is to
swap the positions of the
blue counters.
The moves are quite

straightforward and there
are only three rules to
remember:
• Blue counters can only
move right, while the red
counters move left.

• If the square on the right
of a blue counter or left of a
red counter is vacant it can
slide across.

• A counter can jump over
one of the opposite colour
providing there is a space
beyond it.

To move a counter press
the corresponding letter

above it. If you get into a
situation where you cannot
move, press the Escape key
to try it again
The number of moves are

recorded and at the end
you'll be told how many
you took. The aim is to take
the least number of moves.
My best is 24. Can you

beat this?

10 REN Lucas Proctre
20 REN By Arthur Lindon
30 RED (c) Electron User
40 OR ERROR RUN

30 RODE 1

«0 m 23,224,40,126,255,
255,255,255,126,60

20 DIR A1<9>

8* VDU 19,2,4; 0; 19,»,3; B,

91 COLOUR 130

100 CLS

110 VBU 20,6,11,32,9
120 COLOUR 131

130 CLS

140 YOU 26

150 YOU 23,1,0;!;0;0;
160 6C0L 0,2
170 EOR 11*284 TO 1020 STE

P 96

180 ROVE 11,732
190 DRAM It, 640

200 DRAM 15*4,640

210 DRAM 11*4,732

220 NEXT

LUCAS’
PROBLEM

ARTHUR LINDON brings
an old puzzle up to date

230 FOR IX*1 TO 4

240 At(lt>*2

250 At(It*5>*1

260 COLOUR 2

270 YOU 31,3*11*4,10,224

280 COLOUR 1

290 VDU 31,3*11*19,10,224
300 NEXT

310 COLOUR 130

320 COLOUR 3

330 FOR 11*1 TO 9

340 YOU 31,3*11*4,8,11*64

350 NEXT

360 CRT1*0

370 COLOUR 0

380 PRINT TAB(13,1)-Luc»i
Proble»'TA8(33,4)':Noves'

390 PRINT TAB<0,13>- Trim
pose the red end blue counte
n by*

400 PRINT’ sliding or ju»
ping over • counter of'

410 PRINT' opposite colou
r to e vecent ssjuare.

420 PRINT:PRINT

430 PRINT- Blue cen only

eove to the right end'

440 PRINT" red to the Lef

t. To sove a counter'

450 PRINT" pres* the lett

er above it.'

460 PRINT:PRINT

470 PRINT" Press Estape t

o try again.*

480 6C0L 0,3:ROVE 0,0:bRAV
0,1I23:DRAU 1278,1I23:0RAU

1278,0:DRAM 0,0

498 REPEAT

500 COLOUR 130

511 COLOUR 3

520 IF A1(1)>1 ANO AX12M
AND AX(3)*1 AND AXC41M AND

A1(6)*2 AND A1(7)*2 AND A1<

8>=2 AND AX(9)*2 PRINT T ABC 1

2,4)*Tou've done it in’:V0U7

:fi*GET:END

530 REPEAT

540 X1*(6ET AND 2231-64

550 CNTt*CNTt*1

560 PRINT TAB(30-(CNT1<10)
,4);CNTX

570 UNTIL KM RND Kiel!

580 COLOUR 131

590 If Al(lU)*2 PROCioveO
,2) ELSE IF AX<IC1>*1 PROCnov
et-1,1)

680 UNTIL FALSE

610

620 DEFPR0Csove(01,C1)

630 COLOUR Cl

640 IF At(R1*D1)*B Al«1)»
0:A1(Kt«D1)*C1:VOU31,3*Kt*4,

10,32,31,3*Kt*4*3*D1,10,224

ELSE IF A1(K1*D1)*3-CI AND A

1(K1*2*D1>*0 A1(K1)*0:AKK1*
2*Dt)*Ct:VDU31,3*K1*4,10,32,

31,3*X1*4*6*DX, 10,224
650 ENDPROC
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wrr^n

Sit astride

a giant blue

ostrich and engage
in exciting futuristic

jousting contests against

opponewnts riding giant green

buzzards.

This superb one-or-two-player

game features beautifully animated

sprites, with a plabability that's

second to none.
'7 can recommend Skirmish

wholeheartedly. It is one of the

most playable games I have ever

seen and will certainly lead to a

severe case of repeated late nights

Playability: 1 1 out of 10"

Get yourself in a flap

with Skirmish!

SAVE 1
1

up to fklmnIsh ,

£5 r

Jklumlsh
\

Suitable tor Product Format RRP
Special

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

I Offer including I

subscription
YOU
SAVE

Electron Skirmish Tape £9.95 £7 95 £2 £5

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 53

Adventure Anthology
This superb collection contains four of the best

adventures taken from the pages of Electron

User. In addition there is un unpublished

masterpiece written by Bill Trevelyan, one of the

magazine's foremost contributors. They range

from mini adventures ideally suited to the

novice adventurer, right through to large,

complex programs containing many mind-

boggling puzzles designed to lest lire most

experienced player.

Tho Golden Crown; The King has been Dracula: Tako a deep breath ond step

robbed of his crown hy a devious across the threshold into Dracula 's

adversary. A knighthood and countless castle. Find Drava’s Scroll of Runes and

wealth is promised to whosoever con retrieve the lost fortunes.

|ohnny: In this adventure by Bill

Trevelyn you ore cast in the role of u

young boy. Your objective is to gel to

school on lime. This is no simple task

though, and many pitfalls and puzzles

.await you along the way.

These exciting adventures will keep you engrossed

for weeks - and at less than £1 each Only
this has to be one of the best bargains ps q r
for intrepid adventurers ever devised.

Crash A classic adventure in which
you hove to find the magical crown
and return it to its rightful owner.

Necromancer. A peaceful village has

been terrorised by an evil wizard.

Search him out and take back the

stolen treasures.

To order please turn to Ihe form tin Page 53
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Ransack

iJfo £.61

-4 . i-
Control Al, the globular

sarasEr
the latest game ho^topP^^ 1ax y0ur skill

Please note: If you are a subscriber, you
can renew your subscription early to take
advantage of these very special offers

'icompi

!•—

two cassettes - and

\ZTX^n*a 'ot 1L

SiSite-Sr-
3$gS53iW**-
Karate Comoai

. ..a)

St. co^on

Life of
Repton

SAVE
UP TO £4!

I coZK e*c'tlnS new

a535?£
;saassfss^i

„
er January 1988

Suitable for Product Format RRP
Special

reader offer
YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Electron Computer Hits 10 Vol 4 Tope £9 95 £6 95 £3 £1895 £6
Electron Ransack Tape £9 95 £6 95 £3 £18 95 £6
Electron Life of Repton Tape £6 95 £545 £1.50 £1795 £4
Electron Life of Repton 5V« Disc £7 95 £5 95 £2 £1895 £4

TO ORDER TURN TO THE FORM ON PAGE S3



Hardware Review

More room

for your roms
CHRIS NIXON looks at the
new Pres Advanced Plus 6

once, just like the BBC
Micro.

Therefore the BBC Micro's

operating system was
duplicated (almost) in full on
the Electron ready for this

eventuality, despite the fact

that the standard machine
was provided with no spare

rom sockets.

So it wasn't until the

release of Acorn's Plus 1

expansion that roms could

be added to the Electron,

and then only by the use of

rom cartridges.

These were - and still are

- relatively expensive and
only two dual-rom cartrid-

ges could be inserted into

the Plus 1 at one time.

Since then several com-
panies have produced side-

ways rom and ram boards

to fill the gap left by the

rather limited Plus 1 - you'll

find a full review of them in

the February 1987 issue of

Electron User.

At one time a separate
external rom board was
available, but the manufac-
turers have since ceased
production. This has left

Slogger providing possibly

the only Electron rom board,

in the form of its own ver

sion of the Plus 1 - the

Rombox Plus.

Now, for the first time,

comes the Advanced Plus 6,

or AP6 - a unit which not

only allows up to six roms to

be inserted into the board,

but will also accept ram
chips in any of the sockets.

Standard static ram chips

can be bought cheaply and
fitted into the sockets
exactly as if they were roms.

This provides the ability to

load rom images from disc

into the ram chips - known
as sideways ram when used
in this fashion - as and
when needed.
Here they will be treated

as physical roms by the

Electron, and once loaded

rom images will remain in

ram until the power is

turned off. (It’s worth noting

that the extra ram can’t be
used for Basic programs.)
This allows you, in effect,

much more than just the

Electron’s 16 rom maxi-
mum, without having to

physically insert and

remove rom chips - a

potentially damaging task if

repeated frequently on the

same roms.
What's more, sideways

ram provides the perfect

environment for writing

your own roms, if you are so

inclined.

This isn't as difficult as

you may think - anyone
with a smattering of 6502
machine code knowledge
can write a rom, using some
of the many books on the

subject as tutorials.

We published an article

on how to write your own
rom in the February 1986
issue of Electron User.

The AP6 is quite a

breakthrough for its design-

ers, Pres, and as the unit is

mounted unobtrusively

inside an existing Plus 1 it

reduces the number of gad-

gets hanging off the back of

your Electron.

The only snag is that you
must already have an
Advanced Plus 1 from Pres

In which to place the AP6.

Owners of the original

Acorn Plus 1 will have to

either set soldering iron to

PCB to make the necessary

alterations, or they can add

£7 (plus VAT) to their order

for a complete upgrade
service. Of course the old

Plus 1 must be posted with

your order if going for the

upgrade.

The unit is a marvellous
piece of design, strong, neat

and compact, and it won't
crowd the Plus 1 to the point

of overheating.

Each socket is easily

accessed with a screwdriver

for removing roms, unlike

some boards where delicate

capacitors always seem to

be in the way
Using static ram chips in

place of rom/eproms is

achieved by simply inser-

ting them in any of the sock-

ets, but they must be 32k

chips rather than the

cheaper 8k ones.

The AP6 worked perfectly

and I was able to use all

my Electron roms indis-

criminately in any of the six

sockets, with no problems.
One point worth noting: If

you have the Acorn Plus 3,

only five of the six sockets

will be available for other

roms. Owners of ACP's own
disc interfaces will not be
affected, as these sit in the

Plus 1 cartridge slots.

Coming soon from Pres is

the AP7. This is an enhance-

ment for the AP6 which will

provide two 16k banks of

battery backed sideways
ram with full write-protect

option.

This will mean that while

the write-protect is on, rom
images will remain in the

machine after the power is

switched off, and will be - to

all intents and purposes —
permanent roms.
Some links on the AP6

board are provided in readi-

ness for the AP7, and these

are simply changed over
when you fit the new board.

Overall, the AP6 is an
excellent unit, providing for

the first time in one package
all the aspects of sideways
rom and ram expansion
facilities your Electron
needs.

Together with the AP7,
the AP6 will make your Elec-

tron just about as powerful

in the sideways rom/ram
department as can be
imagined.

If you are a serious Elec-

tron user and don't already

have the facilities provided

by the AP6 in other forms,

don't hesitate - buy it.

Product: Advanced Plus 6
Price C37.95

Supplier: PRES, 6 Ava
House. High Street. Chob-
ham, Surrey GU24 8LZ

Tel 0276 72046
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Pouring gallons

of graphics into

the Electron's

pint-sized memory
In Part 4 of his sprites series
ROLAND WADDILOVE shows how
to create multi-screen games

WE have been looking so
far at different ways of

printing sprites and have
developed quite an array of

machine code print

routines, including ones
that will move sprites in

front and behind other
objects on the screen.

We'll leave this topic for

the moment and see how
the screen displays for large

multi-screen arcade games
are created.

The techniques used in

both this and next month’s
article will show how top-

selling games such as
Superior Software's Citadel,

Palace of Magic and Repton
are written.

As you'll know if you've
played these games, there

can be up to 100 beautifully

drawn screens featuring
superb graphics. So how are

these all squeezed into the

Electron's small memory? A
single Mode 5 screen is 10k,

and two is 20k, and on top of

this of course, room must be
left tor the program Itself.

As I promised last month,
I'm going to show you a

powerful method of

compacting Mode 5 - or

Mode 2 for that matter -

screens into as little as eight

bytes.

Enter and run Program I to

see the technique in action.

Tap the spacebar to flick

through the screens - there

are five in all, though many
more could easily be put in.

They are labelled scrO.

scrl, scr2 ... in the listing,

and each consists of two
EQUD statements. So how
is it done?
Each screen is built up

from blocks five bytes wide
by 32 bytes high. As the

Mode 5 screen is 40 bytes

wide, eight blocks will fit

neatly across the screen.

And as there are eight bits

in a byte, each row of blocks

can be stored in a single

byte - each bit set indicating

the presence of a block. The

screen is 256 bytes deep so
we can fit eight 32-byte high
blocks down it. So there are

eight rows of eight blocks all

stored in just eight bytes of

data. Simple when you
know how
This means you could fit

128 Mode 5 screens in just

Ik of ram. And assuming the

code for an arcade game
takes around 5k, you could
easily squeeze well over
1,500 screens into memory.
The chunk of assembly

language at the start of the

program - lines 340 to 470 -

decodes the compacted
screen data and decides
whether to call print to draw
a block or blank to print a

blank space.

It's worth examining how
the screens are stored.
You'll see a table of pointers

at line 510 holding the
address of each screen.

The screen number is

used to index into this table

to find the real address of

the screen data - stored in

lines 580 to 620.

The main problem with
Program I is the lack of var-

iety and the chunky blocks

making up the screen dis-

play. There is only one type
of block and that's brick -

fine if you like hundreds of

screens made up of bricks,

but it can get a bit

monotonous.
You could design a differ-

ent type of block, but the
screens would still be made

up of this single type. What
is needed is a slightly more
advanced technique that

will allow us to add variety.

Enter and run Program II.

There are only two screens
this time - though you can
add many more - but they
are far more complex than
in Program I. Tap the
spacebar to flick between
them.
The screen data is stored

at the end of the listing, so
take a look at this first. What
I have done this time is to

use 4 byte wide by 24 byte

high blocks.

Exactly 10 blocks will fit

across the screen and there

can be 15 different types.

The reason for having 15
block types is that we can fit

the numbers zero to 15 in

one nybble.

There are two nybbles in a

byte, so we need five bytes
per row of blocks. We can
also fit 10 blocks down the

screen - leaving a couple of

spare lines for the score,

lives, energy and so on - so

this makes a total of 50
bytes per screen.

Although this is not as
compact as Program I’s

screens, remember that

each screen in Program II

can be made up from any
combination of 15 types of

block.

This program gives us far

more variety and some
quite complex screen dis-

plays can easily be built up-
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at the expense of a few extra

bytes of memory. Still, you
can fit 20 screens in Ik of

ram, or well over 250 in an

average length arcade
game.

You’ll see a table of poin-

ters to screen addresses in

the listing starting at line

980 and the screen number
is used to index into this.

Although there are only two
entries, you can add as

many as you like

There's also a 96 times

multiplication table at line

570. This is because each
screen block is made up of

96 bytes of data and each
entry is used to index into

the sprite data table to pick

out the correct block for

printing.

• Next month til continue

with the same theme of
maps, but move on to scroll-

ing ones like those used in

Ravenskull and the Repton
series of games.

Special: Arcade
game creator
ALL the programs from this series
revealing the secrets of writing fast-

action arcade games have been put on a
special cassette <€3.951 and disc (C4.95).

On it you'll find everything you need to

create your own machine code games.
The programs include:

• A Mode 5 sprite editor for designing
your own multicoloured characters.

• A selection of fast print routines that

will move sprites both in front or
behind other objects on the screen.

• Map generators that will squeeze a
Mode 5 screen into eight bytes.

• Scrolling maps.
• Score print routines

. . .and much more. This is an offer no
aspiring games programmer can afford

to miss!
To get this great offer, use the order

form on page 53.

j

Program I

18 REN IUp$ 1

80 REN By R.A.Uaddilove

5* REN (c) Electron User

40 PROCassenble

SB NODE 5:VDU23,1,0;0;0;0

; :*FX16

El C010UR1J1 :COIOUR0

71 AX=0

68 REPEAT

91 CALL (988
' 101 PRINT TAB(S,1)*Nit Sp

ice'

111 AX*(AX*1)N0D S

121 UNTIL 6E1*FALSE

131 EM
Ul
1S« SEE PROCasseable

si up1 (SI

17» *a«f«»Si

Itl icownt*l53:ycount»854

191 tadcr»l55

211 tndex*857

211 FOR pass s0 TO 2 STEP 2

220 PX=(900

231 [ OPT pm
2AI SEI

251 ASL A:TAT \screen*2

241 LDA table, V:STA screen

1:LDA table*1,T:STA screen*

2

271 LOT #I58:STY addr*1:LD

f rdlcSTY addr

288 STY index

290 LDA »8:STA ycount

300 .yloop

310 LDA addrtSTA taddr:LDA

addr*T:STA taddr*1

321 LOT indes

331 .screen LDA (3010, Y:ST

A eap

340 LDA #8:STA (count

351 .(loop

341 ASL eap:BCC block

370 LDA *ddr:STA nee*1 :LDA

eddr*1:$TA nes*2

380 J SR printuNP skip

390 .block

400 LDA eddr:STA bloop*1:L

DA addr*1:STA btoop*2

410 JSR blank

420 .skip

430 LDA addr : ADC #5*8:STA

addr :BCC «1:1NC afldrt1:.«1

440 DEC (count : SHE (loop

450 IDA taddriADC #<4*1140

)R0D254:STA addr:lDA taddr*1

: ADC #(4»|140)DIV256:STA add

r*1

441 INC 'ndei

470 DEC ycount :BN£ yloop

400 CL1

490 ITS

5(8

511 . table

520 ERUU scr*

530 ERUU scrl

540 ERUU scr

2

550 ERUU scr3

540 ERUU scr4

570

580 .scrl ERUD (21ABB9FF:E

RVO (FF8188A8

590 .scrl ERUD (84DS91FF:E

RUD (EFA581BF

600 .scr2 ERUD 8F59581FF:E

RUD (F791BD05

410 .scr3 ERUD 889ABA98D:E

RUD 8FF9185ED

620 .scr4 ERUD (BF1185FF:E

RUD If 7940581

630

640 .print

650 LDA #bruk NOD256:STA

ploop+1:LDA ebrick DIV256:ST

A plooo*2

660 LDX #4

670 .loop

680 LDT #5*8-1

690 .ploop

Turn to Page 36
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711 IDA brick, Y:. nee STA I

58II,y

711 DEY:BPL ploop

721 CLC : Lt»A nee*1 :ADC *S4B

: STA ne»*1:LDA neui2:A0C #11

: STA ne«*2

751 ID* pi oop* 1 : ADC #4|:$T

A p l oop* 1 : BCC pi : INC ploop*2

:.p1

741 OCX : BHE Loop

751 ATS

761

771 .blink

781 IDA #4

791 .loop

811 LDY #5*8-1

811 LDA #1

821 .bloop

831 STA 15811,

T

841 0EY:8PL blooo

851 CLC : LDA bloop*1 : AOC *1

48: STA bloop+1:LDA bloop*2:A

1C #I1:$TA bloop«2

861 DEX : BNE loop

878 ATS

881

891 .brick

911 OPT FNdata

918 ]

921 NEXT

931 ENDPAOC

941

951 DEF FNdata

961 AESTOAE

971 FOR IX*I TO 5*32-1 STE

P 4

981 READ iS

998 C OPT piss

1188 EOUD EVAL(T*aS>
1111 3

1121 NEXT

1131 *pess

1141

1151 REN Brick

1161 DATA F|F|F|F,F11F1F1F,

484B4B4B,F14B484B,F|FIF1F,F1

1F1F8F,4B484B4B,FB4B4B4B,F1F

B‘1F,?1BFBFB?,2D2D2D2D,FB2D2

D2D,F1F1F1F,F1IF1FIF,2D2D2D2

D,FI2D2D2D,FIF1F1F,F11F8F8F,

4B4B4B4B,F14B4B4B,F1F1F1F,FI

1F1F1F,4B4B4B4B,F|4B4B4B,F1F

1FIF

1171 DATA F1|F1F1F,4B4B4B4B

,F|484B4B,F8F1F1F, F11F1F|F,2

D2D2D2D,FI2D2D2D,FlflF8F / Fll

FIF1F,2D2D2D2D,FB2D2D2D,FBF1
F1F,F1IF1F1F,4B4B4848,F14B4B

48

Program II

II REN Nips 2

21 REN By R.A.UadditOve

31 REN (c) Electron User

41 PAOCssseible

51 NODE 5:VDU23,1,I;I;I;I

61 PRINT TAB(6,1)Ttit l k

71 A X s !

81 REPEAT

91 CAU 8911

111 V0U19,1,1*3*(AX AND 1)

111 AX*UX*1)N0D 2

121 UNTIL SET=1

131 END

141

151 DEF PROCisseeble

161 .ap*S58

171 iddrU52
181 xcount a154

191 ycount-155

211 index aS56

211 neu al78

228 FOR oiss<l TO 2 STEP 2

231 PX=19B8

241 C OPT piss

251 SE1

261 ASL A : TAT

\screen*2

271 LD* table, Y:STA up
\aap address

281 LDA table*1,T:STA up*
1

291 LD* #(81:$TA iddr

\screen address

311 LDA #15A:STA addr«1

311 LOT #8:$TY index

leap byte index

328 LOT #1|:$TY ycount

331 .yloop

341 LDA addr*1 ;PHA: LDA add

r:PHA

351 LDA #5:STA xcount

361 .sloop

371 LDA addr:STA nee:LDA a

ddr*1:STA nee*1

381 LDY index

391 INC index

411 LDA (iap),Y

Vget nap byte

411 PNA

421 LSR A:LSR AtlSR A:LSR

A Ueft block

431 JSR print

441 LDA addr : ADC #4*8:STA

458 LDA addr«1 :ADC #I:STA

neu*1

461 PLA

471 AND #(IF V

right block

481 JSR print

491 LDA addr : ADC #8*8:STA

addr : LDA eddr*1:ADC #1:STA a

ddr*1

581 DEC xcount :BNE (loop

511 PLA: ADC #(3*H4I)N0D2S
6:STA addr

521 PLA: ADC #(3*8148)D1V25

6: ST A addr «

1

531 DEC ycount :8NE yloop

541 CLI

551 RTS

561

571 .wit
581 EOUU B

591 EOUU 1*96

611 EOUU 2*96

611 EOUU 3*96

621 EOUU 4*96

631 EOUU 5*96

641 EOUU 6*96

651 EOUU 7.96

661 EOUU 8*96

671 EOUU 9*96

681 EOUU 11*96

691 EOUU 11*96

711 EOUU 12*96

711 EOUU 13*96

721 EOUU 14*96

731 EOUU 15*96

741

751 .print

761 ASL *:TAT

\sprite»2

771 LDA wlt,Y
781 ADC ^sprites N0D256

\set data

791 STA plooprl

818 LDA eult*1,r

811 ADC aspntes DIV256

821 STA ploop.2

831 LDX #3

8*1 .ploopl

B51 LDY #31

861 .ploop

871 LDA 13111, Y:STA (nee),

Y

881 DEY:BPL ploop

891 CLC

911 LDA neu:ADC #I41:$TA n

911 LDA neu*1:ADC #»1:STA

neu*1

921 LDA ploop*1:ADC #32:ST

A plooo‘1

931 LDA ploop.2: ADC #I:STA

ploop*2

941 .pi

951 DEX : BNE ploopl

961 RTS

971

981 .table

991 EOUU scrl

1111 EOUU scrl

1111

1121 OPT FNscrdata

1131

1141 .sprites

1151 EOUS STRIN6S(96,CHRSI)

1161 OPT FNsprdata

1878

1181 ]

1191 NEXT

1111 ENDPROC

1111

1121 DEF FNsprdata

1131 RESTORE 1221

1141 FOR U a l TO 4*4*24-1 $

TEP 4

1151 READ aS

1161 [ OPT pass

1171 EOUD EVALCTuS)
1181 3

1191 NEXT

1211 *pass

1211 REN Brick

1221 DATA 2D2D2D2D,F12D2D2D

,F1F1F8 F,f11F1F1F,2D2D2D2D,F

I2D2D2D,FBFBF1F,F11F1F1F,F1F

IF1F,F8BF1F1F,4B4B484B,F14B4

B4B,F1FIFIF,FI1F1F1F,4B4B4B4

8,FI4B4B4B,2D2D2D2D,F120202D

,F1F1F1F,F11FIF1F,2D2D2D2D,F

12D2D2D,FIF8F1F ,FllflF8f

1231 REN Pillar bottoe

1241 DATA 1,1,FAFCFCF8,F8FC

FCF8,F1F1F1F|,F1FBFBF1,M,1
,l,FCF8F8F*,FCFCF8fA,FIFlF0F

I,F1F1F1F|,M,|,33331111,F8
FAF8,F8F1F8F1,F1F1F1,F1F1F1F

1,1,C1CI8I81

1251 REN Pillar top

1261 DATA 11113333,1, F1FIF8

FI,FAFCF811,FIF1FIF1,F1F1F1I

1,8I81CICM,I,I,F8FCFCF8,FC
FCF8FA,F|F1F1 f1,F1FIF1FB,1,1

,1,1,F8FCF8FA,F8F8FAF8,F1F1F

bfi,fifbfifi,i,i

1271 REN Stone

1281 DATA 2D162513,2D5A205A

,A55AA51F,A55AA55A,A55AA51F,

A55AA55A,864A8618,A54BA54B,2

D5A2D5A,2D5*2D5A,A55AA55A,A5

5AA55*,A55AA55A,A55AA55A,A54

BA54B,A54BA54B,255A2D5A,1122

516,A55AA55*,F5AA55A,A55AA55

A,F5AA55A,A54BA54B,81C864A

1291

1311 DEF FNscrdata

1311 RESTORE 1481

1321 scr|*PX

1331 scr1*PX*5i

1341 FOR KX>1 TO 1

1351 FOR YX*1 TO 18

1368 READ aS

1371 FOR XX*1 TO 5

1381 C OPT pass

1398 EOUB EVAKT*LEFTS(aS
,2>>

1411 1

1411 aS*NIDS(aS,3)

1421 NEXT

1431 NEXT

1441 NEXT

1458 *pass

1461

1471 REN Screen 1

1481 DAT* 1111111111

1498 DATA 13I311B111

1518 DATA 1282111111

1511 DATA 1111111111

1521 DATA 1111811118

1531 DATA 1811181811

1541 DATA 1111811111

1551 DATA 1838111138

1561 DATA 1828111821

1571 DATA 1111111111

1581

1598 REN Screen 2

1611 DATA 4444444444

1611 DATA 1111818481

1621 DATA 8111811311

1631 DATA 4444811211

1641 DATA 1181144441

1651 DATA 1818481811

1661 DATA 44441I8I1T

1671 DATA 1318111883

1681 DATA 1218181182

1691 DATA 1111111111

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 53.
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WE constructed a simple
anemometer for measuring
wind speed last month, and
considered a simple Basic

program which could be
used with the hardware to

calculate the approximate
number of revolutions per

second.

We also found the major
problem with such a simple
program is thst it hangs up
when no pulses are coming
into the PB input.

The solution is to use
events - the interrupts of the

Electron. An event is an
occurrence, such as the
completion of a conversion
of the analogue to digital

converter, which can cause
the Electron’s 6502 to leave

what it's doing and run a

second program.
The clever thing is that

once the second program
has completed its activities

the 6502 can take up where
it left off on the first pro-

gram, hopefully with no ill

effects.

The first program is said

Happy event to

tame the wind
JOE PRITCHARD continues his series on
building the Electron weather station

to be interrupted by the

event, and the second one is

often called an interrupt

service routine, as it often

carries out some particular

task in response to the
event.

It should, however, leave

all the CPU registers with

the same values they held

when the routine was
entered, and on the Electron

It (Eft Pulse Counting 340 ITS

20 REP By Joe Pritchard 350 :

SB REM (c) Electron User 360 .event-on

41 : 370 LDX Pclock MOD 256

$1 PROCesseeble 388 LOT Pclock 01V 256

60 4rt«828209 390 LDA #4

71 MODE 6 408 JSR IFFF1

SB REPEAT 410 LDA P14

98 PROCevenuon 420 LDX #5

IBB REPEAT :UMT I LCAOVAL

«

438 JSR IFFF4

ND3>-10R?t7B-1 448 ITS

1 1B TIME’S 458 :

120 REPEAT :IINTIL < ADVA l (01 460 .event-0ft

ANO3)’0OR’I7B=1 470 LDA P13

1SB REPEAT :UNTIL(RDVAL(I)A 468 LDX *5

ND3)*1OI?I70«1 490 JSR CFFF4

14B T’TIME/100: IF H7S*IT* 500 RTS

1/T ELSE T=B 510 :

1SB IF T*8 PRINTTA8(6,1B)' 528 ]

Still >irl 530 NEXT piss

ELSE PR1NTTA0(6,1»)T;’ Rev 548 ENDPROC

s. per Second 550 :

160 PROCevent off 560 DEFPROCevent_on

1 70 UNTIL FALSE 578 ! clock » 8FFFFFE0C: cl

180 END och?4 * IFF

198 : 580 old.event’18220

200 DEFPROCesseible 590 old.event1*?8221

218 DIM codet IBB 608 ?8220*event_service NO

228 DIM clock 28 D256

230 FOR pesa’0 TO 2 STEP 2 618 ?l221*event.service D!

248 Pl’codeX V256

258 [ 620 ?I70:0

260 OPT pass

278 . event-service 648 ENDPROC

260 PHA 650 :

290 PHP 660 0EFPI0Cevent_off

300 LDA Pi 670 ?022B*old.event

318 STA 870 680 ?8221«old.eventt

328 PLP 690 CALL event.off

330 PIA 700 ENDPROC

should take no more than a

couple of milliseconds to

complete.
One event supported by

the Electron is the interval

timer crossing zero event,

where an interrupt is

generated by an interval

timer when It reads zero.

This is accessed using
osword 3 and 4, and is incre-

mented 100 times a second.
To generate an event

after, say, five seconds we
set the timer to -500 and
start it off. Five seconds later

the event is triggered and all

we need to do is write a

routine to use this event.

The program listed here
shows how I’ve used the
event just described to solve

the problem we had last

time when no pulses are

coming in.

The counting loop is in

Basic, but the REPEAT . . .

UNTIL loops now check the
value in address &70 as well

as the status of the PB line.

The event is used to

ensure address &70 is set to

hold a value of one after five

seconds, and this exits the

loop even if a full rotation of

the anemometer disc hasn't

occurred.

How does this work? Let's

take a quick look at the pro-

gram. Lines 50 to 70 initia-

lise the number printing

format, set up the machine
code and set the screen
mode.

Lines 80 to 180 form the

counting loop, similar to the

program we saw last month.
The only difference is the

presence of the ?8r70 at the

end of lines 100, 120 and
130.

It also prints "Still Air" if

the time-out caused by the

event occurring finished the

loop, rather than a revol-

utions count.

Line 90 kicks off the event

timer by calling PROCevent_
on, and line 160 disables it

by calling PROCevent_off.
Lines 200 to 540 assemble

the machine code. The label

Turn to Pago 38

I

Light sensors needed
- under each ring - 3

in this case.

" Ideal is that only
one bit of the
resulting binary
word changes state

as disc is rotated.

Figure I . Grey code
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event_service is our
interrupt routine. The
processor status register

and the accumulator are
stored on the stack.

The contents of &70 is set

to one and the registers are

restored before the routine

finishes. This is only called

when the interval timer
reaches zero.

Lines 360 to 440 are

responsible for setting up
the clock using osword 4

and then enabling the rele-

vant event using osbyte 14.

Lines 460 to 500 disable the

event using osbyte 13.

Lines 560 to 640 are

responsible for loading a

five byte block of memory
dock - with the value -500.

The interval timer counts up
from this value and
generates the event when
crossing zero.

The usual contents of

&220 and &221 - the event
vector - are copied into the

variables old_event and
old_event1

.

The event vector is reset

to point to the event_service

routine. Finally, a call to

event_on starts things up.

Lines 660 to 700 disable

the event and restore the

normal event vector con-
tents.

Running this program will

cause the routine to exit

every five seconds with the

message "Still Air" if it was

caused by the time-out.
Otherwise the count of

revolutions per second will

be displayed.

If you're interested in a

more general application for

this program you could
write the counting loop in

machine code as well, which
would allow recording of
higher rates of revolutions.

However, as it stands it

should be suitable for most
locations, even in Basic.

The anemometer is a little

awkward to calibrate into

km/h (mph for the trad-
itionalists), and so is really

only useful for comparative
readings. If anyone comes
up with a calibration
method for the anemometer
please let me know.

|

Wind direction

~

Converting wind direction

into an electronic signal isn't

easy. Most methods use
something called a grey
code shaft position encoder,

shown in Figure I.

The problem here is that

four separate digital inputs

to the computer are
required. This isn't too
much of a problem on, say,

the BBC Micro, where we've
got an 8 bit digital input

port.

However, on the Electron

we don't have such a luxury,

so we have to use a different

technique.

The method I used uses a

specially-shaped disc and
an LOR/light bulb combin-
ation, as shown in Figures II,

III and IV.

As you can see, the disc is

shaped like a cam rather

than a circle. At different

positions of shaft rotation

the disc will cover a different

amount of the LOR surface,

and so will interrupt the
light falling on it to a greater
or lesser degree.
Thus the resistance of the

LOR will be dependant upon
the position of the shaft. If

we connect the shaft to a

-wind vane the resistance of

the LDR will be related to the
position of the vane, and
hence wind direction.

This method is not as
accurate as the one shown
in Figure I, but is cheaper to

set up and does not require

four digital input lines, jin a

couple of month's time I'll

be building a 6522 VIA port

for the Electron, and anyone
interested might like to try

the grey code method then).

The preset resistor in

Figure III forms the other
half of a potential divider,

turning the resistance into a

voltage in the range 0 to 1 .8

Volts.

We need to provide a light

.source for this project, as
the LDR/disc assembly

really needs to be boxed for

protection. I used a torch

bulb - 6V, 40mA - and ran it

from the 5V output of the
Electron Plus 1.

Remember that the bulb
will get warm, so it should
be mounted a few centi-

metres away from the disc/

LDR, but close enough to

provide sufficient light. You
should also consider putting

ventilation holes in the box.

The only complication
with this method is the
shaping of the disc. It needs
to be opaque - thick plastic

card or cardboard will do
the trick.

It’s a good idea to cut a

disc out in thin card first and
try rotating it on the shaft to

get a reasonable voltage
change as the shaft is

rotated

The software for testing

the wind vane can be a
simple loop to read values

back from the ADVAL chan-
nel to which you've connec-
ted the potential divider

output.

Rotate the shaft and disc,

and make sure there is a

reasonable voltage change
over the whole rotation. The
preset resistor can be
adjusted to bring the
voltage into the middle of

the zero to 1.8V swing that

can be recorded by the ADC.
The full software to con-

vert readings from the
windvane into directions
will be given next month,
when I'll also pull together

the different parts of the
weather station project.

• I'll also provide a simple
program to monitor all the

hardware interfaces and dis-

play results to the screen or

printer or save information

to a file.

Shaft to wind vane / Ventilation holes

Preset

1

Light

_ bulb
holder

I
LOfl

_

resistor
0 Volts 1.8 Volts 5 Volts

Figure III: Wind vane circuit



Game

LIPN'S
W1R
Get your words in apple
pie order with this fun
educational game by
STEPHEN and
ANDREW WEIR

LION'S Lair is a great game
for children who are learn-

ing to spell, and up to four

can play at once, making it

much more fun.

A number of friendly lions

have wandered on to your
screen, each with a name
printed below it. The idea is

to arrange the lions in

alphabetical order, and as

the game becomes more
difficult more lions begin to

appear.

Each player is allowed up
to three mistakes before

dropping out of the game,
eventually leaving just one
player as the winner.

At first just two lions will

be on your screen. Using the

spacebar, move the two
large arrows until they
enclose the lion whose
name comes alphabetically

first.

Press Return to select that

one as your choice, and its

name will appear at the

head of a list shown at the

bottom of the screen.

Next, move the arrows to

enclose the second lion and
press Return again. Its name
will appear below your
previous selection.

If you have chosen
correctly, a large tick will

appear at the bottom right,

otherwise you will be rewar-

ded with a large cross. Two
more lions will appear and
the game continues until

you have completed half a

dozen screens or so.

Now you will have three

lions to deal with, and
eventually - if you are a very

good speller - six will

appear together.

If you can survive to the

end, you can record your

name in the high score table

among the names of a few
feline friends.

The game is thoroughly

error-trapped and you can't

select the same lion twice.

Full instructions are printed

at the start, and there is

even a little background
tune which you can turn on

and off by pressing the 1

key.

ID REN Lions Uir
?0 REN Sy Andrew and Step

hen Met r

3D REN <c) Electron User

RD REN

5D 6OSUB70:REN Initialise

6D PROCnain

78 REN Initialise

80 in*0

90 N00E5

100 >oundX*-1:eode=l900:PR

OCassenb.e

110 *fx11,»

120 *f«220,1

130 -*1202,18

KB *fx4,1

130 ON ERROR N0DE6:REP0RT:

PRINT- at line -;ERl :END

161 ONERROROFF

178 01Nna«eS(5) ,levelX(3),

scoreX(5),questionX(5) ,urong

I(S>, hi S<11,2), post (5, 6),nor

dsS(200),uordS<6),ans«ierX(6)

,iniuert<6)

180 RESTORE200:FORIX=1TO5:

F0RJX*lT0IX*1:REAfiposX(IX,JX

) :NEXt : NEXT

190 RESTORE210:FOR!X«1TO10

:R£A0hiS(lX,1),ln$<IX,2>:NEX

T

200 DATA4,6,4,5,0,1,3,7,9,

1,3, 3,7,9, 1/2,3, 7,0,

9

210 DATRTopcat, 1008, Fluffy

,980, Purr,880, Leo, 700, Tigger

,600, Pans, 300, Rus tun, 100, Nac

avt ty,380,Nistoffolees,200,8

us, 100

220 mil, 160,170,05,170,8

5,170,85,170,85

230 RETURN

210 OEF FROCsprm-data
250 OIN left 3-24-2, right

3*24*2, lion 56*8*2

260 RESTORE 1090: PROC locate

(lion)

270 RESTORE 1180:PROC locate

(teft)

280 RESTORE 1 210 :PR0C locate

(right)

290 ENDPROC

300 OEF PROClocateUoc) 10

(RLbyte, data, count, offset, i,

y:READx,y:?loc*x:7(loc*1)*y:

loc*loc*2:byte=0:RERE*T READ

data: IFdat a >=ibyte? lot-data

311 lFdata>-1READcount,dat

a:F0Ro*f set«1T0count:byte?lo

c-data:byte=byte*1:NEXT ELSE

byte-byta*1

320 UNTHdata*-9:ENOPROC

330 OEF PROCassatble

341 osurch sIFFEE:osuordslF

FF1:neusl70:rous*872:colunns

-I73:te»p1-I74:ptace-I76

350 FORpass=0TO2STEP2:PX*c

ode:tOPTpas$

360 .d STAb:LOAell:lOXRb A

ND255:LDKb 01V256:JSRosuord

:L0A*l:STAj:.d1 LDA*23:JSRos

urch: LDAj:0RA#224:JSRosurch:

Turn to Pago 40
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Game
From Page 39

L0Aj:ASLA:ASLA:TAX:LDY#A:.d2
I«X: LDAb / X: JSnoawrch: JSRcst.

reti:DEV :BNEd2: INC) :L0Aj

371 CRPe2:BNEdi:lDX#4:.d3

LOAs r X:JSKoswrch:OEl :BPLdJ:R

TS

381 .sprite L0Y#«: LDAplace

:STAneydatet1:iDApleee»1 :STA

neydata«2

390 . loopl : LDAney* 1 : ST Aten

pi* 1 : LDAneic STAteaipl : LOXtoms

:. loop2:.neydata LDA 830*0,

Y

:EOR(nev),Y:STA(ney),Y:INCne

ydata*1:BNEp3:lNCneydet»*2:.

p3 LOAnew : AND #7 : CNP#7 :8E6bo
tton2

400 lNCn«w:8hEp<>: INCne»*1:

.p4 BNE ne*t2

410 . botto»2 CLC:LDAney;AD
C»839:STAney :L0Aney«1 :A0C*t

:

SIAb*k* 1: .next2:0EX:BNE loop

2:LDAtenpl:ADC#8:STAney:L0At

e»pH1:ADC#0:$TAneyMtDECcol
uans:8NEloop1:RYS

421 .to:3:j»b+9:*=j*1:S*=CH

R11 1*CH»l225*CHSJ8*ChSI10‘C4
RS224 :NEXT : ENDPROC

431 ENDPPOC

441 DEF PROCbig(AS) FORCHX

=1T0L£NAS:AX3A$CN!DI(A*,CHX,

1):(ALLd:NEXT:£NDPR0C

450 DEF PROCnein

460 REPEAT RES TORE 1 24B : PRO

Csyitch(N0Tin»2):PR0Cget-nen
es

470 PROCbench:PROCplay:FOR
chXs1T0playersX:IFscoreX(ehX
)>VAL(hit(10,2)) PROCshunt (

s

c«reX (ehX),naneS(chX))

48* NEXTtUNTIl*

490 DEF PROCtick fiC0L3,3:N

OVE 1000, 40: DR AN 11 00,0: DR AN 11

80,240: ENDPROC
SB* DEF PROCcrssj tCOl.3,3:

NO VE 1000,0: DR AN 11 90, 150: ROVE
1 190,0 :DRAN980,H0: ENDPROC

510 DEF PROCyaitlt) FOR1X*
110t : PR OC tune: NEXT: ENDPROC

520 DEF PROCspr IttCitorad,
screen) !ney*screen: !pl»ce=s

tored*2:7roNi=7(stored*1):?e

olunns«?stored:CALLipritt:£N
DPROC

530 DEFPROCinstruetions VD

1)12,22,4,23; 8202; 0;0;0;

540 NDU17,129,17,*,28,*,3,

39,0,12,31,15,1:PROCbigClio
n'l Uir-):VDU17,128,17,1,26

,31,0,4 :PRINT'T(i)s is a gane

for up to fixe players.""

Up to six lions art displiye
d on the""screen at any on

e tine, each yith'-their o

wn naee.
11

550 PRJNT'The faster you c

an put the lions nines' "!

n alphabetical order, the hi

gher the'"‘score you get.

An arroy either side of "a

lion indicates vhich lion i

s to be’"'«hosen. The keys

ere:"

560 PRINT-SPACE to nove ar

rows, RETURN to select. '"I

to toggle the sound OFF and

0N.':lFN01in PROCsprite.dat

a:in*T0UE

570 «f e15

580 VDU17, 129, 17,0, 28, 0,31

"VARIABLES
|

«iv Players’
names

Players’
level

#
ilk Players' score .

High score table

h
'*i current player \

renames

,39,29,12, 17,0,31, 13, 1:PR1NT
-Press SPACE BAR': ENDPROC

590 OEFPROCsvttch(sX) *F»1

5

6*0 pitchX*0:upingXs-1 :*EP

EAT:IFsX*1 PROCtnstructions
ELSE PROCdisptay

610 TINE t0:REPEAT keyXMNK
ETC1 ):PR0Ctune:lFkeyX=ASC'1

soundJ ENOTsoundX:‘f »15

620 UNT!lkeyX:32ORTINE>200

i:IFsZ=1sX*2£L$EsI*1

630 UNTUkeyX»32:ENDPR0C
640 DEFPROCget_nanes VDU22

,4, 23;8202;0;0;0;17,0, 17,135
:PRINTSPC140;TAB115,1); :PR0C

bigCUon s Lair') :VDu28,0,3

1,39,4,17,128,17,1

650 VDU3t,11,5:PROCbig(‘Ho

n nany players?') tREPEAT A=I

NXEY(I) :PROCtune:UNYILA>»ASC
'1' AND A<*ASr5':playersl*A
-48:VDu28,0, 5, 39,6,12,31, 12,
4 : PROCbi g< Enter your nane')

; FORI

X

£ 1Y0p layers!: VDU26, 17,

128,17,1,31,15,12
660 PROCbigl'piayer '*STRS

IX):l/DU17, 129, 17,0,20,11, 19,

27,17,12,31,3,1 :nS*~: REPEAT

:PR0Ctune:A*lNKEr(1):IF((A>«

ASC'A' AND A<*ASCT) OR (A>

•A8CV AND A<*ASCr) OR A-

32) AND LENnS<11 nS^ntKHRSA
ELSE IFA*127AN0 LENnt>0 nt*

LEFT*(nJ,LENn»-1)

670 IFA*A$CTseundX*NOYso
undX:*fx15

680 PRlNTTAB(3,1)nS;* ’:UN

TILA*13:nanel<JX)«n$:lFnaneS

( IX) ='na»e$UX)»'P layer *S

TRSIX

490 NEXT : *f * 15

700 ENDPROC

710 OEF PROCehunt(sX,nS) h

>S(11,1)*nS:hi$<11,2) 5 STR$sX

:F0RlX*m02STEP-1:IFVAL(hiJ
(lX,2))>VAL(ht*UX-1,2))SX»V
AUhi$UX,2)):hiS(IX,2>*hiS(

IX*1,2) :hil(lX*1,2>*STR$$X:N

**hiim,1):hiim,1)»MHlX
-1,1) :ht$(IX-1,1)*N$

720 NEXr:ENDPROC

730 DEFPROCcol(a,b) NDU23;

8202;0;0;0; 19, t,a;0;19,2,b;0

; : ENOPROC

740 DEF PROCbench VDU22,5:
PROCcoll 1,3)

750 VDU17,129,17,2:PRINT$T
RINSt(60,CHRS140) :VOU5,18,0,

0:NOVE284,1000:PROCbigl'Lion

s Lair*):VDU4,17,128:ENDPR0

t

760 DEF PROCplay finished*
s S1RlN6S(playersX,'»’) : PROCw

ords:upingX>0:FORlXs1TOplaye
rsX: leve IXUX)*1: score! ( IX)

0:questionX(IX)*1:urongX(IX)
=0: NEXT

770 o 1X30: RES TORE 1 230: REPE

AT REPEAT p l X-plX* 1 : I Fp l X >p

t

•yersX plX*1

780 UNTlLNlDtlf inishedt,pl

:,i)3-0

790 VDU28,0,31,19,4,12,26:

COLOUR 1 :PRlNTTAB(0,4);r.an»S(

plX); :COLOUR2:PRINTTAB(20-LE

N(STRSscoreX(plX)),4);STRlsc

oret(plX)

80* PROCnake^arrayClevelK
plX)):PROCprint (ItvelXlplX))

:PRO(ensuer(levelX(plX)):UNT

ILlNSTRlf inishedt,'0‘)30 OR

escape! : ENOPROC

810 DEF PROCensverdX) *f>

21

820 pmhX*l!*4-yrongX(plX
>*4:F0RlX*1T06:PR0Ctune:ens*
erX (IX)*0:iniuerS(|X)3":NEA

T:arroNX*1*.uptoXs0:PROCirro»

s(lX,arroNZ) :TINE*0: REPEAT P

ROC tune: key X»1NKEY(1)

830 IFkeyX*32PR0C»rrous(lX

,errowX):REPEAT arrouX»arroy

X*1:lFarroyX>UX-1)DIV2«2 ar

royX>1

840 lFteyX>32 UNIlLNOTansu
erX(arrouX) :PROCarroutUX,jr
roul)

850 IFkeyXsASC'VsoundX'NO

Tiound»:*1«15

860 !FteyX3t3PR0Craturn

870 IFkeyl’IIANOlevetXlplX

)<10levelX(plX)3levelX(plX)f
1:questionX(plt)sl:plX*cU-1

: junpXs-IELSE junpX*0

880 lfkeyX*27escapeX*-1ELS

EescapeX30

890 UNTlLjuepX OR uptoX3(l

X-DDIV2+2 OR TINE; 5080 OR e

scapaX:lFjuapXOR«scape! ENDP

ROC

90* PROCarrowsl lX,arroyX)

:

IFTINE>5(0« VDU28,I,31, 19,26

,12, 26,17,3, 31,2, 27:PR0Cbig(
'Tine out!'):PROCyrong:ENDPR

OC

911 checkX*-1:FORlX*2TOHX
-1)0IN2*2:lFan»uer|(lX)<ansN

erBUX-DcheckX-*
92* NEXT: l FcheckXPROC right

ELSE PROCMrong

93* ENDPROC

941 DEF PROCarroualiX,jX)

lX«posX<HX-1)72»1,jX):«*UX
-1)N0D3*12O:y*(IX-l)D)V3»5*
8:PR0Csprite(rignt,858*3*r»X

14l«»*8) :x**«H:PROCsprite( l

eft,l5803*y*t14B*««0):ENDPRO
C

95* DEF PRDCreturn IFansye

rX(arrouX) ENDPROC ELSE upto

X=uptoX*1: COLOURS :PR!NTTA*(

3

,25*uptoX);yord*(arroyX); :an

werX(arroyX)*-1 :anayer*(upt

oX)3yordS(arroyX)

96* ENDPROC

97* DEF PROCright PROCtuk
:questionl<plX) 'quest ion! (pi

X)«1:lFquestionX(plX)>3quest
tarX<plX)*1:level(plX)»levi

lX(plX)t1:lFlevelX(pU)>1l f

infshed$3LEFTt(finishedt,ptX

-U+'1'*NlD»(fint»hedl,piXM
,L£Nf inishedS)

981 PR0Cyait(15):acoreX(pl

X)3scoreX<plX)r10»-(TiNE DIV

i08)*2:aXaicoreX(plX) D1V10:

bZ*scoreX(plZ) ROD 10: 1 FbX >=5

aX*aX*1

991 scoreX(plX)>aX3ll:PR0C

yait(1l):ENDP«0C

1*0* DEF PROCerong PROCeroa
s:PR0C.ai t(15) :PROCcroas:yro

ngX(plX)3yrongX(plX)t1:lfyro
ngX(plX)>*3 linnhedJnLEFTSl
finishedl,plX-l)*?'+NID*(ff

ni»hedS,plX«1,LENfinished$)

1010 ENDPROC

1020 DEF PROCyords RESTORE 1

300:aX*0:REPEAT aX*aXr1:RIAD

yprdsllaX):UNTlLLEFT*(yordsS

(aX),3>«'END':na«X=aX-1:ENDP

ROC

1030 DEF PROCnske.array(lZ)
IFl JN0D2=1 FDRIX*1T0UX-1)/

2*2:yordS( IX)=yordjS(RND(»ax

t)):NEXT:ENDPR0C

1040 yordl(1)=yords*(RND{iia

>!)) : FOR IX32T01 IX* 1)/ 2*2: PRO

Ctune : REPEAT yerd»ClX)*yordl
S(RNDlnasX)) :UNTULEFTS(yord
*nX),1)«LEFTS{yordJ(1),1) A

Jin
ND vordt(IX)oyprdS( IX-1) :NE

XT: ENDPROC

1030 DEF PROCprint(lX) FORI

ionsX*1T0(U-1)/?»2:PR0Clion

(tX,lionsX,yordS(lionsX)):NE
XT : ENOPROC

1060 DEF PR0Clipn(iX,jX,y$)

H’posXl (iX*1)/2*1
, jX) :«3(I

X-1)NOD3»6*2:y*UX-1)DlV3*5t
6;PROCspri tel lion,22214*y*tt

40*«*16):COLOUR3:PRINTTA8{»4

2-<(L£NyS*1)D!V2),y+7);yS:EN

DPROC

1070 DEF PROCdi splay VDU22,

5:PROCcol(6,3):VDU12,17,129,

17,2 :PRI*T$Tr:N6S(60,CHRS140
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M&S ASSOCIATES
40 Meyrick Drive, Newbury, Berks
RG14 6SX. Telephone: (0635) 45774
Fax: (0635) 523235. Telex: 846475

YOUR COMPLETE ELECTRON STOCKIST

SLOGGER DEALER
All products stocked

MAY OFFER 2.5% OFF RRP

PROJECT EXPANSIONS SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
(Dealer enquiries welcome)

Sound Cartridge, User Ports, etc.

ELECTRON STARTER PACKS £72.50
Includes computer. PSU, leads. Acorn Data Recorder,

User Guide. Intro Cassette, Me & My Micro

ACORN PLUS 3 DISC SYSTEM £155.00

ACORN PLUS 1 UNITS ......£45.00

Various Printers, Monitors, Disc Drives. Expansion

Systems, ROM Kits. RAMS. etc. etc.

All software also available

S.A.E. lor full price lists, availability, etc.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
ADD £3.50 P&P ORDERS OVER £20
CASH OR CHEQUE PAYMENT ONLY

All orders processed on receipt, allow 5 to 21 days
delivery
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adventures
by
Fbndragon

TWO new adventures have

appeared on my table this

month and both deserve a

mention before I sit down to

the enjoyable task of

reviewing them.
First to arrive was the new

Elk Adventure Club release

entitled Axe of Kolt. As with

^ Larry Horsefield's previous

two escapades with The
Quill, this adventure has to

I be loaded in a number of

i
parts.

However, there the simi-

larity to Magnetic Moon and
i Starship Quest ends. Axe of

• Kolt is a mini epic of Middle

|
Earth fantasy, and as such is

*
a world away - pardon the

r pun - from his two science

>
fiction classics.

The Axe of Kolt is a mag-

>
ical weapon forged more

New adventures
are on the way
than 200 years ago by
Magor the sorceror. The
hero, Kolt, had wielded it

when he vanquished the

Xixon - an evil race of reptil-

ian men who invaded the

kingdom of Hectate.

Now the axe is needed
again, as the Xixon have
returned to wreak their

revenge. The axe was
buried along with Kolt when

he died, and the location of

his tomb has long been for-

gotten.

Your task soon becomes
apparent as you set out on
your journey to recover the

axe. This adventure is not

quite in the Robico league,

but at only £5.95 it should
not be missed by any dis-

cerning buyer.

The second goody to be

dropped in the courtyard
was the much awaited
sequel to Suds, titled

strangely enough, American
Suds.

This is another four part

adventure which pokes fun

quite cleverly at American
soaps.

The experience begins
with a plane journey which
parodies the classic film,

^eodcre^cfJ^nK

Rick Hanson - Robert Hales

Here is the final sequence needed to complete this

adventure which was unfortunately omitted from the

September 1987 issue of Electron User
Return to the top of the ladder and go E, E, N, N, E, E, S.

To open the door in the alcove, type in the numbers from

the church. Open the next door with the screwdriver Kill

Garantz with the razor - don’t use the gun. Victory is

yours!

Enthar Seven — The Boss (continued from last month)

We now begin the final phases of this eternal quest.

Equip yourself with the oar, Y shaped twig, vial of

poison, flask filled with water from the washroom, fan

and pair of pliers. You should now teleport to sector five,

the desert.

Carefully divine your way through the desert taking

care not to make one mistake. The fan and flask are

simply insurances against making such a mistake in this

arid maze. You will soon descend a flight of steps which

lead to a river bank.

Hide in the hedge from the hunters in the canoe. While

in hiding, you will discover a teleport bracelet which

should be worn for the remainder of the game. If you

remember the instructions contained in the manual you

found earlier in sector two, you will be able to put the

bracelet to good use.

Once the hunters have disembarked you can steal their

canoe and paddle it through the rapids. When you crash

land you must remember to gather all your belongings

together and replace the bracelet on your wrist.

Journeying North East in the swamp will lead to a

ramshackle hut which has 8 padlocked door. The pliers

can be used judiciously to cut the chain. Inside the hut

you will discover a muffler which will prove invaluable in

the final stage of this adventure.

A trek South East in the swamp will lead to a carnivor-

ous plant which must be poisoned. You may then

surmount the steps which lead to the teleport chamber.

Next month, our year-long solution comes to its end.

Village of Lost Souls - Peter Youde

Leave the ring of stones and deal with the thieving dogs.

E, NE, IN, UP, GET HAMS, DOWN, OUT, DROP HAMS.
Collect the bow and arrow to kill the thieving bird. SW, E,

N, IN, IN, GET ARROW. OUT, OUT, SW, S, E, SW. S, SW,
GET BOW.
Get the chalice from the nettles by the river and when

bird appears, fire the arrow then drop the bow. NE, N, S£,

N, N, N, IN. IN, E, N, N. E, GET CHALICE. Go and fill the

chalice from the church font. W. S, S, W, OUT, OUT, SW,
S, SE, IN, FILL CHAUCE WITH WATER. Use the water to



Airplane. You then have to

deal with the mega-stars of

Dallas and Dynasty and the

assorted rag-bag of

American cops
Captain Gorilla of the Kill

Street precinct may pose an
explosive problem
A classic puzzle is how to

get rid of the mice in the

mansion in part three of this

adventure The answer is

simple, but excruciating.

Just get the flute from the

music room, go to the
kitchen and give

it to the German
chef who is

polishing a

pie. The pie

wiper from

Hamelin will then get rid of

the mice for you I

If you can suffer a pun as

bad as that, the humour in

this adventure will have you
falling off your chair. At only

£4, American Suds simply
cannot be missed.

Further news on the

Topologika front is equally

good. The company is

offering its disc-based
adventures at the following

discounts: One adventure at

£9.95, two at £15, three at

£20 and four at £22. I sug-

gest that 5.25in disc drive

owners start saving their

pennies now.
An excellent new educa-

Tum to Pago 44
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Michelle Hurds. Ann and
Peter Youde, Tom John-
stone and Bob Purder are

stuck at various points in

Riverdale's howler. Suds.

Michelle should stone the

crow and use the Yorkshire

pudding to cross the lake in

part one of the adventure.

Ann and Peter must erase

the Equity card in the Abdi-

cation Street section. Tom
would be wise to wear the

chamber pot at the Cross

Eyes Motel.

Bob should pray to keep

the vicar happy at Emeroyd
Farm. In the Dead Enders
section of Suds he must
give Mrs Favour a curry in

order to curry favour

Sarah Smart of Hinckley

cannot get into the space-

ship in Superior's Stranded
I think you must GO
AIRLOCK and PICK LOCK to

achieve this, Sarah.

Daniel Lippet must drop a

treasure and say STEAL
(whichever treasure was
dropped) to get out of the

desert in Micropower's
Adventure
He should also avoid the

Valley of the Shadow of

Death In Kansas City's

Ferryman Awaits. Have you
seen the special I did on this

adventure in the March 1987

issue of Electron User?

In Robico's special 64k
version of Island of Xaan,
Michael Williams and John
Townley must persevere if

they wish to break free of

the chains.

Finally in The Hunt.
Andrew Learmouth must
find a way to foil the lasers if

he is to travel in safety along
the East-West corridor near

the market. This is one
adventure where I found
that drawing a map was
essential to survival and
progress.

put out the burning hut. OUT, N, N, SW, E, THROW
WATER Enter the hut to find that a field must be

ploughed, then start collecting the parts of the plough.

IN. OUT, W. GET SHARE, NE. S. E. SW, S, SW. E.

Take the plough to the smithy for repairs. GET
PLOUGH. W. NE, N, SE, NE. E. SW Leave the plough and
share here and go and get something to light the forge

with and the tools to repair the plough.

DROP PLOUGH AND SHARE, NE, NW. SW, N, N. NW.
W, S, S, S, S, SW, SW, GET STAFF. NE, NE. N. N, N, NE.

E, E. S. NW, IN. GET BELLOWS. OUT, SE, E, NE, E, SW,
IN. IN, GET HAMMER, OUT, OUT.

Attach the bellows to the forge then light it. ATTACH
BELLOWS TO FORGE, WAVE STAFF, LIGHT FORGE. Fix

the plough then hnd something to pull it.

REPAIR PLOUGH. NE. NW, SW, W, IN. NE, UP. UP, UP,

GET YOKE, DOWN. DOWN, DOWN, SW, OUT, E, NE. E. E,

N, W, S, GET REINS, N, E, HARNESS OXEN.

Philosopher's Quest - John Tipper

(continued from last month)

Go down and map the M.E. passages until you find the

workman. Return to Piccadilly Circus, picking up the por-

trait on the way. Go West, drop everything you are car-

rying and go West again. When you cease to exist think,

then move East.

Collect your belongings and return West. Go West

again and retrieve the ancient book by Socrates. Now go
to the shop and drop any treasure you are carrying.

Assuming you have the matches and bottle of ink, go to

the beach, go West, get the driftwood, return East and
venture South into the sea. Swim downwards until you
reach the seabed, then swim South until you reach the

wreck.

Enter the wreck South East, open the cupboard, enter

and get the slipper, leave and return to the entrance to

the wreck. Go South West into the dank corridor, find the

octopus and drop the bottle of ink. When the octopus

swims away get the chest and leave.

Once outside the wreck go North and allow yourself to

be swallowed by the whale. To escape from its belly you
must light a match and travel in the opposite direction to

the drift of smoke until you reach the gold tooth.

Light a match once more and set fire to the driftwood,

GET the TOOTH before you are coughed out of the

whale's mouth.
Go to mid-depth for every five moves you make in

deep water and spend one move at this depth. Swim to

just below the surface and then East until you reach the

beach.
Return to the shop with the last bits of treasure and

you will have scored 249 points. To gain the extra point

simply say BLACHI
This solution is for the Aeornsoft version of this adven-

ture. It will not prove successful with the new enhanced
Topologika version.



jldventurers glossary
(continued from

last month)

Gas: You will need to wear some kind of protection
against it.

Gem: Surely a treasure.

Ghost: Can be helpful or dangerous.

Giant: Usually friendly, and can be helpful for carrying
heavy loads.

Gladiator: You will need to fight and defeat him.

Gloves: Wear them when handling anything which
might be dangerous.

Gold: Can be as a bar or in a bag. but nearly always a
valuable treasure or part of a monetary system.

Grill: You will need to open it or saw through it.

Guard: He must be bribed or paid. If not. you will need to
find some other way past him.

Gun: Might need a silver bullet if it's a werewolf that you
are hunting.

e From Pago 43

tional disc based adventure
from Topologika is Giant
Killer. It costs a pricy Cl 8,

but is a superb aid to
teaching maths to 10 to 14
year olds.

In response to my
challenge to readers to

complete Sphinx Adventure
in the minimum number of

moves, I have received
some intriguing replies.

Jane Forbes sent in a fan-

tastic theoretical solution
which would enable an
adventurer to complete the

game in only 253 moves.
But honours have to go to

Quillaquest who has dissec-

ted the adventure and

provided a 14 page solution. ,

It provides two routes '

which will conclude the
1

game in 229 or 195 moves !

involving an ingenious
|

cheat. The crux to Quil-
laquest's thesis involves the
pirate and the water bottle

which need careful experi-
mentation to enable the
cheat.

I cannot possibly repro-

duce all of this magnum i

opus, but am now able to I

answer almost any question
you care to pose about

,

Sphinx Adventure. A suit-

able prize is now winging its
'

way to this anonymous
character.

Until the cheats don't 1

prosper, happy adven-
turing I

SECOND POWER SUPPLY
FOR ELK USERS AND EXPERIMENTERS
Your Elk cannot cope with 2ed drives, sensors,

motors, relays etc. on its own
A 2ed power supply is now available

Output Inxn B 8 C typu po

At Typt ont wen tn adtMonal

These supplies use modern 1C design and come in a
sturdy metal case

G.U.S., PO Box 129, Portsmouth P04 8TS

|

Tel: 0705 293927_for details
|

A1 COMPUTER SERVICES
For your Computer Repairs

and Supplies

We are Authorised Slogger and Amstrad Dealers

and also an authorised Microvitec Service Centre.

Used Equipment bought and sold.

We also supply coloured discs at discount prices

9 PADDOCK MOUNT, DAWLEY,
TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE. TF4 3PR

Tel: 0952-502737

DELTA COMPUTERS
BBC MASTER SERIES

5802 400* OS DO 40*01

5802DB OuM BOOK 40*0T

58020 u 58020B.PSU ....

Opm ODOS |WHi a dn<«)

.. .Rng lor pnct Brotw Ml 009 _..

£395 00 Bn*™ MR5

m £34900 Caw PC108QA

m £55500 EPS" FX.MX.flX M.
Epson 1X80, 1X88.

Epson FX. MX. RX 10

Panatonic KX-PIOgi

£10495 C4zan 120WSP10

£204 95 C*j*n MSP10J0

£294,95 Otian MSP1525

All orders over £100 receive tree Touchpad for BBC B (only),

(while stocks last).

MINIMUM ORDER £10.00

All prices include VAT
Please add C5 carriage on orders over £100

Mail Order only at this address
Trade and Educational enquiries welcome

85 Union Street Oldham Lancs

1

A

061-626 3841 [
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the problems he found writing the

arcade game we review on Page 16

QUEST is a large arcade
adventure I began pro-

gramming about 18 months
ago. It features a young lad

called Walter Cobra who
goes in search of the mys-
terious Golden Dragon.

Most games of this type

tend to use either Mode 2 or

Mode S. I wanted Quest to

be different from others on
the market, so Mode 1 was
used.

This gives very fine detail,

but unfortunately is limited

to four colours. However
some pretty effects are pos-

sible by dithering.

This is a technique where
alternate pixels are plotted

in different colours. Due to

the low resolution of most
monitors and TV sets they

run together to give another

colour.

The palette was switched

between screens to brighten

up the game even more.

The BBC Micro version

uses interrupts to keep the

colours at the top of the

screen constant, but despite

trying several techniques
this could not be achieved

on the Electron.

This interrupt, and the

hash at the top and bottom

of the screen, are the only

differences between the two
versions.

Electron users might be
interested to know that the

game was just as difficult to

fit into a BBC Micro as it was

into the Electron.

There are many different

types of animal in Quest.

Each has a different appear-

ance, and in addition they

also have individual cha-

ractericstics and behaviour

patterns.

This posed problems due
to the limited amount of

memory available, so
certain routines had to be
shared by different sprites.

Take the small robots
which bounce off the walls:

They use the same collision

detection routine as the

man, but because they are

smaller the routine needs
different parameters. This

worked very well - except

that they also bounced off

the man. To solve this prob-

lem a method was needed
to make them attack if they

were touched.

The game already con-
tained a proximity detection

routine, used by the bats to

detect the man if he got

closer than about 10 pixels.

The robots use the same
routine, but again, they use
different parameters.

One feature peculiar to

Quest is the ability of certain

animals to move freely

between screens - ghosts

and robots both move on
and off screens.

The robots always start at

the same place when you
enter a screen, but they will

sometimes come on to a

screen while you are trying

to negotiate an obstacle

The ghosts will follow you
between screens and are

quite intelligent.

The idea is to try to tie the

action on different screens

together, giving the feel of a

complete game rather than

a series of Individual

screens.

All animation is controlled

via a series of flags and par-

ameter blocks. When a new
screen is drawn, all the flags

are cleared and if a par-

ticular animal is needed a

flag is set and the corres-

ponding parameter block

initialised.

The structure of the anim-

ation routine is very simple:

• The keyboard is scanned.

• The man is moved
accordingly.

• Any other animated
characters are moved.
• Has the man reached the

edge of the screen? If he
has, draw the next screen.

• Has he run out of energy?
If so, end the game.
• Loop back to the start.

Because there is more
action on some screens than

others, a method was
required to run the anim-
ation at a set speed. I

eventually did this by reset-

ting TIME to zero at the

beginning of the animation

loop and then checking to

see if it was less than eight

at the end.
If it is, the program waits

until TIME is greater than

eight. The Basic equivalent

is:

TIRE*I

(ininition loop)

REPEAT

UNTU TIRE >8

This locks the animation

at a maximum of one frame
every 0.08 sec, or 12 frames
per second. By varying the

time limit, different effects

are possible - that is how
the Time Warp feature was
created.

The resultant game is, I

hope, a good blend of well

animated characters and
interesting patterns. How-
ever. the code is a night-

mare of nested loops and
subroutines.

A good analogy would be
a swan, which from the bank



appears to glide gracefully

along, but under the water
has huge ugly paddles fran-

tically churning away!
The map, is made up from

an 8 by 10 grid of screens.

The address of the data for

each screen can therefore

be calculated, eliminating

the need for a look-up table.

This made designing the

game very difficult, as each
section of the map has to

connect and the puzzles had
to be spread out, with many
challenging animated prob-

lems in between.
Each screen is built up

from 15 blocks on a five by
three grid. This is a rather

coarse way of doing the job,

but by using one byte per

block 256 possible shapes
are available. For example,
block number two is a solid

square, while 17 is the ele-

phant.

In fact only numbers 0 to

63 are defined, 64 to 127 use
the same data as 0 to 63. but

are inverted. Numbers 128

to 255 use the character set.

By having two passages
in one block it was possible

to build some very complex
mazes. If you play the game
on a standard size monitor
there is something like 50

feet of passages in the ghost
maze alone.

Each block is built up from
an eight by eight grid of

characters. These are the

smallest element, and con-

sist of things like the bricks,

leaves and metalwork.
Again there is a total of

256 possible characters, but

only the first 64 are defined

as data. The next 64 are

inverted, and by EORing the

character with a striped

mask additional shapes
became possible.

Some of the objects in the

game, such as the key han-

dles and cross, are also used
to create interesting effects.

Finally, the operating
system routine for drawing
triangles was incorporated,

but an undefined graphics
number was used to obtain

the striped effect.

A small utility was needed
to design all the shapes and
sprites used in the game.
There did not seem to be
any suitable commercial
packages available, so an
editor was written in Basic.

The sprites and other
objects were initially

designed on paper and then

modified. I was particularly

pleased with the caterpillars

and ghosts.

As the sprites are printed

on the screen a routine was
included which doubled
their height, allowing the
display of nice big sprites.

Unfortunately, the Elec-

tron is not fast enough to

draw a lot of large sprites in

Mode 1, so they are auto-

matically drawn at normal
height if there are more than

a certain number.
EORed on to the screen,
because this is the simplest

way of moving them about
without corrupting the

background.
I have always considered

that it is the puzzles in an
adventure which make the

game interesting.

Quest was to have as
much variety as possible. I

particularly wanted to avoid

the situation where every
puzzle is solved by simply

taking the appropriate
object to the correct place.

Wherever possible extra

animation was included
when a puzzle was solved A
good example is the ele-

phant. which has to be
moved to get into the next

section of the game.
I wanted the elephant to

actually move out of the

way rather than simply dis-

appear.

The sprite animation
routine could not be used
because of the beast's size

and the way the data is

stored. So a fast software

scroll was used to actually

move each byte of the ele-

phant in turn, one byte to

the right.

This worked very well and
the same routine was used
with several other objects.

Another puzzle I was keen

to include was a time-
related one To do this a
real-time clock was needed.
It runs independently of the

game and uses the interval

timer crossing zero event to

generate an interrupt every

60 seconds.
The routine works by

resetting the interval timer

to -6000. It is incremented

by the operating system
every O.OIsec, indepen-
dently of the game.
As it crosses zero an

interrupt is generated which
passes control to an
interrupt routine which
resets the timer to -6000
and increments the clock.

Control is then passed back

to the main program.

Several objects in the

game have to be used
correctly. The program
allows them to be dropped
and picked up again at

almost any point.

This was quite tricky and
meant having to keep track

of their position and also

make sure they were drop-

ped in a sensible place - not

floating in water or in

mid-air.

This meant I had more
scope for problems invol-

ving lateral thinking. I also

had a lot of headaches
trying to make sure the

player could not get into

areas of the game by using

objects in a way I had not

expected.
Eight passwords have to

Turn to Pago 48
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< From Page 47

be found to log on to the

terminals. I had a lot of fun

deciding what these ter-

minals should do - and I

think some will bring a few
surprises.

My favourite puzzle is the

music room. This is, I

believe, the first musical
puzzle ever included in an
Electron arcade adventure.

To get the organ to play a

true scale was rather diffi-

cult. The pitch of each note

is stored as data and as the

man moves over the keys

his position is used to

calculate which note is

played.

Most of the sounds use
envelopes, and a small

editor was used to define

them. This made it easier to

get some quite interesting

effects. However, the

sounds are. by necessity,

very simple and I hope
unobtrusive.

I have played Quest all the

way through on several

occasions and can finish it

with the game clock

showing 12.06 - about 1

hour 10 minutes real time.

There is plenty of energy

available in the game, and
providing you stop and
think, all the screens can be
negotiated without losing

too much.
The underwater section is

perhaps the hardest, as

there is a severe time limit.

The secret is to put your
head up In the air pockets as

often as possible.

The game was pro-

grammed on an Acorn Elec

tron with Plus 1 and Plus 3

expansions. With the Plus 3

active the amount of free

memory is very limited, so I

used ACP's sideways ram
and E00 DFS to get PAGE
back to E00.

The whole system was
generally very reliable, but I

did find one or two minor
bugs. Trying to save files to

disc In Modes 0 to 2

sometimes resulted in disc

errors. This could be due to

the reduced speed of the

system.
Some data is stored in the

screen memory and I had to

save in these modes. To get

around that I used a techni-

que I saw in Electron User,

where the operating system
is temporarily forced into

Mode 6 to increase the
processor speed

I also used this technique

to speed up the machine
while it is drawing the

screens.

When developing a game
like this, the source code has

to be loaded, modified,
assembled and the resulting

object code saved back to

disc.

The modified source code
then has to be saved and the

new object code reloaded

with the rest of the game in

order to test it.

If there are any problems
- and you can bet your disc

drive there will be - the

source code has to be
reloaded and the whole
operation repeated.

On a bad night I would do
this perhaps 100 times, so

cassette tapes would be
completely useless, and the

discs and drive had to be as

reliable as possible.

One important lesson I

learned while working on
Quest was always to keep at

least two backup copies of

the game. I would also re-

commend using good qua-

lity discs for the main
backup at least. I also try to

rotate them to avoid over

working one disc.

On the BBC Micro Mode 7

can be used for assembling
machine code. This leaves

about 28k of ram for the

source and machine code.

On the Electron. Mode 6

must be used instead, which
reduces the amount of ram
available.

One dodge to get round
this is to assemble the code
into the screen memory Set

0% to &6000, P% to the start

address of the machine
code and use OPT 4 to 7

You can see the machine
code being built up on the

screen, and it leaves extra

space in the program area

for the assembler text. But

remember to turn off the

cursor.

Quest Is my first serious

game, and I must admit it

nearly drove me to the point

of despair At one stage last

year I decided to give up
altogether and sell my com-
puter in order to buy an
Amiga.

I actually placed the

adverts, but then changed
my mind and decided to

press on and see what hap-

pened.

I sent the game to

Superior Software just after

Christmas and they
immediately wrote back to

me. Since then I have
worked solidly on it every

night to get it debugged and
versions finished for the

other machines in the Acorn
range. Superior lent me a

BBC B, and were most help-

ful with suggestions and
advice.

I aim to stay with the Elec-

tron for a few more games
at least. I feel the machine
still has a lot of potential and
is only now being pro-

grammed to its limits.

I am already planning the

sequel to Quest and hope to

have it finished later in the

year.

I have worked out a way
to cram even more into the

micro and have devised
some devious puzzles to

keep Walter amused.



Learning CAN be fun
• Use your Electron to teach and amuse
your children at the same time.

• Three packages crammed full of

educational programs - and
so easy to use!

• Each program has been
educationally approved
after extensive testing in

the classroom.

Alphabet
Colours
Counting
House
Magic Garden
Matchmaker
Numbers
Pelican

Seaside
Snap

Ep

•

i i

PELICAN
Teach your children to cross the

road safely at a Pelican crossing

HOUSE
Select the colours to draw a house
- hours of creative entertainment

Balance
Castle
Derrick
Fred's Words
Hilo
Maths Test
Mouser
Number Signs
Seawall
Super Spell

NUMBER SIGNS
Provide the correct arithmetic
sign and aim to score ten out often

BALANCE
Leant maths the fun uay. Type in

the answer to balance the scales

Anagram
Codebreaker
Dog Duck Com
Guessing
Hangman
Maths Hike
Nim
Odd Man Out
Pelmanism
Towers of Hanoi I

HANGMAN
Improve your child’s spelling with

this fun version of the populargame

ODD MAN OUT
Find the word that does not fit -

before your time runs out

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 53



5LDGGER

WHAT PRICE QUALITY?
WHAT PRICE COMPATIBILITY?

To quote a well known phrase, "You only get what you pay for"

This we feel sums up SLOGGERS pricing policy. Our goods may not always be the cheapest,

but the products are most certainly the best.

THE PEGASUS 400 DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
Using only top quality components, the system comprises of:

The SLOGGER 40/80 Track double sided 5.25" Disk Drive which maintains
* 400k storage per disk, built in power supply.
* Manufacturers (NEC/TEAC) 1 year guarantee.
* Internal Power Supply unit (built to BS 415).
* Compatibility with the inexpensive (yet most reliable) 5.25" disks.
* Reliability at 3 m/s step rate (four times faster than some drives).

The SLOGGER PEGASUS Disk Interlace which boasts
* Excellent Computer Aided Design (CAD) production
* Acorn approved design and standard WD1770 floppy disk controller
* NEW Type-Ahead facility when used with Master RAM Board
* READ/WRITE Shadow Screen when used with Master RAM Board
* 90 page documentation usually provided as a separate purchase
* Compatibility with the ACP ADFS Version 1.1, which offers a total 640k when used with SLOGGERS
5.25" Disk Drive

The SLOGGER SEDFS ROM, about which the Electron User magazine enthused

"I can recommend SEDFS unreservedly"
"Anyone considering upgrading to disk"

"SEDFS is the logical choice"

The quality of SEDFS speaks for itself, unlike other filing systems it offers
* No loss of Electron memory, PAGE=&E00 (not &1 D00)
Full Acorn DFS (BBC Model B and MASTER SERIES) compatibility
* All utilities built In. requires no additional menacing utility disk

PEGASUS 400 (Including Interface). £149.50 (Inc VAT)
PEGASUS INTERFACE (Only).... £74.95 (Inc VAT)

MASTER RAM
BOARD

Upgrade your Electron to a

64K Machine using

32K Of STATIC RAM
* Fits Inside the Acorn Electron, uses no cartridge ports

* Compatible with ALL reliable Electron hardware (except

TURBO DRIVER).
’ Compatible with ALL Electron software, switching between

64K mode, TURBO mode (yes the TURBO DRIVER
IS BUILT IN), and normal mode

' For correctly written software, HIMEM is ALWAYS AT 8000 in

64K mode so leaving 28000 bytes for BASIC or WORD
PROCESSING in ALL screen modes

* Doubles the speed of Word Processing
* Upto 300% speed increase lor games
* Additional 1 2K for use as Printer Buffer with Expansion

ROM 2.0.

* Installation Service (See Details below) for those not confident

of desoldoring the 6502 Microprocessor

NEW FEATURES
* 64K Mode fully compatible with 98% of Levol 9 BBC Adventure

games
* NEW OS 2. t - PLAY ACORNSOFTS ELITE WITH SLOGGERS
JOYSTICK INTERFACE

"I can thoroughly recommend it*

Electron User 1987
Master RAM Board Kit - code MR2 - Now Only £49.95

INSTALLATION SERVICE
* Guaranteed to upgrade your Electron with either the Master

RAM Board or Elk Turbo

Dover AND RETURN IT WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT
• Includes Postage paid BOTH WAYS (using FREEPOST) and

1 YEARS GUARANTEE
Order MR1 - Master RAM Board Installed - only £59.95

or TDt - Elk Turbo Driver Installed - only £39.95

Please note . if you own a PLUS 1 .
please send it with your Electron

to be tested to ensure reliability at high speed



ROMBOX PLUS
SLOGGER'S answer lo the PLUS 1

64k ACORN
ELECTRONS

Q.Why no< buy the Acorn Plus 1?

A. Because "ExceBent though the Plus 1 Is, I think there is sti room
for improvement * said the Electron User Magazine

The ROMBOX PLUS has

1 . Four ROM'RAM sockets to tree

me cartridge slots tor more
important add-ons. Each socket

can take the usual 8K/16K
ROMs but can also take 1 6K
RAMS ottering a staggering 64K
SIDEWAYS RAM

2. The PLUSt Cartridge slots

this improved specification:

3. Tha PLUS1 centronics pmter

4. The Expansion ROM 2.0

5. Switched Joystick Interlace

available

6. Analogue Joystick Interlace

under development

THESE ELECTRONS ARE FITTED WITH THE
MASTER RAMBOARD AND ARE FULLY TESTED

AND GUARANTEED WHEN PURCHASED
DIRECT FROM SLOGGER

64k ELECTRON
(Swltchable)

£99.00
Still Only £54.95

EXPANSION ROM 2.0
for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

' Supports Primer Buflor with 8K/10K sideways
RAM or 12K with MASTER RAM BOARD

* RSAVE command to save ROM images to tape
or disc.

* RLOAD command to load Sideways RAM with a
ROM image.

* ROMS command to display ROM/RAM in system.
* JOYSTICK command lor mo SLOGGER Joystick

Interlace
' Aflows cas
* Supports all standard

(Printer. ADC.RS423)
' Smply Ms Into Internal ROM socket
There is room lor improvement in thi

system. No doubt this was the idea behind
Expansion 2* Electron User, July 87

OnlyE11.ua

(C5 If purchased with 32K SIDEWAYS RAM
or JOYSTICK INTERFACE)

32K SIDEWAYS RAM
CARTRIDGE

for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

TAPE TO DISK ROMS
VERSION 2

’ Transfer the majority ol Tape programs to

disk
* Acornsoft, Superior and Micropowor no

problem
' Compatible with programs copted using

Version 1

* More successful than ever before

T2P3 for the Acorn Plus 3
T2CU for the Cumana OFS
T2P4 tor AP4 and EOO DFS
T2SD for the Solidisk DFS
T2SEDFS for the SEDFS
T2PEG400 for Pegasus 400

ONLY £24.95
* Upgrade 1-2 only £S with original ROM

PRESTEL/MICRONET
ON THE ELECTRON

JOYSTICK INTERFACE
for ROMBOX PLUS or ACORN PLUS 1

' Uses inexpensive ATARI -type loysticka
' Compatible with ALL Tape and Disk systems
' Emulation ol keys by Expansion ROM 2.0
' Can be used witn weS written games either

WITH OR WITHOUT A JOYSTICK OPTION
The ultimata Joyseck Interlace'

MBMy 87
"Well worm saving up tor, I can recommend

It to all Arcade Addicts'

Electron User May 87
Only Cl 4.95

* Requires Electron Expansion 2,0

Only C5 with Ihls unit

JOYSTICKS
Switched Joysticks tor the Slogger Joystick Imorlace

Quickshot I £4.00

Oulckshotll C6 00

SLOGGER'S
AUTHORISED

DEALERS
* Ever popular on me BBC
‘ Best usod with EXP ROM 2 0
(t) Save ROM backups for loading Into

Seaways Ram.

(2) Set up a 16k Print Butter

' Splits as 2xi6k pages
VIEW and VCWSHEET in one stotlll

* Write protect opeon
.

prevents corruption ol

software
• A very powerful p,ece ol hardware*

Electron User July 87
ONLY £34.50

(£39.50 with EXP ROM 2.0)

SLOGGER EPROM
CARTRIDGE

• Carries TWO 8K/16K ROMEPROM software
• Compatible with PIUS 1, ROWJOX PLUS and

BBC Master
' Simply plugs mlo cartridge slot

C10.00 lor a limited period

ROM SOFTWARE
STARSTORE 2 £29 95

SEDFS upgrade ROM tor CUMANA owners E24 9S

* BARGAIN CORNER ‘

STARWORD Word Processor 619.95

STARSTORE Database £9 95

STARGRAPH Graphic Ublilies £9 95

ELKMAN ROMRAM Manager™. £9.95

STARMON Machme code Monitor £9.95

PRINTER ROM Simplified Printer Control £9.95

STAR TREK Machine code disassembler . £9.95

PDG Printer Driver £9 95

Link up to Prestel, Micronet, Telecom
Gold and a multitude of very exciting

Bulletin Boards using the Slogger

Communications Package

Phone for further details

(ask for Phil) 0634 52303

COMMS

1

RS423 Interlace

Commstar Software

Modem
£85.00

COMMS 2

RS423 Interface

Commstar Software

£59.00

COMMS 3
Modem Only

£30.00

Abordean Mere logic

Birmingham ASon Jomox Com pulOft

BrsW Avon Compulor Etching#

Broxboumo Bradstroot Computers

Burnley Atomic Compulor Systems

Byftsoi Cslsnersli

Cardtf Compulor Etching*

Project Expansions

Firrhim Famham Computers

Glasgow Computar Oaoot

Harborough Computer*

0559 64233

021 778 5737

0777837981

0) 707*710

0787 54299

0932342137

0772*8X69
0239514493

0*9*783373

0293378*7

0168376*6
0379721109

0*133239**

0S335*9*07

015800181

085863056

05163930*1

0635*577*

061 633 1605

Siockpcn Oram EWctromca

Tsford At Computar Supptfoa

Troabndgs Warn W.ita Micro*

Warrington Chashlr* Micros

061*290626
0957502737

0221*62759

0925*1*109

010*1X197

0625528885

AH prices Include VAT PAP UK Mainland only

Expiry Date PIEAS6 SUPPLY

to SIOGCER HD, 107 RICHMOND ROAD. CHUMCHAM. KWH



This delightful collection of programs is based
around children's favourite Nursery Rhymes.
There's plenty of sparkling colour, sound and
captivating animation to keep them riveted -

and as they play they'll be learning all the way

* Tell the time with Hickory Dickory Dock.
* Assemble the jigsaw in Humpty Dumpty.
* Learn to spell with Jack and Jill.

* Match the animals in See Saw Marjory Daw.
* Play an exciting game in Hey Diddle Diddle.

Children from two to nine will be entertained

for hours with these interactive programs.

Don't miss out on this beautiful gift for your

family - and at a very special price.

ONLY £5.95 (cassette)

£6.95 (3V2" disc)

Suitable for any Acorn Electron

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 53
L 7



ORDER FORM
* Special price il accompanied

by subscription or renewal

All prices include postage, packing and VAT
Overseas orders sent exclusively by Air Mail

Valid to May 30,1988
PIMM enter number required in box

Electron User
subscription

UK CIS 3001
Europe & Eire £23 3003

Overseas C38 3004

UK CIS 3002
"re £23 3478
u £36 3477

Computer Hits 4 „

Tape onlyUSO C6.95 30323033

Ransack
Tape only

|

£6 95 303&3039

The Life Of Repton
Tape

Skirmish
Tape only

|

C7.9S 304&3041 I I I

<E»
Electron User back Issues
t'rSUK January 1987 3210
£2.75 Eiaopa February 1987 3211
13.75 Ovaneae March 1987 3212

Apr* 1987 3213
May 1987 3214
June 1987 3?15
July 1987 32IS

August 1987 3217

Cassette tape annual subscription
UKC3S 3005 C

Europe/Overseas C4S

Commence with I*

UK £35 3006 C

Electron User tapes/discs
Tape C3.95, Disc* £4.75 Add Cl tor

God Warrior Jan 1987 3310
Feb 1987 3311
Marl 987 3312
Apr 1987 3313
May 1987 3314
June 1987 3315
July 1987 3316
Aug 1987 3317
Sep! 1987 3318
OCI1987 3319
Nov 1987 3320
Dec 1987 3321
Jan 1988 3322
Feb 1988 3323
Mar 1988 3324
Apr 1988 3325

1988 3326

Super Boss
Dragons Doom

Hectic Henry

Arena
Mr Miner

Favriuss' Ftun

Santa on the Tiles

Cosmic Guamllas
Super Dtgga
Shove Penny

mpi
Keyboard Gremlins

Adventure Anthology

The Sound Master £ P

C9 99 moot
Add C2 tor Europe (Inc. EireVC7 tor Overseas

Arcade Game Creator ea.* «as»

Tape C4.95 3044 I
~1

Knitwear Designer rape cs 95 312s 1

|

5.25* Disc £9.95 3129 I —I
Add C2 tor Europe (Inc Eire); CS tor Overseas

Nursery Rhymes S2i ^ >s-o«

3018&019 ~—I_ J
Add £1 kx Europ^Ovwwaa

Education Special Voi. 2

Magazine Electron Cassene C3.95 3007
Magazine * Electron 3 5* Disc C4.95 3008

Add C2 tor Europe fax: Eire); C4 tor Overseas

Fun School i»

Ages 2-5 308073108
Ages 5 8 3081/3109

Ages 8- 12 3082/3110

Add Cl tor Europe/Overseas

Getting Started In BBC Basic
£2.96 3100

Advanced User Guide C3.4S 3072

Mini Office

Add Cl tor Europa/Overteas
Tape CS 96 3062 I I

Magic Sword
3065/3105

Add C2 tor Europe (Inc Eire); CS tor Overseas

Ten of the Best
Volume 1 3068/3111
Volume 2 30693112
Volume 3 3070/3113
Volume 4 31200121

Add Cl to

French on the Run
Add Ci tor EuroperOverseae

Tape C9.95 3115 I I

Classic Card and Board Games
No i Tape £595 3090 .

3T'Disc C7 96 3092
;

No 2 Tape CS.9S 3091
3S*Disc C7.96 3093

[

Add Cl tor Europe/Overseas

Electron Dust cover c3.os 3ose i—

i

Add Cl tor Europe/Overseas

Magazine Binder
Add C3 tor Europe (me Eire);

C3.9S 3059 I I

Payment please Indicate method (/)
Send lo: Database Publications. FREEPOST, Europe House,

Adlinglon Perk, Adtinglon, Macclesfield. Cheshire SK10 4NP

(No .tarryi needed 8 posted Si UK| Pleas* allow 78 days lor detwry

;l / ~l

Ordar at any Uma o! tha day or night

M I I I I I I I I I 1 LJJ

Tahphona Oman:0624 878820

oT target to gtae your name, address andcm* cm

|
ENQUIRIES ONLY:
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YOU may or may not have
seen an episode of Tomor-
row's World, screened just

over a year ago, in which a

unique method of pro-
ducing colour on black and
white televisions was
demonstrated.
There is no inherent

reason why the same
technique can't be used on
an Electron with a black
and white TV or monitor to

produce full-colour text and
graphics, and David Sharpe
shows you how.

If different parts of the
screen can be made to
generate a particular fre-

quency of interference frin-

ging, the optic nerve has no
choice but to perceive that

part of the screen as a

colour.

The secret lies inside the
Electron's ULA chip. Frame
flyback occurs 50 times a

second and it is possible to
alter the palette for certain

colours at every pass using
a set sequence - thereby
producing subliminal
interference patterns.

These. if properly

COL
EmULOT
adjusted, can reproduce all

eight colours - albeit rather

faint and shakily - on a
black and white TV.
These will be changing so

rapidly that the brain
cannot react adversely to
the flickering, as can be the
case at discotheques.
Of course, the utility will

still only function in modes
with more than two
colours, so Mode 0, 3, 4 and
6 are out. Mode 2 is the best
with eight steady and eight
flashing colours.

Type in the listing, save it

before running, and use
CALL &900 to activate the
utility.

UN|RS
l

!MIsP^
i xr'MJSsis;:!*™

Ij^SEBSS
siMX'Xasms::

HELICOPTER
1 HEN Mrlicopter
2 REN By * N Haile

3 REN (c> Electron User
4 NODE 2 : YOU 23 , 1 , 1 ;!;!;

8; 1 f, 15, 1;l; :**«!: PHOCpr i nr

(

440,512,401,1. IhPROCprintd
040,412,100,1) : 6C0L !,15:PR0
CheH:PR0Cvdu:£N0

5 DEI PROC print! n,YI,»t,
ChVDU 29,XJ;U; :H0VE 0,Rt*C
:fOR N*0 TO 2*P! STEP PI/24:
A**AW:IF AIMS Al«1

6 (COL 0,AI:NOVE !,I:P10

T 85,RI*SIN(N),RI*C0S(N)*C:N
EXT : YDU 29,l;»; :ENDPR0C

7 DE P PROCvd j : FOR NJM TO

12:VDU 19,NJ,0;B; :NERT:IEPE
AT: FOR Nt*1 TO 12:IF «Z«i vo

U 19,12,0;!;

! VDU 19,«,1;»;:V»U 19,

M-1,l;l;:»EXT:UNTIl FAlSE.-E
NOPROC

9 DEFPROCfceli:NOVE U0,5
12:N0VE *2!,*12:PL0T 85,461,
412: NOVE 1 #40,4 12: NOYE 340,3
12:PL0T 85,341,412:N0VE 880,

412 :N0VE ii!,312:PL0T 85,341
,312:NOVE 710,412:NOVE 440,4
62:P10T 85,34I,412:N0VE 341,
412: DRAW 291,401: DRAU 241,37

10 NOVE 15I,312:PL0T 85,2
4I,312:N0VE 150,312:NOVE 160
,301

:

PLOT 85,611, 312:PL0T 85
,611, 300: NOVE 108,271:DRAh 1

21,260 : ORAM 651,26I:N0VE 251
, 301:DRAH 25I,261:N0VE 550,2
6!:0RAH 550,3I0:EHDPROC

HERE is yet another
excellent demonstration of

palette switching tech-
niques from A.M. Waite A
helicopter complete with
whirling rotors is the fin-

ished effect, and the
spinning blades are
extremely realistic because
they appear to have proper
perspective as they turn.

There is a short wait
while the main rotor and
the stabiliser are drawn
using all 16 colours in Mode
2. Finally the helicopter's
body is drawn.
Now sit back to watch

the amazing animation.



The micro that
outgrewAcorn

I RECENTLY spent several

informative hours looking

through three years of Elec-

tron User, right from the

first edition I bought in

January 1985.

It seemed quite strange in

those early magazines to

find names now so
synonymous with the Elec-

tron to be missing - names
like Slogger and Advanced
Computer Products. Could
there ever have been an
Electron without them?
ACP first appeared in the

August 1985 issue with a
full-page advertisement for

AOT - how things have
moved on since then.

In the January 1986 issue I

found my own letter to

Micro Messages entitled

Growing into giant oaks, a

reference to the potential of

what was still, at that time, a
very small Acorn.

The Electron has indeed
grown into a mighty oak and
its growth makes for an
extraordinary story.

Recently I was able to

attend a small exhibition of

Slogger products for the

Electron at Newbury in

Berkshire.

/ was amazed at the
number of enthusiasts who
attended the exhibition and
the many miles they had
travelled to get there.

You would have thought a
new computer had hit the

market - was all this for the

humble Electron?

Who would have envis-

aged, way back in 1983
when the first Electrons hit

the shelves of the high
street stores, that the
machine in 1988 would not
only be going strong, but
still expanding - certainly

not Acorn I

The November 1985 issue
of Electron User led with the

headline: Electron produc-
tion continues. Brian Long,

the then new managing

director of Acorn gave the

assurance to Electron User

that "we are not ceasing
production of the Electron".

When asked if the

machine would be suppor-

ted by Acorn in the foresee-

able future, Brian Long
replied: "Of course".

Well, Brian Long has
come and gone, and taken

his false promises with him.

As an enthusiast said to me
recently, "Who needs Acorn
anyway?".
New names, with a

proven dedication to the

support of the Electron,

have appeared. John Hud-
dlestone of PRES, the team
at Slogger and Gordon
Cameron of PMS.

Later. Chris Rudge of
Project Expansions and
John Wilke of Jafa Systems

have added their own brand
of inventiveness and
initiative.

With such a list ofenthusi-
astic entrepreneurs, is it so
surprising that the Electron

continues to expand in such

an exciting way?
We can all remember

those letters and telephone

calls to Acorn which on
many occasions remained
unanswered.
How different today when

a telephone call to any of the

major supporters of the

Electron will usually bring

an immediate response, an
answer to an enquiry, but

above all an enthusiasm for

the machine which is infec-

tious, presented with cour-

tesy and often humour.
There have, however,

been disappointments. We
saw in the February 1986

issue of Electron User the

invitation to talk to the world

through telecommuni-
cations.

At the time the comms
package available was too

expensive for the majority

of users, and it did not really

catch on.

Some, myself included,

did explore this new world

of communications through
Prestel, Micronet and Micro-

Link, and have been sold on
it ever since.

It is good to see at long

last that comms packages
for the Electron are

becoming less expensive,

thereby allowing other

Turn to Peg* 56

A Cautionary Tale

Young Kevin bought an Acorn
From the shop just down the road
He knew all of the simple stuff,

Like Chain and List and Load,

But although he had a User Guide
He never thought to look inside.

So Kevin's idea of a dream
Was zapping monsters on the screen.

And moving little graphic frogs.

Manipulating graphic dogs.

He soon got sick of Hopper,
Space Invaders and that lot,

So he planned a trip to Woolworths
Just to see the stuff they’d got;

When suddenly, out of the blue

He woke up in the night.

He'd been struck by an idea;

Some new programs he would write.

So he sat down and he fiddled

mII his brain and fingers numbed.
His back and neck were aching
And his television hummed.
After three weeks of this exercise

He'd got nowhere at all, so
He smashed up his computer;
Threw his Acorn at the wall.

So the moral of this story

Ilf a moral is supplied), is:

"Before you start to program
You should read the User Guide!"

- Rob Lad, Northallerton, North Yorks,
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ALL programs printed

in this issue are exact
reproduction of list-

ings taken from run-

ning programs which
have bean thoroughly
tested.

However on the
very rare occasions
that mistakes may
occur corrections will

be published es a

matter of urgency.
Should you encounter
error messages when
you type in a program

they will almost cer-

tainly be the result of
your own typing mis-
takes.

Unfortunately we
can no longer arts wer
personal programming
queries concerning
these mistakes. Of
course letters about
suggested errors will

be investigated with-

out delay, but any
replies found neces-
sary will only appear
In the mail pages.

d from Page BS

users to access viewdata
systems and bulletin

boards.

Among my few disap-
pointments is the fact that

Electron User has not
included a small section in

the magazine centered
around this whole field.

For although the amount
of users on the systems are

as yet small, I am quite sure

that numbers will increase -
especially if more infor-

mation is given.

These points apart, as
users we have much to be
grateful for - not least to

those magnificent men on
their Electron machines,
who so actively support this

amazingly tenacious com-
puter.

Thanks also to the Elec-

tron User team, that has the

privilege of bringing the

news together and inform-

ing us of what is going on in

the Electron world. - T.

Dunkerley. Reading. Berk-

shire.

Peripheral

puzzle

I RECENTL Y bought an Elec-

tron with which I am
delighted. However, I didn't

find the User Guide too help-

ful, as it gave little infor-

mation on how the basic unit

could be extended for using

disc drives, printers and
other peripherals.

Even the Advanced User
Guide isn't very specific on
these points.

My problem is - and I am
sure other enthusiasts have
experienced the same diffi-

culty - how do I expand my
system, and with what?

Your publication is

excellent, but with a prolifer-

ation of suppliers advocating

anything from a Plus 1 to a
Rombox Plus and beyond, it

is difficult to know which way
to jump.

I wish to use a 5.2Sin single

disc drive which I have
acquired, but as my knowl-

edge of computers is very

limited, I would welcome any
comments from you or your

readers, who themselves
must have been similarly

perplexed when they first

entered tentatively into the

world of computers. -

George Lynch, Edinburgh

• The subject of expanding
an Electron is one which
seems to have caused prob-

lems for a lot of readers. In

the near future we hope to

run a feature containing hints

and guidelines for adding
peripherals to an Electron,

together with basic explan-

ations of what certain

products do, and why they

are necessary.

For the time being
however, you can find many
articles in back issues of

Electron User covering a

wide range of products in

some depth.

To answer your more
immediate problem, to con-

nect your 5.25in drive to your
Electron you will need two
products. First you need to

attach a Plus 1 or Rombox
Plus, which provides
interfaces for a printer and
joystick, together with two
rom cartridge sockets.

It is the rom cartridge sock-

ets that are needed, because
the Advanced Plus 4 or

Pegasus disc interface sits

inside either socket and has a

cable connector into which
you can plug your disc

drive.

The Plus 1 unit is available

from Advanced Computer
Products and costs £49.95.

An alternative to the Plus 1

from ACP is the Rombox Plus

from Slogger, which offers

much the same features and
costs £54.95.

The Plus 4 disc interface is

available from Advanced
Computer Products, price

£79.98, and Pegasus is avail-

able from Slogger at £74.95.

You are therefore looking at a

total cost of approximately
£135 to interface your disc

drive.

Satisfied

customer

I WOULD like to take the time
to thank you for your fast and
efficient mail order service,

and for the excellent Electron

User magazine you produce.

The magazine is varied, bal-

anced and supportive to the

needs of Electron owners.
As there are no Electron

dealers in New Zealand your
advertisements are the sole

source of add-ons and are to

be highly praised. Thanks
again, and continued success
for the rest of 1988 - A. J.

Carroll, Wellington 4, New
Zealand.

I HAVE just been going
through the programs on
February's cassette, and
have found an error in Odd
One Out.

I find that after 15 ques-
tions, and before any winner
has been found, I get the

message Subscript at line

380. I have listed this line,

but it appears to be as
printed in the magazine, and
the version on the other side

of the cassette yields the

same result.

I am afraid that my pro-
gramming skills are not up
to sorting this one out, so I

hope that you will be able to

publish a correction in due
course, as this game looks
to be a useful addition to the
selection of programs for

my class ofseven year-olds.

By the way, / am looking

forward to trying Rainbow
with thorn next wook.
Thanks for a good maga-
zine. - Mrs Pauline Clayton,

Streetly, Sutton Coldfield.

• Thank you for pointing

out this error to us. The bug
crept in at the last minute as

a new enhancement was
being tested, but the hard fix

used to test the enhance-
ment - which actually

causes this error - was not
removed before publication.

To correct the program
fully, list line 150 and find

the part which reads:

[~don«t(15>
|

which you can find immedi-
ately before the RESTORE
command. Change it to:

|

donil(mqt)
|

and all will be well. Our
apologies for any incon-
venience this has caused.

Ram Board

games

IN the February 1988 issue

of Electron User Martin
Reed suggested that arcade

games could be released for

use with Slogger's Master
Ram Board, making full use
of the extra 32k on offer.

However, this is, I believe,

not so simple. Arcade
games, unlike adventures,

usually poke the screen
memory directly. This is not

possible when using the

Ram Board or a second
processor.

All graphics commands
have to tie executed legally,

thus greatly reducing both

the game's speed and any
advantage which the
additional ram provides.

If I am wrong, and this

problem can be overcome,



then I must urge people to

write to the software houses
and show them what a

lucrative market this could
be.

It would be easy to

include 64k enhanced ver-

sions of a game on the same
tape or disc as the standard

version. - Peter Davey,
Reading. Berkshire.

• While it is certainly pos-

sible to read and write to the

extra 32k in the Master Ram
Board - see Part II of Chris

Nixon’s shadow ram series

in this issue - it must be said

that sprite handling, for

example, could never be
quite as fast as normal.

For those of you with the

E2P second processor from
PMS, there is a legal osword
call which allows byte trans-

fer across the tube.

Again it's not quite as fast

as accessing the screen
directly, but with tightly-

written code this technique

is certainly practical.

Look at the Master 128
version of Stryker's Run, for

instance. Most of the Mas-
ter's 64k of sideways ram is

used to store the scrolling

background - and there is

no discernable difference in

speed from the original ver-

sion, although a special call

must be used to access data

stored in this way.

Letterhead

upgrade

MAY I thank you for your
excellent Letterhead Gener-
ator program from the
March 1988 issue of Elec-

tron user.

However, when I ran the

original program I found
that the cassette filing

system messages were
being saved as part of the

screen. Therefore I have
added a new line 35 to dis-

able these messages while

the program runs.

I also found that when the

program ended after the
print routine, or after

quitting, the cursor keys did
not return to their normal
function.

So I have added a new
procedure, PROCnormal,

View editing with tape
ALTHOUGH I seldom use
View for writing programs,
since they cannot be tested,

I often use it for editing.

However, tape users obvi-

ously cannot use the Strip

program given in the article,

as it has two files open sim-

ultaneously.

But there is an easy sol-

ution. As your strip routine

(sounds naughty!) clearly

demonstrates, the first five

spaces on a Basic line are

reserved for the line

number.
We can therefore instruct

View to search for and
replace a carriage return

and the next five characters

with just a carriage return:

|

tK«»sfrc*rrrrf/‘(T|

This effectively removes

all the line numbers, except

for the first, which for some
reason appears indented.

Thus tape users need no
longer be denied the pleas-

ure of View editing.

By the way, I think you
should also have mentioned
that any Basic lines longer

than 132 characters will

have their ends chopped off.

Referring briefly to your

answer to my letter in the

same issue concerning the

Mandelbrot set, perhaps
you could remind your
readers that in a high resol-

ution mode you can fool the

Electron into thinking that it

is in Mode 6 with:

|

HfE87*838
|

The picture goes haywire.

but the program will run at

twice the speed. When the

picture is finished, a simple:

|

?»FEI7»I2S2
|

will restore the screen to

normal. In INKEY command
could be used to toggle
between the two states -

shades of the ZX-81

1

Finally, there was an
answer to the reader with

the power socket problem in

Micro Messages a few years

back. The socket wobbles
slightly and this cracks the

copper on the PCB.
The solution is to thicken

this area with some solder

after first scraping off the

green solder resist. This also

happened to me. - Phillip A.

Bender, Sunderland.

which will reset the cursor

keys and turn the cassette

messages back on.

From the short listing

shown, add all lines other

than 650 and 810 to the

original program.
If you have a Brother

M-1009 printer, add lines

650 and 810 as well. They
contain extra VDU codes
which allow the program to

work properly with this

printer.

55 ‘OPT 1,»

188 If 6*52 PROCnorajl :EHS

191 IF 6*31 PRINT TAB<8,5>

STIINGSUB,- >:PR0C«cr*e"-d

u»p:PROCnor»iUEN#

6SI VOU 2,1,27,1,45,1,8,1,

27,1,51
818 VDU 1,27,1,65,1,12,1,2

7,1,58,5
848 »EF PROCnomtl

858 *f*4

848 *0PT 1,1

878 ENOPHOC

Ravenskull

revisited

WITH reference to the map
for Ravenskull Level 2, pub-
lished in the December 1987

issue of Electron User, /

have spotted a mistake in an

otherwise excellent map.
A red scroll is shown in

the key as a speed scroll.

Although this scroll is also

marked on the map, it

doesn 't actually appear until

level four. - Andy Johnson,
North Cotes.

Electron on

the airwaves

I HAVE an Electron with
Master Ram Board, a Plus 1

and ACP's Advanced Plus 3.

My first question involves

interference with an FM
stereo radio, whenever the

computer is in action.

I have had two Electrons,

and the first had no
accessories apart from a
First Byte joystick interface.

Now it has been replaced
due to an irreparable fault,

and the interference con-
tinues.

This therefore cannot be a
problem unique to one
faulty Electron. The radio

and computer are plugged
into separate ring mains,
and different TVs have even
been tried.

Can you give me a

method for preventing this

interference, other than not
using the radio at the same
time as my Electron?

My second question: Is

Slogger's T2P3 tape to disc

converter for the Plus 3
compatible with my AP3? -

S. Payne, Spixworth, Nor-

wich.

• Unfortunately there is not

a lot than can be done to

cure your noisy Electron.

We have come across this

problem several times
before, and all of the usual

cures for unshielded RF
emissions are impractical

when it comes to imple-
menting them on an
Electron.

For instance, the standard
cure of carefully wrapping
the main board in baking foil

is very dodgy - even if

short-circuits were avoided
by first wrapping thin foam
around the PCB, the Elec-

tron would certainly

overheat.

One thing you could try is

to shield all your cables
fully. There may be enough
current to induce a magnetic
field in the wires, which in

turn may be interfering with

your radio's reception.

To answer your second
question, T2P3 does indeed

work with ACP’s Advanced
Plus 3.
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SOFTWARE AT BARGAIN

Quest £7 50
Spycat £7 5Q
Boulderdash
Indoor Sports
Tetris

Icarus

Phantom Combat £2 99
Repton II

Karate Combat

TRIPLE PECKERS
3 Games on 1 Cassette for £1.99

1

.

Grand Prtx/Day at the Races/Manic Mole

2.

Invasion Force/Haunted/Parachute

3.

Lunar Invaslon/Lander/Jam Butty

4.

Howzat/Flshlng/Golf

5.

Starflght/Skramble/Karate Wdrrior

6.

Cavern Capers/Snap Dragon/Castle of Sand

7.

Atom Smash/Knock Out/Reaction Tester

8.

Gretoit/Mr. Freeze /Fruit Worm

9.

Break Free/Mbsle Jammer/Code Breaker

ACORNSOFT TITLES

Talkback ....£1 50
Workshop
Sphinx Adventure ...£1.00

Starship Command ...£1.00

Hopper ...£1 .00

Chess £1 00
Desk Diary £1 00
Business Games ...£1 00
Boxer

Me and My Micro ...£1.00

Snapper
Complete Cocktai Maker ...£1.00

Watch Your Weight
Llnkword Italian

Unkword Spanish
Turtle Graphics ..£2.25

Advanced User Guide ..£3.25

IVAN BERG SERIES
English CSE/GCE ..£2.00

Biology CSE/GCE
Maths 1 CSE/GCE ..£2.00

Maths 2 CSE/GCE ..£2.00

SPRING BARGAINS
4 FANTASTIC GAMES IN EACH

COLLECTION
£3.99 each at both £7.50

Acomsoft Hits Vol 1:

'Magic Mushroom - Maze -

Planetoids - Monster

Acomsoft Hits Vol 2:

•Starship Command - Meteors -

Arcadian - Snooker

BUDGET TfTLES

Repton 1

Death Star C? 40
World Geography ..£2.49
Dog Fight

Combat Link ..£2.99
Warehouse ..£2.99
Suds £3 99
Peter Scott Trilogy ..£2.99
Cascade (50 Games) ..£2.99
Daredevil Denrts ..£1.99
Snooker (Vblons)
Tarzan (Martech)
Football Manager £2.99
Last of the free

XOR
Micro Value (4 games) ..£3.99

ROM CARTRIDGES
View (Wordprocessing) £1 1.95

Vlewsheet £11.95
Usp £7.75
Logo 28.50

ACORN CASSETTE

RECORDERS
Complete with lead and power

supply

£22.95

CURRENT TITLES
Five Star Games Vol 3 £7.50
10 Computer Hits Vol 4 £7.50
Ufe of Repton £5.50
Spellbinder £7.50
Elixir £7,50
Bone Cruncher £7.50
Omega Orb £6.25
Dispatch Rider £6.95
Ransack £7 50
2ggv £6.95
Impact £7.50
Graham Gooch Cricket £7.50
Thunderstruck II £6.95
Powerpack II (7 Games) £7.50
Play tt again Sam £7.50
Palace of Magic £7.50
Codename Droid £7.50
Crazee Rider £7.50
Collosus 4 Chess £7.50
Psycastria £6.50
Sphere of Destiny £6.50
Superior Hits Vol 3 £7.50
Elite £io.50
Around World 40 Screens £5.50
Repton 3 £7.50
Paper Boy £7.50
The Lost Crystal £9.95
The Hunt £7,50
Village of Lost Souls £7.50
Spitfire 40 £7,50
Spy v Spy £7.50
Brian Clough Football £12.50
Five Star Games Vol 1 £7.50
Five Star Games Vol 2 £7.50
10 Computer Hits Vol 1 £7.50
1 0 Computer Hits Vol 2 £7.50
10 Computer Hits Vol 3 £7.50
Phantom £7.50
Evening Star £7.50
Winter Otyplad '88 £7.50
Star Wars £7.50

fj
TowerHill Computers Ltd

1 Hockcliffe Road
Leighton Buzzard

CiJ Telephone: Leighton Buzzard (0525) 385329
l. f

[
VISA
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PMS MULTI-FONT NTQ
PRICES

BUGBVTE
AT £2.75 EACH

Uranlans

Hunkydory
Tennis

Savage Pond
Cricket

Starforce

Ice Hockey
Twin Kingdom Valley

Jack Attack

Temptation
Dunjunz

SqueakaBzer

Sky Hawk

ALTERNATIV1S-AT £1 .99

Dead or Alive
Mineshaft

Video Plnbal
Microball

Rlk the Roadie
Soccer Boss

Olympic Spectacular
Crazee Erbert

Licence to JOB

Confusion
Night Strike

l AT SI .99

31Wards

Mango
3D Dotty
Trapper

Return of R2
Video Card Arcade

ATLANTIS
Leogue Challenge -

Survivors

£2.99

£2.99

£1.99

^Arte £1 .99

£1.99

Near Text Quality Typesetting Software

ELECTRON VERSION

"Quite simply the best font software available for the BBC"

NTQ users say It - the reviewers agree -

UM NTO wet VIEW. WOflOWBE. WOROPOWER or BASIC «*h ANY B»S0N CO

pmv (MX and FX>.

FONT UBRARV CONTAINS OVER SO WGH OUAlfTY FONTS - tfntod frt»Na

MULTI-HEIcht multi-width
*111.7 I -FONT M ULTI-PITCH

III!PT.“W Wnrmrfnimn///

r

A6A>eg^a66u6le
ONLY C24.9S inc VAT (add El carriage)

NTQ is 2 roms disk user guide

Permanent Memory Systems

38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796 (24 Hour)

RECENT RELEASES
Play It Again Sam II £7.50

Skirmish £7.50

Kourtyard £7.50

Plan B II
£2.99

Pro Golf £2.99

SUPERIOR at £1.99 each

Fruit Machine
Invaders

Draughts

Reversi

Stranded
Mr. Wlz

Chess
Smash 'n' Grab
Repton I

Percy Penguin

Alien Dropout
World Geography
Centl Bug
Zany Kong Junior

Overdrive

Tempest
Death Star

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND P&P.

OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £1.00

PROJECT EXPANSIONS

«... ELECTRON

1
A UTILITY ROM

40 commands on a 16k rom-a command lor everyone

from error extension to character designer •
• PRICE >*

-i'l'HJi] .>V
/ J

r

>

THE 4 CHANNEL SOUND CARTRIDGE

piusi-mi
command capabilities < .

.plugs into the

'SPEECH! worth E9-99

AW PRICE* > c-

USLRPORT incROMsocktt [3Mb ^
[ffflll Fragiamimi f45rS5

,f

MOUSE ART soltwaie CH5 post.cn:

M&S ASSOCIATES

40 MEYRICK DRIVE, NEWBURY. BERKSHIRE. REWBSX

003b 45714
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TEL: JACQUI 1 of C^f^TlTO MAIL ORDER ONLY
0625528885 ZlSl. OOllWSXG E3S

PRESENTS A SELECTION OF HARDWARE, UTILITIES & SOFTWARE FOR THE ELECTRON

I
1 EDUCATIONAL • GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

BOX Of TEN C20 COMPUTER CASSETTES £4 99 Inc VAT & PAP all prices are inclusive of vat ano carriage
1 - - -1 OVERSEAS OHOERS PLEASE ADO CI.OO PER ITEM. INCLUDES INSURANCE

Phase make cheques payable to

_ _ 21st Softarsra Ltd
PtMMMndrm:CaMU PH* 3 Otoe Accms No Natnt

i * I I I I I 1—1 I J ,1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 I Addrass

_ „ Visa, Mawafcard, Eurocard
2— E Card hoidafs name

Send Orders k>:

21st SOFTWARE LTD. Dept EU
1 5 Brldgatlald Avanua, Wllmslow SK9 2J3
Tal: Wllmslow (0625) 528S85

Poat Coda

Tat. No (STD)
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You are Walter Cobra, a clever but absent-minded young lad who spends
many hours Indulging in two favourite hobbles: exploring, and inventing.

One day to your surprise you stumble across a laded old map which
Indicates the route to a buned object marked as The Golden Dragon". You
recognise the starling-point on the map as being a wishlng-well located a
couple of miles away horn your home Full of anticipation, you decide to

begin your quest the following day.

The next day. as the sun is rising you excitedly get out of bed, pock your

rucksock witho lew provisions, and then don your (et-boots - on astounding

invention which enables you to fly tor short periodsd time You amble over

towards the wlshlngwell and slowly climb down the walls of the well. It's quite

deep but finally you reach the bottom You then suddenly realise that you

have left behind a very Important item, the map
You decide to press on regardless. You remember some of the places shown
on the mop: The Music Room”, The Joke Shop", The Chapel" ; but. bearing

In mind the size of the mop this quest will surely be the greatest challenge ol

your life!

r

BSC Dual Cassette £9 95 Acorn Electron Dual Cassette MM I
CUM IBSC Micro 5',v’ Disc £HM BBC Master Concoct 3V> ’ Disc

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers) 9

PRIZE COMPETITION
£100 is Ihe firal prize in our competition, with 20 congratulatory certificates

lor runners-up
To enter the competition, you must locate the Golden Dragon, and write

to us describing the final messages that you receive.

Closing Date 30tti June 198S J

f
/ superior
softujrrc ACORNS*FT

.X. Telephone 0632 459453
ANSWfOlNGtfDVCf FOeOPDWS



If 90 we would like Id hear from you Database Software
is looking for good quality software games utilities

business programs If you think you have a winner send
it for evaluation (on disc or tape, plus instructions and a

brief outline) to

The Manager
Database Software

Adlington Park
Adlington
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

BBC/ELECTRON ’IMAGE* V.2
t the ultimate tape back up system,
now, It's even better

radlhal toinwtha tee and moat abto program ot «• !ypa

- Filai

' rs tan codas) In Fkarum

II is VERY IMPORTANT MOEEO purchasers taka nok that IMAGE' a tor tala Mnetly tor

making BACK UPS at your own aottwara lor your own uaa. tor protecting your own
programs, or as an Ml to pultmg software on disk (by removmg locks Irom tap* sollwars)

Any parson tound usvtg Ihe program tor illaga: purposes runs the risk ol balng prosecuted

To racanra your copy ol Image sand a chaqua or PO tor Ilia sum art

An Astounding SS.»0 to:

Peter Donn, Dept. EU, 18 Tyrone Road,
Thorpe Bay. Essex SSI 3HF

Pltasa stas# BBC or Electron verson VI owners can obtain V2 by sanding Cl .50 Vt

ADVERTISERS
INDEX

21st Software 60
A1 Computer Services 44
Centec Disc Supplies 10
Delta Computers 44
Electron & BBC Micro User Show 4
G.U.S 44
Impact Press 63
Qualsoft 22
Lightspeed Software 62
Mandarin Software 20
Mithras Software 41

M.S.Associates 41

Peter Donn 62
P.R.E.S 14,15

Project Expansions 59
RODH Designs 62
Slogger 50,51

Software Bargains 7

Superior Software 2,61 ,64

The Tape Centre 62

Touchline Computers 62

Towerhill 58,59

Voltmace 22

i-AA UCHTSPCCD -SOFTWARE— .

T Oapt EU
31 A BROADWEIR BRISTOL BS1 TaEPHONE 0272-225604

24 HOUR ANSWER PHONE FOR ALL QUERIES

AU PRICES ARE INCIUSIVE Of VAT AND DELIVERY INSIDE THE UK.
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES P.O.* PAYABLE TO

LIGHTSPEED SOFTWARE'
AU OPDEES DESPATCHED WITHIN 24 HOURS, BUT PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS
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The Fastest Growing

BBC Micro & Acorn Electron

Games Club in Britain



An Interactive Expose

All the Thrills and Intrigue of the World of Espionage
Spycat it a skilfully-written arcade adventure gome which takes place
amongst the corridor* ol power In Blackhall, Drowning Street and the
M-UVi underground surveillance complex.

Vou play the role ot Spycat a cat with a purpose \bu ore devoted to
spending your life embroiled within the fascinating but dangerous
arena ot professional secret* It's a good career - lull ot security, and
when you retire you oan always supplement your pension by
emigrating to Greenland and publishing your memoir*

The game features nearly 100 different screen* with 30 different objects
- including computers and passports — to locate and employ In

appropriate way* An Icon-driven control system Is used to orchestrate
your manoeuvres and action* There are secret passages to discover,
and hatches ond lifts to assist your progress Guest appearances are
mode by the Prime Minister and the spy-chlets "O" ond "M"
Spycat isa thoroughly captivating gome To complete the adventure
you will need to use clear logical thought as well as lost reactions and
arcade skill* Ybur llto os an undercover cat may not be easy but It will

always be exciting!


